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ABSTRACT 

What I shal1 consider in thjs thesis is the degree to which 

language structure and usage ~ust be considered if we wish to grasp 

the nature of that being we term the 'self' - the subject that I am, 

and that others presu~ably are. Stated in its strongest ter~s, the 

view I wish to explore is not SiMply that the mediu~ of our 

~nderstanding of thE self is language, ~ut the further and more 

contro\Jersia.l claire, tho.t this. s.elf is cons.tituted in and throu.€h 

language usage~ and More particularl~ through self-narration. 

The thesis is intended as an elucidation and integration of 

various 20th century reactions to the Modernist~ and essentially 

Cartesian, conceptions of the self, self-understanding, and personal 

identity. At this level of analysis the thesis will be fairly 

eclectic, 1 i te r'ar'y the or'::1 1 

deconstruction, semiotics, and Ii S Y c h 0 an 2.1 ~ sis. The €:oa.l a.nd 

systematic aim of this survey, however, is to develop on the basis of 

these investigations what I take to be a properly hermeneutic view of 

the self and self identity. 

The contribution to knowledge afforded by the present 

enterprise lies in its synthesizing of the disparate trends in 

conterl)rorar~ thought into a }) 1 a.u.si hI e a.nd ~ to rfi'~ rnind, nO'.le 1 and 

provocative account of the human subject in relation to language. 
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INTRODUCTIOO 

In ~ recent. t~or'k r,Jincent DesCDrr,be:. 1 tr'aces the de'}e I o})rrrent of 

French philosophy since Bergson through three iMportant stages, which 

in turn represent three 'advances~ in our conceiving of the epistefflic 

rei at i on 0 f th e kn OtlJ in g sub j e c t to th e '. ext e rn a 1 (lJO rid": Fir s t, th e 

"phenoMenological victory over the 'philpsophy of representation', 

th an k s to 1.h e con c ep t 0 f in t en t i on ali t"1 • II Th iss ta ge was pre f i gu red 

in Husserl"s exhortation zu den Sachen selbst, {.lJhich carries O1.Jer· 

into Sartrean philosophy 

generally. IMportant to the 

unMediated presence of the 

and phenoMenological-existentialisM 

phenoMenolo€ical perspective is the 

hUMan subject to the world and its 

phenoMenal contents, which in turn entail a rejection of the Kantian 

Ding ~!l sich and the tlletaph'gsical tradition that prefigures it. The 

second stage i sol ated by Descofflbes is the "hertTIeneuti c '} i ctory over 

'onto-theology," thanks to the concept of interpretati on. II Frofrl 

Nietzsche, through Dilthey and Heidegger, to Hans-Georg Gadamer, 

Jurgen Haberrrras, and Paul Ricoeur, this })hi loso})hical sta.nce st.resses 

ManIs finitude and the partiality of our knowledge of the world. The 

last of Descortlbes' stages is the "semiological victory over the 

'Metaphysics of the referent,' thanks to the revolutionary new 

concept of the sign." This seMiological position, though evident in 

both Pierce and, to SOffle degree, Wittgenstein, der·ives its 

conteMporary irfl})etus (toJhi eh extends to a nurrrber of hutTIani sti e 
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disciplines) especiall~ fro~ Saussaurian lin gu i s tic s and has 

~otivated French thought up to its present deconstructive and 

post~odern representatives. Sa~s Desco~bes: 

Th e dis c ov e r~ 0 f th e t ru e nature 0 f th e sign i s th e 
thesis whereb~ a sign derives its ~eaning not fr~ its 
relation to an independent thing .•. but fr~ its relation 
to other signs inside a closed syste~. (p.S) 

These three philosophical positio~s show an interesting and 

not arbitrary historical develop~ent.2 All three can be viewed as a 

reaction against a ~etaph~sics which seeks being (ousia, Sein) be~ond 

experience, that is, in a ~etaph~sical referent beyond the given. 

PhenotTlenolo€y erophasi zes what Merl eau-Pont~ call ed the "pri~acy of 

perceptionll - to be is to be perceived frOOl the perspective of a 

huroan subject - while the second, hermeneutics, stresses that our 

knowledge of such being cannot escape frrn~ the historicit~ and 

locatedness of our gaze. There is thus- no pure insight into being; an 

insight that could grasp the presupposed untainted intelligibilit~ of 

things. The third position, serrliotics, shi fts this whole 

episte~olagical-~etaphysical debate onto another level by fi~ly 

rejecting extra-linguistic reference as being "the unilateral ~easure 

a f th e val i d i ty 0 f au r ass e r t i on s II , to quote Descornbes. The 

acquisition of knowledge would then be, to borrow frOOl Wittgenstein, 

the learning and extension of new language garr.es. This latter 

position, which Descot'Qbes identifies with se~iotics, could, however, 

lead to an outright linguistic relativi~, a ~ere word-play if it 

were not teMpered by the life-practices it both serves and gives rise 
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to. The notion of reference should not, we suggest, be entirely 

abandoned, but should be recognized precisely as proble~atic; such 

caution will serve to exclude both its naive rehabilitation and also 

its outright rejection. 

It is ~y belief that these three positions are all of value 

and that their central insights should be integrated. Contemporary 

her~eneutics can be viewed as usefully fulfilling this task. (I take 

Paul Ricoeur's work to be an exarople of such integration.) On the one 

hand, a 

starting 

hermeneutic 

point of 

philosophy 

the hu~an 

can accept the phenoroenological 

subject's i~ediacy to phenoroena. 

However, it does not delude itself into thinking that there is a 

privileged roode of access to the phenoroena that would disconnect the 

categories of our particular historical and linguistic heritage. On 

the other hand, while recognizing that our understanding is ~ediated 

by language and seroiotic systeros generally - the signifying networks 

of exchange and co~~unication between human subjects - herroeneutics 

need not lose contact with the life-experiences of the subjects 

within this seroiotic realm. That is, we not only COMe to understand 

the sign systems operative in our world, but also, to soroe degree, 

ourselves as we live and interact in and through thero. As Ricoeur 

constantly stresses, seroiotics (and structuralisro) have still to take 

the final step of accounting for the experiencing subjects 

presupposed by any structural social systero. 3 Seroiotics, as defined 

by Desc~bes, would, at its extreroe point, reroain arbitrary with 

respect to phen~enal experience, just as phen~enology would reMain 



biases of ou~ languages. 

2-. 11th c\ t f cd 1 Q{.tJ s . He rtf( e n e uti c~· ~ i n -t he f 0 rUt j ;,:. £. t au. t 1 in e d ) ~.~, ill bE: 

the guiding philosoFhical EtincE throughout the thesis, but this will 

not discount our acceptinf Many iMportant insights froM both the 

and t r' ;:.. d i t i on s· (includinr the i r' 

Methodological pointE to keep in qua 

pheno~enologic~l, we shall restrict our philosop11cal exposition to 

describing human experience frOM the poi~t of view of language using 

hUMan subjects already enmeshed in social reality (the Lebenswelt). 

This philosophlcal 

of~ sa."y, 1 a:n€:ua.ge or' 

consideration of thE hUMan SUbjEct f~o~ a tr&ditional ernpiric21 cr 

w~11 not be sf concern to ~3 here, foe such ro0d~~s and hypotheses 

SecG~d, thou§b the Eeroiotic realM (lang~age! advertizing, 

thE: I 

restrict trt'~1 discu~sion }irincipally to languagE: (spoken e-.. rd (lJritt.en). 
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Han~ other se~iotic fields, in the hu~an sphere, both presuppose and 

utilize ordinary language, and this to the degree that one is 

justified in calling such language the pree~inent or privileged sign 

s~ste~ of hu~an intercourse. Neither visual art nor ~usic, for 

exa~ple, serve as the social ~ediuffl in which our everyday 

interpersonal transactions are carried out; it is closer to the truth 

to sa~ that we exist as a speech cO~fflunity within which such se~iotic 

syste~s and sYfflbolic activities arise as vocational activities. That 

it ~ight be possible to gain s~e for~ of self-understanding and 

sense of personal identity to the exclusion of linguistic c~petance 

is, we believe, secondary to a consideration of the hUfflan subject qua 

language user and will not, therefore, be a question in this thesis. 

It is hoped that our conclusions will be seen to support this clai~. 

We thus begin with what has been called the "language aniroal ft
, with 

the ai~ of describing the nature of self and identity that this 

d~inant characteristi~ ot our lives entails. s 

What is atteropted in the following work, then, is to draw out 

and integrate insights fro~ the works of iroportant conteroporar~ 

thinkers (primarily fr~q all three of the above 'traditions~) that 

are relevant to our central theme of self and personhood. The 

investigation should yield what I take to be a properl~ herroeneutic 

view of the h~an subject. That is, a view that places especial 

i~portance on the role of both language and interpretation to the 

ver~ constitution of what we generally ~ean by a self-conscious hu~an 

subject. 

* * * 
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The principal goal of this thesis is to develop a consistent / 
~iew of self and self identity frofo a prirllarily linguistic basis. 

More precisely, I want to offer a ~odel of the hu~an subject that 

takes acts of self-narration as funda~ental to the e~ergence and 

real i ty of that subj ect. Thi slatter posi ti on irflp 1 i es the re 1 ated 

clai~ that 'persons' are the result of ascribing subject status or 

selfhood to those sites of narration and expression that we call 

hu~an bodies. The person is, in other words, an embodied subject. 

On th is view the se 1 f is to be construed, not as a vi 

prelinguistic given that ~erely e~ploys language (~uch as we would 

use a tool), but rather as a product of language - what ~ight be 

called the 'i~plied subject~ of self-referring utterances. s The self, 

or subject, then beco~es a result of discursive praxis rather than 

either: (a) a substantial entit-g having ontological pl"'iorit'j over 

praxis, or (b) a self with episte~ological priority, an originator of 

t1leaning. Let rile exp 1 ain so~e of these points. 

By 'self' is ~eant the distinct individual that we usually 

take ourselves to be, an individual, therefore, that also knOWS~ 
itself to be. 7 Associated with selfhood are roodes of address such as 

'1', '~e', 't1lyself~, 'we~. Selfhood also entails a degree of 

identity, of self-identity over ti~e. This self-identity, a terro I 

will later have occasion to distinguish fr~ personal identity on 

account of the latter also requiring et1lbodi~ent,8 involves believing 

or otherwise experiencing oneself to be roughly the sa~e throughout a 

teroporal span. I do not doubt that sOfl'le such i denti t~ does or can 

exist. 
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One way to begin accounting for this identity is by positing 

SOffle forffl of substantial self or agent that exists ontologically 

prior to the particular acts of the hu~an subject. Such an underlying 

self can then serve a3 the basis of an identity that persists 

throughout differing acts and other attributes. There are nu~erous 

fo~s of this position, ranging fr~ a religiously rootivated 

soul-substance to an idealistic transcendental ego. Such views tend 

to be roetaphysical or speculative in nature and aiffl at explaining the 

identity that is evidenced in our everyday experience by resorting to 

an underlying self-identical substance (h~pokei~enon). 

While I do not think that all such positions can be refuted, 

for their speculative nature ~ay preclude this, I do think that 

alternate and perhaps roore fruitful descriptions (and explanations) 

of the se I f can be had; descripti ons that put us on a sOO'lewhat 

different tack than looking for a specifically foundational subject. 

The position I shall offer ai~s at elucidating the constitutive role 

of language in self-forroation and in self-understanding, and seeks to 

answer all related questions frOM that basis. 

In clairoing that the self is a product, an iroplicate of 

action, I aro thereby removing episte~ological priority from the huroan 

subject. That is, there is no self serving as the originator of 

roeaning; soroething or sOO'leone to whoro we roight appeal in roatters 

concerning the roeaning or truth of his or her utterances as though 

these were prefigured in sOO'le non-linguistic interiority of 

consciousness. Persons only 'know' the~selves after the fact of 

expression, as it were. This roove places considerable erophasis on 
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both habit (as support for identit~) and the relevance of context 

(for the ~eaning of acts), and goes against all for~s of intuitive 

self-evidence that claim an episte~ic transparenc~ of the self to 

itself. The self is, we ~ight sa~, decentered, re~oved fr~ the 

episte~ically central position given it by ~odern philosophy 

(particularly in Descartes). Correlative to this decentering, then, 

is a loss of causal efficacy for the self and a stress on the 

subjectFs social setting, language, and habitual structures. 

The subjectFs understanding of itself is, I shall clai~,vt 

~ediated pri~arily through language, where language is taken to be 

the social ~edium par excellence. I shall therefore devote 

considerable space to the way the subject finds expression for itself 

in its use of language. Of i~portance here is the wa~ language 

prefigures a place for the subject in gra~atical for~s such as 

personal pronouns and adverbs of location (here, now, then, etc.). 

But what bec~~es especially significant within this linguistic view 

is the narrational nature of the subject~s self-knowledge. The self, 

as i~plied subject, is inseparable fro~ the narrative or life story 

it constructs for itself or othe~~ise inheritsj it is out of this 

story that the self is generated. At this point it is sufficient to 

consider 'narrative F as basically synonoroous with 'story telling~. 

Much of our self-narrating is equivalent to telling the story of our 

lives (or parts of it) fr~ the perspective of a first person 

narrator. Such narrating generally seeks closure by fra~ing the story 

within a beginning, ~iddle, end structure. Closure of this sort, I 

want to clai~, is not si~ply a literary device but a way in which 
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huroan events are understood. Fa i ling th i 5. struc tur-e of closurE, 

n a r rat i v e a 1:. 1 e as t as}) ire s to f (I I 1 0(4 a b iIi i::~, 1.h a t j 5, , t (I }:I 1 (I t Co, 

rflEaningful or logical de')E:loprf'Jent of the action. 

Though we shall deal priMarily with first per50ft narration, it 

should be clear that such narratives are considerably influenced b~ 

the E,ocicc.l fililieu in flJhich the tnlt'fra,n subject functim.1E·, The: .=.toI'iE:'E 

we tell of Ol.H'sel'l.}es. ar'e not only deter-rilined b~ hm!,l other' }:'€o}:de hc,vt2 

narrated us~ but also by our language and the genres of storytElling 

inherited h-'oril our' tradition. Indeed, tymc}-. of our self-narr'ating is a 

Matter of becoMing conscious of the narratives that we already live 

t'~ith, e€:., our r'ole in the farrd l-g and in the broa.d'2f· socio-ro1itiC'al 

arena. It seems true to say that we have already been narrated fro~ a 

third person perspective prior' to our even gaining the C()ffllH~tence for' 

self-narration. Such 'external l narratives will understandibl~ set up 

expectations and constraints on our personal self-descriptions; the~ 

significantly contribute to the rfl a.. t e r' i a. 1 f :c' mf! wh i c h 

on this social di~ensjon of narratives would probably be written. 

H iJVJ e 1.) e [, , th e ljf'esent tvork doe ::;;, c on t a..i n nu~erous discussions 

addressing the interrelation of social and personal narratives (see 

especially Ch.3, Section iv). 

Self-understanding and self-identity will be dependent, in 

certain i~portant respects, upon the coterence and continuity of 

onels personal narrative. However, I should point out that selfhood 

and idl2:ntit~, as I concehJ€ tller(l, are not ~dl-or'-nothin€ rrla.tters. 

Onels identity ~ay be (or beco~e) fragMented into ~any different and 
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discontinuous narratives. That is, one ~ay take oneself to be a 

d if feren t char-ac te rat d iff e rent titTles, and th is i c: pe rha.p s rrlore 

COffl~on than is often supposed. It should also be roade clear that roy 

goal in this thesis is Ijrirnari ly desci'iptitJe and not })rescri})ti1.]e; I 

aro not proposing that self-scrutiny and self-narration ought to be a 

})rirl'Jar~ and ongoing concern for human subjects. I onl~ ho})e to 

describe how the self in fact arises, in various degrees, out of our 

linguistic behaviour. For ~uch of our lives a concern for self 

identity roay be roarginal at best. It is especiall~ in crisis 

situations and certain turning points in our routine behaviour that 

questions of identity and self-understanding seriously arise. That we 

roay have, at an~ t1io~ent, the belief in a continuous and relatively 

unchanging i denti ty i E. i tse If 1 i ttl e more than a story we have 

lear'ned to tell ourselves. Understanding the how and why of such 

nar-rational acts is a l)ril:"l'Jar~ concer-n of l'I'IS thesis. Let lile outline 

this position in roore detail. 

Hurnan existence is temporal - we grow older - but if we are to 

get at the roore personal aspect of human existence we roust see this 

terl'lp ora 1 i ty as a history. £'Je i nde e d find ourse l1.J e s, coIl e c t i 1..' ely and 

individually, et'obedded in an ongoing history.10 r.Jhen asked l;o,1ho we 

are, t"fIor-e often tha.n not we <u .... e forced to give SOfl"le account of our 

history that. is predot'oinantly narrative in for-trl. Loss of this abi 1 i ty 

to narrate one"s past is tantamount to an aronesia, with a resultant 

dirtlinishing of one"'s sense of self.ll tJhy should this be so? The 

answer, roughly stated, is that our history constitutes a drat'l'Ia in 

which IiJe are a leading character, and the ~eaning of this role is to 
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be found onl~ through the recollective and imaglnatjve figuring of 

that histors in autobiographical acts. In other words, in nar'rating 

the }) a.~ t t<J€ unde r's tand ourse 1,-, e = to be the i rrlf.,l i e d subj e c -to gene r·:cd.e d 

b~ ih e n a :c rat i 1..1 e . 12 

Self-narration is, however, an interpretive activity and not a 

simple mirroring of the past. In this respect, even fiction5 can 

provide us with characters and plots that we may identify with; the 

experience of literature and filM should prove this point. In the 

case of our personal narratives, 'truth' is More a q~estion of a 

certain adequacy to an implicit Meaning of the past than of 

historically correct representation or verisimilitude. I shall argue 

below (Chapter One) that the meaning of the past is not in fact 

sorr!ethin~: fixed and fina.1 hut 1= sOt'flethine: continually refie:ured a.nd 

updated in the present. This question of the truth of our narrations 

immediately involves us in the ver~ i~~ortant proble~ of the relation 

between the expressed and the pre-expressed in hUMan experience. 

ExarrtinatioIl of this. r'ela,tion r,.r.Jill be a centr·a.l COTicer'n thr'oughout the 

thesis. 

This latter exa~ination will involve showing that narrative is 

the form of expression most suited to portraying hUMan experience. 

The basis for this pOSItion is that our pre-expressed~ pre-theroatic 

ex})erience is alr'eady r)Jha.t t\1e shall call an irrf}Jlicit or', better, a 

quasi-narrative. Giving pre-thematic experience such a status implies 

the claim that we alwa~s have a certain pre-understanding of our 

lives as being (1) historical, and (2) aMenable to explicit narrative 

exposition. In short, we know we are, in our lives, always already 
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caught U}) In a =-tory, in a dracrla 0 f sortie sort. The tent} 

'quasi-narrative' is pril'tlaril~ to be distinguished fro~ the ~ore 

worked up and perhaps complete narratives that we find in historical 

and biographical narratives, in fact frorr. those narratives that we 

self-consciously give of ou r s e 1 '\} e s . Thus, ~.'J i th re E.}) e c t t.o 

self-understanding, the pre-expressed is allied to quasi-narrative 

experience, whereas the expressed takes the forrr. of narrative in the 

usual sense of the term. The quasi-narrative st.atus of our teMporal 

experience will allow us to claiM that explicit narration of oneself 

takes up and further configures (selecting, augMenting, and so on) 

this irnpl ici t narr·ati1.}e structure. ("Je shall usually refer to this 

quasi-narrative structure as the prenarrative level of experience; 

toJhere the })refix icl'l}) 1 ies not a cerl'lplete absence of narrative, as 

though it ~lJere prior to all narrati1.}e structure, but rather an 

earlier stage of narrative structuration. 

Although we are not self-consciously narrating ourselves all 

the tit'f1e, narrational actilJity of SOMe sort is cororllon to a great deal 

of our exper'ience - frern drloearrls, to mel'tlor"j, to futur'e plans, but also 

in el'tlotional and moral experience. We rr.ay also have a sense of 

})ar·ti c i:pating in rrlan~ stor'i es at once, even though these stori es a.re 

not explicit.l-y narrated. Such stories may be at odds rJJith one anoth.er 

(a conflict t.hat could, for eXarrl})}e, cause erootional upsets), or they 

cfla~ be c i rcurflSC r i bed 

all-encol'tlpassing story. 

and 

Both 

perhaps justified 

self-understanding 

by 

and 

-get another 

self-identity 

are, t'Je shall c 1 airn, 1 inked wi th the coherence of our 1 i fe as 

r-eflected in our- personal narr-ati'Jes. However, the nature of t.he 
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prenarrative level of experience ~ay preclude just any story being 

constructed. We shall ar-gue that sel f-narration is both a receljtive 

and a creative activity; receptive in relation to e~bodying our 

prenarrative experience, and ere at i 'I.} e in its f"e f i gur i ng a.nd 

augrrlent.ing of the }H'enarrati\Je. 

Before I present an overview of chapters, there is one point 

that should be stressed in order to avoid a possible confusion. 

General language usage predisposes us to conceive of the self in a 

way that is often at odds with the intent of ~y thesis. As Nietzsche 

has said, language leads us to posit a substantial "doer before the 

deed." In light of sUo c 11. e Xl) res s i on s a s II I th ink \I , II 1 f;J a I k n, II I 

reffle~berll, there is a tendency to believe in a self existing outside 

those acts, a self that is their ~otivator. Now although I shall 

argue against this motivator position this will indeed be a major 

focus of the thesis - it is nevertheless very difficult to avoid the 

structure of language that supports it. While I find it correct to 

say "I thinkll, I would not want to suggest that there is a 

pre I ingui sti c enti ty - SOrlie inner' I - that does the thinking. Using 

111", as in the beginning of the last sentence, is not o:nly difficult 

to avoid, but of course becomes doubly problematic in a treatise that 

seeks gradually to unfold a possible meaning of the "I" and self. I 

fflust trust that the reader will bear this precaution in mind 

throughout the early cha})ters. 

* * * 
Structurally the thesis proceeds frOl'tl the general t.o the more 

sp e c i f i c. R a til e r th an be gin in ffl e d i as re s t(l i th th e n a rr a t i 'I.} e sub j e c t , 
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r,\le shall work our wa~ tOtoJards thi 5 posi ti on through an ini ti al 

consideration of time and mefflory (Chapter One). Section One ("The 

Tiffle of Our Lives") brings Into focus the historicality and 

connectedness of hUfflan experience; the te~poral structure of our 

lives is a cumUlative process of sedimented ~eanings. This sedimented 

history serves as the horizon within which our present acts take on 

tTleaning. Self-understanding will invol\Je the~atizing our history in 

recollective acts. Accordingly, Section Two ("Memory") is an 

exaroination of merl}or~ and recollection. It is with recollection that 

the past is acti1Jely appropri ated to the self. But this 

appropriation, I shall argue, is always an interpretation of the 

past, a selective and imaginative retelling of i t f r·om the 

perspective of the present. Chapter One prepares us for the explicit 

consideration of the narrative nature of our experience and of our 

self-knowledge. We shall argue that if experienced time is basicall~ 

the time of our lives - our history it is through narrative that 

th ish i story i s r e c Dun te d • Th e con sid e I' a t i on 0 f rr,et'fl 0 ry w ill 1 e ad us 

to th i scan c 1 us i on . 

Chapter Two ("On Narrative") deals explicitl~ with narrative 

and its relation to the self and self-identity. At this point, 

however, and in line t>J i th the prev i ous chap ter, I sha 11 1 i tTli t Fly 

discussion to narrative as it figures in the ~akeup of our daily 

li'Jes. An iroportant part of roy airrl in this thesis is to shm.!J that 

narrative str·uctures are indigenous to hUlflan ex})erience and are not 

siroply an irrl})osition of art on life. The art-to-life relation is a 

two-way s tr·e e t. 



Sec t i on (i) 0 f C hap t e r' Tw (I (If I aFt I") a 1 rrt s:. at dis ere d i tin € th e 

viet},1 thd.t thE' !:~lf is immediately given to itself throu,e:h SOfrit 

introspective intuition. I shall argue, following Alasdair MacIntyre 

and Hann~h Arendt, that one's identit~ is that of a character in a 

narrative and that self-understanding is accordingly a matter of the 

efflplotfflent of one~s experiences:. These latter themes are taken up in 

fit 0 red e t d. iIi Ii. th e sec on d sec 1. i on . 

Section (ii) ("The Story of Our Lives") develops the the~e of 

narrative as a ~ode of understanding. The pri~ar~ proble~ tackled 

here is the relation between narrative and prenarrative experience. I 

shall argue, against Louis Mink and invoking Paul Ricoeur, that 

narration of oneself is both a receptive and a creative activity; 

that the implicit narrative structure of life is taken up and 

aug~ented in our explicit narratives. My goal is to show that we are 

always already caught up in narratives, and that we are primarily, as 

MacIntyre has said, story-telling ani~als. The next sections attefflpt 

to back up these clai~s concerning the throughgoing i~portance of 

narrative in our lives by considering its importance to both emotion 

d.n d fftor-a.l i ty . 

Section (iii) ("Narrati~e and E~otion") examines the work of 

Ch~rles Ta~lor on the importance of language and interpretation for 

our et"{lotional ex})er·ience. The claim here is tha.t the higher or·, a=. 

Taylor calls theffl, subject-referring eMotions are inseparable fro~ an 

autobiographical articulation that itself discloses value directions 

in the person's life. EMotions, it will be argued, both call forth 
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narrati'.Je articulation and are themselves based on some degree of 

narrative understanding of events. 

Section (iv) ("The Virtue of Narrative") considers the way in 

which the value of an event is dependent upon how we narr3te that 

event. The prit'ilar~ clairn I shall make is that narration rarel~ 

escapes being eva 1 ua t i 1J e . As social beings we 

indoctrinated into certain traditional narratives 

are already 

that set Ul) 

'standard·' ex})ectations and obligations and that guide our explicit 

evaluations; narrative, as Lyotard has clairned, is a primary vehicle 

of ide 01 (I gy • 

In Chapter Three ("The Subject") we move away frorn a general 

discussion of narrative to a more particular consideration of the 

individual in relation to language. We shall pursue, in rnore detail 

than befor·e, both the nature of spoken language and the developfllent 

of se I f-consc i ousness wi tll I anguage usage. The f i r·st secti on ( II He Who 

Says 'Ego!") studies the formation of selfhood and self-consciousness 

as these arise through the use of the first person singular ("I") and 

recognition of its dialectical relation to the second person ("you"). 

The analysis proceeds via consideration of the linguist Emile 

Benveni ste·' 5 important ~!Jri tings on 1 anguage and the hUfllan subj ect. 

The second section ("Signs of Derrida") complernents the 

earlier discussion of narrative by considering the soliloquizing 

subject and arguing against the position of language as, in essence, 

a means of cDrf'JrrtUrlicating })refigured' intentions·-. We shall argue, 

wit.h Derrida and against Husserl, that rneaning arises frOrrt and 

requires the presence of signifiers and their iterability. In the 
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third section ("The Alter Ego") we shall consider how language usage 

introduces a 51)} it in the subject between what I ~.hall call t.he 

speaking and the s})oken subjects. Of iroportance here t\li 11 be a 

discussion of Jacques Lacan~s ~irror stage of ego developMent. 

Th e f OU r th sec t i on (" N a r r' at i v e an d T ru th 11) d r dJIJ S C on c 1 us i on s , 

on the basis of the above sections J concerning the relation of 

self-narration and truth. We shall argue for a pragmatic rather than 

a representationa.l theor·::t of truth in this ar-ea. The discuss;·icln 

concludes with a consideratIon of the similarity of the problems of 

s elf - n a r rat i on an d 1.h e w r i tin g CI f his tory . 

A.fter a last criticist'(1 of the Cartesian cogito in section (v), 

the final section ("The Semiotic Subject") draws together our 

previous investigations into the self and self-narration by arriving 

a t a sy s terr,a. t. i z o. t ion 0 f th e hurrlan subj e c tin to th r' e e }:I r' iriiary t'ilOfilen 1.s : 

the speaking subject, the subject of speech, and the spoken subject. 

Brietl~, these three subjects- r-epr'esent the thr'ee as}H::cts of hUfrlan 

eX}H"ession. The s})eaking subject is the individual qua site of 

ex}n-'ession - the language user-. The subject of s-peech is the pur'ely 

signified subject of utterances, that is, the subject qua position 

within a signifying network without consideration of the flesh and 

blood author of the utterance; in other wor-ds, the subj ect proj ected 

by or ~eant in the utterance. Finall~, the spoken subject is the 

audience of the utterance, the subject qua listener or receiver, the 

individual affected by the utterance. A rough, but perhaps useful, 

parallel can be drawn between the three subjects outl ined above and 
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the more often encountered division, from the literary sphere, 

between narrator, character, and spectator. 

A conc 1 uding note: Frot'rt a phenomenological-her~eneutic 

})er's})ecti'ue there can be no such thing as a fina.! 'truth,r of the 

hu~an subj ect and the human condition, for we are not, we 

investigators, the disengaged spectators that such a scientific 

enquiry would require; we are ourselves the subject of the enquiry, 

and the asking of the question regarding the nature of the hu~an 

subject is a considerable part of what it ~eans to be such a subject. 

Thus, I cannot clai~ the venerable status of 'the truth' for what is 

contained in these pages. Uhat is hoped for, however, is that the 

reader' finds this interpretation of the hurrtan subject to be both a 

plausible and coherent account, and, at ti~es, perhaps even a 

provocative one. lS 



Chapter One: TIME AND MEMORY 

We are, as Proust declared, perched on a p~ra~id of past 
life, and if we do not see this, it is because we are 
o b s e sse d blj ob j e c t i v e th ough t • 
-- Maurice Herleau-Pontljl 

(i) The Ti~e of Our Lives 

This first section pri~aril~ seeks to provide a basis, through 

the exa~ination of our te~poral experience, for a discussion of 

~erl'lor~ and its irnportance to our notion of self-identit~. The present 

anal ~ si s involves i sol ati ng what I sha 11 ca 11 1 i v ed t irl'le frol't'l 

objective or cos~ic ti~e, stressing the historical nature of the 

forl't'ler. At thi s stage, however, tile shall rel'flain primari l~ on the 

pre-cognitive or passive level of experience. How this level gives 

rise to explicit self-consciousnesE. will be the task of later 

chapters. 

I f we want to grasp the nature of our spec if i call ~ hutTIan 

existence, an existence that has a certain self-identity and 

consciousness of that identitlj, it is appropriate to begin with the 

question of tet'l)poralit~, for if one thing is to be admitted, it is 

that our lives are temporally detenl'lined both b~ the beginning and 

end that our ph~sical being exhibits and by the histor~ that threads 

between, and even beyond these two poles. I do not think that what we 
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call our 'self? or our 'identity? can be adequately considered 

outside this historical and therefore te~poral fr~ework, outside the 

tiMe of our lives. When we ask of s~~eone who they are this question 

generally coroes down to a recounting of their passage through ti~e, 

their autobiography. Already we are talking not ~er~l~ of te~poralit~ 

as a cos~ic phenOMenon, of the ~ove~ent of bodies, but of a ti~e 

whose events are the events in a personJs life. This for~ of 

te~poralit~ is always soroeone?s. 

What ~ust not be lost sight of during the following anal~sis 

is that the te~porality we seek to describe is that which is ~ost 

inti~ate to the hu~an subject; that which is often overlooked due to 

its very proxi~ity. I would say, with Heidegger, that Dasein is 

teMporalizing in its ver~ being. This clai~ leads one to the position 

that ti~e is not ~erely s~ething objective (belonging to what ~an 

often calls 'nature?), but in addition to this characterizes any 

being that can set up such an objective real~ for itself. H~an 

existence see~s in all respects te~poral. 

This is not to say that te~porality is the necessary for~ of 

intuitive apprehenSion for an "I" that itself escapes this tefflporal 

constraint. The "I" is caught in this te~poralizing, is itself 

inseparable froro it. I shall later have occasion to consider the 

substantizing of this HIR. Initially, however, and in accord with 

phenoroenological and therefore descriptive principles, we shall hold 

firffl to experience itself as the horizon within which all 

objectivities ~ake their appearance, and we will at first presuppose 
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nothing concerning the being to who~ they appear. This latter being 

is precisely the proble~ of ~y thesis. 

Experience is at ~ part and whole. The concept of 

experience can be used to cover- the vJhole of a life ("There is 

nothing but expe ri ence • ") ,2 and al so the p arts of th is Ii f e (II I just 

had a strange experi ence •.. II). Another way of say ing thi 5 is that 

experiences come to one not siroply in discrete instances but as part 

of an on-going life, ~y life. Experience gains its density and 

elusiveness precisely through this continuous contextualizing of part 

to changing whole; the relating of itself to itself. It was 

Merleau-Pont~, in the Phenoroenology of Perception, who stressed that 

"now" is not atQt1}istic but variable, depending on one's perspective. 

UN ow II i s e qu a I 1 Y II th i s rooroen t", n th i s day", II th i s yea r n , an d .. th i s 

life". Experience is in this sense overdeterftlined, it has an ever 

unfolding richness or expanse before our reflective gaze. And what 

applies to experience can also be said, as our exa~ple of nowness 

illustrates, for ti~e. 

I wish to consider tiroe as a priroary roodality of this life 

that we are. Much of the philosophical controversy over the nature of 

our identity arises from the tendency of analyzing experience in 

terros of co~ponent parts only, and of atteropting to reconstruct the 

unit~ of our lived experience therefroro. We presuppose that 

experience, in accordance with an objective and reductivist view of 

ti~e, c~es initially in units and that one's philosophical task is 

to propose how these units becoroe linked. But this is to bias 

philosophical enquir~ fr~ the beginning. Perhaps all such probleros 
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relate to the age-old ~etaphysical question of i denti ty and 

difference, the one and the ~any. 

This latter dualis~ reveals a cOl'llplerflentary bias to the above 

problel'llatic: we have already presupposed the unity and coherence of a 

life, we believe in our identit~ over ti~e. Identit~ and difference 

a~e here set up as two unfriendl~ poles of the sa~e concern; we 

si~pl~ atte~pt the resolution fr~ A to Z or fr~ Z to A. Perhaps, 

however, the identit~ and difference sche~a only applies to life in 

the sa~e l'Ilanner as Herleau-Ponty~s "now" which is, without 

contradiction, both this da~ and this ~ear, both one da~ and ~any. 

The experience of our identit~ is so interwoven with difference that 

neither pure identity nor pure difference can be granted c~plete 

precedence. Proble~s tend to change appearances if we shed s~e of 

our naturalistic assu~ptions and 'return' to our experience. Such a 

return has nothing l'Ilysterious or deepl~ ~etaphysical about it, but is 

sil'llply a wa~ of saying that experience l'Ilay have a broader ~eaning 

than inherited paradi€l'lls allow. 

Lived ti~e, the ti~e of our lives, is obviously not devoid of 

~eaning. It is not a ~ere succession of neutral now points, a for~al 

grid transparent with respect to the content of experience. On the 

contrary, lived til'lle seel'lls 

~eaning of experience. That 

to be in strict accord with the present 

is, our sense of ti~e changes with the 

significance of our experience. We live through "good til'lles" and "bad 

til'lles, H we either "have the ti~e If or we do not, though perhaps we can 

K~ake ti~e." Our til'lle - a til'lle of indifference, a ti~e of joy and 

hope, a ti~e of despair - is bound not sil'llpl~ by a beginning and an 
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end, but between birth and death; t~e do not II end" , we die. In this 

~anner we could produce a catalogue of ti~e <and ti~es) that respects 

its native ~eaning in our experience. 

Of course we are still very likely to ask: "But what of ti~e 

itself, that which we experience in this way?" But such a ti~e is 

precisely not experienced, it exists for us as a concept only, like 

the theoretically 'precise? units of an at~ic clock that go their 

accurate way without us. We perceive the ~ove~ents of the planets and 

of our sun, but the ti~e we are considering is the experiencing of 

their ~otions by hu~an beings, not their ~overoent ~ ~. As 

Merleau-Ponty has said: 

Nothing will ever bring ho~e to ~y cOfflprehension what a 
nebula that no one sees could possibly be •••• What, in 
fact, do we roean when we say that there is no world 
without a being in the world? Not indeed that the world 
is constituted by consciousness, but on the contrary 
that consciousness always finds itself already at work 
in the world. 3 

The nebula that gave birth to our solar syste~J the accuracy of 

clocks, these are both scientific conceptualizations and are 

experienced only as intellectual constructs deriving froro our actual 

experience of the world, theoretically inferred froro it perhaps. 

However, this is not to doubt the efficacy of this scientific or 

naturalistic ~odel, for it clearly produces i~portant technological 

results. 

But let us return to the question of identity. An analysis of 

temporality will reveal the continuity of conscious life. For Husserl 

this life is linked through a continuous series of protentions and 
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retentions which give a densit~ and cohesion to the present. Willia~ 

James expressed thi s point rather we 11 : 

... the practically cognized present is no knife-edge, 
but a saddle-back, with a certain breadth of its own on 
which we sit perched, and from which we can look in two 
directions into time. The unit of composition of our 
})erc epti on is a durati on ..•. 4 

Such a view of lived time stresses its interlocked nature; the 

present transcends itself in a continual and unbroken anticipation of 

the future and retention of the past - as in the experience of a 

~elody. It is this continuity that is presupposed and de~onstrated b~ 

any of our present actions. We do not need continuall~ to refo~ulate 

or consciously remember our initial rationale or desires to continue 

meaningfully a present action to its conclusion, for the projected 

end is part and parcel of the present act. It is because of this 

durational aspect of time that the present is ~eaningful in a way 

that punctual moments would not be. 

Our time-consciousness, then, is fundamentall~ durational and 

not punctual. But there is a further i~portant implication to this 

position which bears directl~ on the question of te~poral continuity 

and identity. To quote Merleau-Ponty again: 

The present still holds on to the immediate past without 
positing it as an object, and since the immediate past 
similarly holds its i~ediate predecessor, past ti~e is 
wholly collected up and grasped in the present. s 

It is precisely this phenomenon, the 'living present~J that accounts 

for the experienced fluctuations of the °naw" that were ~entioned 
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earlier. The richness of the present is such that it discloses its 

horizons in accordance with the degree of penetration of our 

intentional gaze, and hence the degree of penetration required by our 

present task. We reach into the past in a fashion sil'qilar (I would 

not want to say the analogy is perfect) to the way our eyes penetrate 

the visual field - frOffl the i~ediate vicinity to the far horizon -

and concentrate on objects in the te~poral field just as we ~ight 

single out an object within the field of vision. 

Apart froro bodily identity it is the above pheno~enon that 

best accounts for our initial sense of personal identity. At an~ 

ro~ent we are aware that the past (or a past) is accessible to us, is 

with us as ours. We are therefore aware, though often i~plicitly, 

that the past is tributary to the very meaning of the present. Our 

link to a past is not something to be de~onstrated, it is a given 

that all else is dependent upon. I would not wish, however, to 

presuroe that all of one's life is therefore in theor~ redee~able

though this is the conclusion of Bergson. s I would also not want to 

say that the past I a~ conscious of is the past as it actually was. 

We shall encounter this proble~ later. 

Let us consider the hu~an subject in relation to the above 

account of lived tiroe. So far we have seen that our te~poral 

existence is characterized by what has been called (following 

Husserl) the "living present U
, a present that contains, as Augustine 

pointed out in his Confessions, a present of things past and a 

present of things to coroe. Consciousness (or awareness) is related to 

and caught up in this present in a dyna~ic fashion. Ti~e is always 
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'~~ tirl\e", it is rfl~ life that graduall~ unfolds (along with the lives 

of others), and this unfolding is evidenced in ~y changing awareness, 

~y changing states and developing possibilities. The ~ove~ent of ti~e 

is, I want to clai~, nothing other than 'subjectivity" furthering 

itself into its own possibilities. 

"We rrlUst," said Herleau-Ponty, "understand ti~e as the subject 

and the subject as time .•.• Time sOrrleone." 7 If this 

co-constitution of the subject and tirrle is' correct, then it precludes 

or renders unnecessary the notion of a one-sided egological synthesis 

of time; that is, of a founding subject peripheral or external to the 

stream of te~poral genesis, a transcendental ego. s Phenorrlenologicall~ 

considered, the basic synthesis of ti~e, and hence of the subject, is 

a passive synthesis (i.e., prior to conscious intentions) which, in a 

sense, we ourselves are; it is at once sOfflething we effect (in 

living) and so~ething that effects us as subjects. As Husserl has 

sai d: liThe ego consti tutes hi~se 1 f for- hit1!se I f in ••. the uni t~ of a 

"history"(Geschichte).9 

Husserl"s remark signals the direction in which we have been 

heading: The overall te~poral form of the subject"s genesis is in 

some sense historical. The unfolding of tit1!e is the unfolding of our 

history (our 'story", as the Ger~an also irrlplies). The advantage of 

\ the tertrl history over 'te~porality" is that it is less rerrlote, in 

te~ls of ordinary language, fr~ the actual content of'experience. 

Let us briefly consider how our history is generated at the level of 

passive constitution. I shall rely on Husserl"s Cartesian Meditations 

for this account. 
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Our consideration of the living present has shown that the 

caught Ul) in o. futural })l-·oject. This passive linking of the "n or..·.)!l 

enough to found a temporal continuity for the subject. In the word~ 

(; f {..,l i 11 i aff! ,.1arrle s: II Each thou.gh t [i. e ., frlOfflen t 0 f a{.qar'ene ss] is born 

an O(.<Jn e r' , an d die s· own e d . I' 1 (I Bu t on e nee d n [I t th ink 0 f 1.1'. i s 

continuit~ as necessaril~ conscious. Consider Husserl's following 

If, in an act of judgment, I decide for the first tiMe 
in favor of a being and a being-thus, the fleeting act 
}) ass e s.; bu t f r' orrj nOTA on 1 arT, a bid i n g 1 '1 tll e ego wh 0 i s 
thus and so decided .... Likewise in the case of 
decisions of every other kind, value-decisions, 
volitional decisions. 11 

Such acts Ma~ become determinants for m~ future actions, it is on 

their basis that I adopt new beliefs and react in a certain wa~ to a 

given state of affairs. They contribute to what Husser1 calls an 

"abiding =tyle" of my acts in the world, a form of predictability 

that he equates with a "personal character". 12 This character is thus 

constituted by a more or less unified and unifying substrate of 

habitualities or dispositions, of act t~pes exhibiting a lawfulness 

detenrlined by pr'ior' sedirrlented ego :pro}:rert.ies 13 - what in t1edie'l.Jal 

thought was called a habitus. 

The habitus can usefully be seen, to borrow a phrase from 

Pie n-' e B ou r die U , a s II his tory t u ron e din ton a t u r' ell; 14 i tis a pas t 

sediMented into "structuring structures. D1S Such dispositions are 

formative in mental and emotional life just as they are in the 
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perforfflance of fflanual skills, and as such they function in what can 

be called a passive or unconscious ~anner. On the broader societal 

level, the habitus has i~portant functional si~ilarities to the 

phenOfflenological concept of a prevailing, though very often 

unconscious or horizonal, life-world (Lebenswelt) of sedimented 

values, beliefs, and attitudes, the unity of which Must be accounted 

for by si~ilar environmental conditions and a prevailing cultural 

tradition. 

The forroation of a habitus, then, is the relatively abiding 

result of our teMporal genesisj the result of acts reinforced by 

Husserlian sense) and repetition, but also the 

decisions guided and often deterroined by a 

order and environroent. One ~ight also say, 

.at habitus is the roediatory style of our contact 

;hat it generates a cultural world correlated to 

typical style of My being-in-the-world is thus 

~nt of My habitus, and, as we have seen, this 

the structural basis of roy abiding character and 

is a point we will coroe back to. 

,ning of this chapter it was stressed that 

be viewed to the exclusion of the life that is 

Dugh we have seen this interweaving in action, 

that reMains to be said concerning this life of 

portance is the forroation of self-consciousness 

ng as they fit into the above scheme. But so far 

we have barely left the level of what phen~enologists call passive 
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genesis, and ~uch that has been said could appls to the lives of 

chimpanzees as we II as to hutTlans. (Jhat I intend to pursue is not 

sirnply the question of identity at this passive level, for it seerns 

to (fie that Hus-serI"s and Jarrtes" anal~ses of lived tirfle (to nat'fle but 

two atte~pts) are adequate and convincing here, but the further 

constitution of the self, that 'entity" for which H~e could find no 

evidence and which is applied to ~onkeys only by way of analogy. 

Especially irrtportant for this above'task is an exarnination of 

the physical locus of our being-in-the-world (the body), and an 

exarnination of those processes (or events) we roughly term 'rnental' -

roerrtory, irrtagination, ernotion, and the 

investigations stands another all-irnportant 

is towards an understanding of language 

like. But beyond these 

phen~enon, language. It 

as it relates to our 

historical being and personal identity that roy thesis is oriented. We 

shall consider the role of ernbodirnent in iater chapters, for we 

should first consider, on the basis of the above analysis of tirne, 

that 'faculty" which has in the past been very closely related to the 

concept of personal identity, narrtely roerrtory. 



(ii) Ne~ory and Recollection 

We live in ffle~ory and by ~e~ory, and our spiritual life 
is at bottot'rl sifYlply the effort of our ~efYlory to persist, 
to transforfYl itself into hope ..• into our future. 
-- Miguel de UnafYluno 16 
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It is understandable that ~efYlory is seen by fYlany thinkers as 

s~ehow founding our experience of personal identity and selfhood. In 

acts of recollection I indeed seeffl to reactivate or at least contact 

~OfYlents of ~y past life, and I can also plot the course of ~y life 

fro~ a past ~o~ent up to the present, though often this is very 

sketchy. My 1H'i or account of tit'lle attel'flpted to show why and how thi s 

recollection is possible. To recapitulate, the possibility for 

recollection arises fr~ the cUl'flulative horizonal structure of 

expel~ience i tsel f, what Wi 11 iartl Jarlles called "fringes". Past and 

future ti~e can be grasped precisely because it is the still ~ore or 

less operative horizon of the present; it is the context within which 

the present (e.g., perception) becol'fles l'fleaningful, the background 

against which it ~akes sense. We have also seen how this accul'flulated 

horizon sedil'flents into a habitus which constitutes the more or less 

stable, l'flore or less unconscious paral'fleters of l'fly acts in the world. 

This cor·e accounts for the type or style of life that I lead, and 

therefore in so~e rrteasure prescribes such things as the type of 

evaluations and judgements that I al'fl now likely to fflake. 
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What we call the past ~a~ be considered in two prifflar~ wa~s. 

First there is the linear and objective view of a past stretching 

away irretrievably behind ~e, behind the present; the hours, the 

da~s, the years I have lived through. Secondly, there is the ~OLe 

pheno~enological-existential approach which ~akes of the present a 

being-in-the-world whose richness is inseparable frOffl the accufflulated 

significance of ~~ successive experiences. This latter position is in 

an i~portant sense ~ore pri~ordial because this constant awareness, 

this felt weight of the past as it exerts influence in the present, 

grounds the ~ore theoretical linear view and is the experience it is 

derived from. In other words, without such ~e~ories we would probably 

not raise the question of ti~e itself. The linear view is an 

objective representation or recounting of lived ti~e, and it posits a 

past, a ti~eJ that is irredee~ably behind us, a past that is finished 

and which was as it was. While I do not doubt that things were as 

they in fact were (re~e~bering that they onl~ were to certain 

observers), it should be clear that now we have only recollections. 

This situation can only be re~edied (~ade to accord with experience) 

by a ~ore existential and descriptive approach, one that actually 

allows us to ~ake contact with and participate in the values of the 

past in the only way that see~s possiblej a way that is not free fr~~ 

self-deception and falsit~. 

We have a present preCisely because we are suspended in the 

network of our past (and i~pending future), and at any ~~ent we ~ay 

~ake this horizon the~atic. As Herleau- Ponty has written: 



To re~efflber is not to bring into the focus of 
consciousness a self-subsistent picture of the past; it 
is to thrust deeply into the horizon of the past and 
take apart step by step the interlocked perspectives 
until the experiences which it epitomizes are as if. 
re lived in the i r terllporal sett ing. [Ny el'llphas is. ] 17 
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The past, as we have seen, is a di~ension of our tel'llporal being and 

is therefore potentially accessible not l'Ilerely through static 

representations (discrete ~e~ory i~ages) but also, and pri~arily, by 

extending or redirecting our awareness in' the relevant 'direction", 

e.g., away fr~ the present praxis which we are caught up in or away 

frol'll acts of pure fantasy. This process is, as it were, a fflovement 

through til'lle, constructing a ~ore or less coherent story of past 

events. Uhat we must avoid here is the untenable position that such 

recollections are i~ages which sOl'llehow duplicate original experiences 

as though now we could relive them as they once were. Ue tend very 

often bl indly to assurrte recollection simply to be how things actually 

were in the past. This view may be fine for knowledge claims (knowing 

that, e.g., HI know that I was there at 9:00 pm."), but is il'llpossible 

to verify for claims relating to a supposed duplication of 

experience. Much of what I shall say here is in support of this 

latter stance. 

Mel'llory, in what can be called its pri~ary or i~ediate for~ 

(following Husserl), is already operative in perception. It is the 

structure of the living present - containing what Husserl called 

protentions and retentions - that accounts for the continued identity 

of perceived entities. It is very difficult for us even to irnagine 

living in a world wherein the present is cut off fr~ its i~ediate 



1) c.=.t ! Bu.t if retenti on is p2.r-t and l:aar'ce 1 of IJ['esent. conse i ou~:.nes£, J 

then what we nor~ally fflEBn b~ the word 'reMe~bering! Must be 

distinguished as a second 

recollection, refers to acts which intend a content that is no longer 

an operative part of the living present. lS One ~ight call this form 

of recollection a 'representation~, but this has connotations of 

duplication; I prefer to see 01) e r' a tin g (,iJ i tll 

'representatives' of the past, where this concept may include 

symbol s, scher(las, or' other' tokens that, can stand for- the l)asi:.. 

This latter' fort'(1 of rflert10ry (and frer(1 nOr .... 1 on I shall refer to 

be called occurrences of deja £3!" exper'iences of "then is TiDt\l". Aft 

e:·:et'(11)lar· of this is the case of the ffladeleine cake descr'ibed by 

Proust in Remembrance of Things Past. Here we find not simply a 

knowl edge that the l)ast contained such and such an €\lent, but an 

ifflaginative 're-living' of the past in the temporal manner of the 

original experience (ad~itting that this is onl~ presumptive). It is 

interesting to note that such a me~ory begins with a passive and 

so~ewhat brief flash of recollection that, because of its i~plied 

significance, prompts the experiencer to unpack, to narrate, the past 

that it refers to or' seerf,s to enca})!:.ulate. (In Pr·ou~·t!s case this 

narrating is a retrieval of the self,) There is of course one 

condition built into ~emory, and this is the 'nowness~ of the 'then~. 

If one has, in such an experience, lost the awareness of the present 

in which the recollection occurs, then one can no longer talk of 

rnerrlory but rather of hallucina.tion or sOOIe such state, For a state to 
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be a ~e~or~ the experiencer ~ust be able to separate the recollection 

frOM the present in which it is recollected. We thus have, as it 

were~ one ti~e within another - rather as a story has both the ti~e 

of the narrating and the ti~e of the narrative. On the question of 

whether deja ~ presents the past as it actually was, I can see no 

possible way of proving it and ~uch, as we shall see, that would lead 

us to doubt it. 

Locke viewed ~eroory as central to our experience of personal 

identity, but with little respect for the difference 'now~ makes to 

'then": II ••• as far as any intell igent being can repeat the idea of 

any past action with the ~ consciousness it had of it at first, 

and with the same consciousness it has of any present action; so far 

is it the sa~e personal self N (my e~phasis).19 Me~ory in this ideal 

or veridical state would be the consciousness of a past stre~ of 

consciousness, one embedded in the other, the past relived froro the 

standpoint of the 

then you remove 

present. In fact, if you 

the point of comparison 

take away this present 

that is necessary for 

remembrance to be cognized as such. Certain drea~ states, for 

example, may indeed be little ~ore than a re-run of certain of the 

day~s events, but they usually attain their status as ~eroorial frOffl 

the perspective of a later coooparative reflection. 

The question concerning the veridicality of memory, however, 

is not cleared up by simply saying that the past is relived, for 

there is always the influence of the present perspective to contend 

with. He~orial experience (recollection) is not sitllply of the past, 

it is, as we have said, the past for me ~,and this qualification 
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can ~ake a considerable difference. Perhaps, as Bergson thought, onl~ 

in deep sleep do we minifflize the influence of the present over the 

recollection, and this because there is ver~ little guiding prejudice 

fro~ our present praxis. Another proble~ to be considered is the 

infiltration of i~agination into what is 'recollected'. 

I~agination is so difficult to separate fr~ ~e~or~ because it 

shares a similar phenomenal structure. Their difference, where it is 

djscernable, lies especially in the belief accompanying each 

presentation. In the case of recollection we acquiesce to its 

pastness because of such factors as familiarity, corroboration with 

other ~efflories, and a certain involve~ent of ourselves in what is 

presented. The experience of a past ~ if it were relived or ~ if 

"this is how it was" is enough to draw us into a certain intifflacy 

that is co~only lacking from si~pl9 i~aginative projections. 

However, as especially happens with me~ories from early childhood, an 

ifflaginative projection can easily settle into the gaps left vacant by 

recollection, and we can no longer tell the difference between theffl. 

I~agination very often presents us with a past that we wish we had 

lived, or with the past as we now wish we had lived it. We might say, 

with Gaston Bachelard, that i~agination augments recollection and 

au~ents the values of the ~e~ories recollected. 2 o 

What ~ust now be addressed is the question of personal 

identity as it relates to ~e~ory. We have seen how the possibility of 

ffle~ory is founded upon the retentional structure of te~poralitYt but 

what of the subject whose past this is? I have already referred to 

Locke in the above account, and it will be useful to look a little 
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further into his description of personal identity- What interests ~e 

is Locke~s stress on the role of consciousness over against a 

substance oriented account of personal i denti ty: IINothing but 

consciousness can unite reMote existences into the same person: the 

i denti ty of substance wi II not do it __ .. II 21 El sewhere he wri tes: II as 

far as ... consciousness can be extended backwards to an~ past action 

or thought, so far reaches the identity of that person.·(Essa~, 

p.449) Personal identity, for Locke, is thus equal to ~y Me~orial 

grasp, equal to what I can enCOMpass of roy past. This position 

ignores the passive sedifflentation of the past into roy habitual and 

unreflected attitudes and general worldview (Locke~s account, for 

exat'Qple, is in tertrts of tefflporal expanse rather than density 

horizontal rather than vertical), but it aligns very well with cases 

of ffletrtOry disorder and the loss or defortrtation of personal identity 

that can result. 

Although, as I have said, habitus is history turned into 

nature and that therefore the past is operative in the present, 

self-consciousness is another ~atter. My identity for ~yself is the 

identity I a~ conscious of, that I can bring to awareness. This 

identity is not necessarily s~ething objective and pregiven that can 

sitrtply be turned towards and noted (as though 'I~ were outside it); 

its nature is rather correlated to trty interests and to the degree of 

penetration of ~y recollection, the expanse it surveys. In a certain 

sense this trtakes ~e responsible for ~y identity. One trtight talk, for 

instance, of Proust~s identity being richer or broader than that of 

other people, because he devoted a great deal of titrte to this 
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recouperative act (assu~ing his fflajor work to 

autobiographical). Let us now look further at this 

be pri~aril~ 

question of 

personal identity and its relation to recollection. I shall begin 

with Locke and Hu~e who were a~ong the first to address this question 

in depth. 

Whereas the definition of 'fflan~ also takes account of ph~sical 

identity, the definition of 'person~, for Locke, relies onl~ on a 

continuity of awareness. A person is "a 'thinking intelligent being, 

that has reason and reflection, and can consider itself as itself, 

the saffle thinking thing, in different tiffles and places ••. n(Essay, 

p.448). It is this identity over tiffle and the contents encOfflpassed b~ 

it that constitute, for Locke, our 'self~, and this therefore 

includes the consciousness of our own bodies (Essay, p.466). What is 

ifflportant here is that our identit~ is independent of the norfflal 

changes in our bod~ and dependent prifflaril~ on consciousness and 

ffle~Qry. For Locke, the resulting self cannot therefore be reduced to 

an entity or substance underl~ing identit~. 

In not substantizing this self, Locke was criticized for 

giving ontological precedence to the cogito (the 'fflental r process) 

itself. Bishop Butler~s cororoent efflphasizes this point: nOne should 

real1~ think it self-evident that consciousness of personal identit~ 

presupposes, md therefore cannot constitute, personal 

identity ... "(Essay, p.458, note 1). 

such a (perhaps ~etaph~sical and, 

Locke~s view, however, eschews 

~ore certainl~, 

supposition and relies solel~ on e~pirical observation. 

religious) 

It was Hume 
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who reaped ~ans of the results of Locke~s position, and provided a 

rebuttal to Butler. 

It is cotmllon knowledge that RUffle"s efflpiricist epistemology 

dertlands that our know I edge cl ait'tts re lyon II it'ttpressions" for the i r 

validation. This led to his notorious repudiation of the 'self~: 

•.. when I enter tTlost intimately into what I call myself, 
I always stumble on SOtTle particular perception or other, 
of heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain or 
pleasure. I never can catch myse I f' at anytirrle wi thout a 
perception and never can observe anything but a 
percepti on. 22 

In thus rejecting the empirical evidence for an intuitively given (an 

.. itTlpression") and substantial soul, HUtTle ends in agnosticistTl. But 

having avoided this underlying rrletaphysical substance, he proceeds 

with the more it'ttportant task of explaining the nature of our belief 

(whi ch he neverthe less adt'tli ts exi ~ts) in personal i denti t~ < 

RUffle discovers certain relations operative on the flux of 

perceptions that create a sense of continuit~ across impressions 

(perceptions), viz. resetTlblance, contiguity, and causation. For these 

categories to be effective, however f tTletTlor~ tTlust alread~ be in 

effect: "Had ~4e no tTleroory, we never shou'd have any notion of 

causation, nor consequently of that chain of causes and effects, 

whi ch consti tute our se 1 f or person II (Treati se p. 261-3). 5i gni f i cant 

here, because different frOtTl Locke, is that although Hume also 

grounds personal identity on tTletTlory he then proceeds to the notion of 

causation as the final phase in constituting this identity. This move 

allows hitTl to extend identity beyond the tTletTlory-consciousness of 
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Locke, and this by si~ply inferring back along a chain of causes. The 

following re~ark can be taken as a criticisffl of Locke: 

..• will he affir~, because he has entirely forgot the 
incidents of these days, that the present self is not 
the sa~e person with the self of that ti~e; and by that 
~eans overturn all the ~ost established notions of 
personal identi ty? ... )'TtAJi 11 be incu~bent on those, who 
affir~ that ~e~ory produces entirely our personal 
identity, to give a reason why we can thus extend our 
identity beyond our ~e~ory. (Treatise, p.26Z) 

This is an i~portant point. It is indeed the case that we co~~only 

extend our identity beyond explicit consciousness of past events; we 

do this by a for~ of inference. There is, however, a point in Locke"s 

favour here, for what goes beyond explicit consciousness is only 

thought to be, it is a re~e~bering that such and such occurred but 

without a recollected presentation of the past experience. 

I~agination serves, for Hu~eJ as the underlying synthetic 

activity that is indispensible for constituting the world as we know 

it, for it is i~agination that grounds causality and the other 

relations. Me~ories are thereby knit into the fabric of our world, 

and they attain their status as ~e~ory largely through an 

interconnectedness with other events known and recollected. An 

isolated i~age ~ight, as I have said, easily be an hallucination or 

phanta~ if it did not link into the broader network of l'fIel'florial 

events that fo~ our past life. SOl'fIe for~ of causality indeed is at 

work here. How often have we said so~ething of the fo~: nNo, I ~ust 

have only seen it on television, because I was away in Europe at the 

til'fle." I~ages are not l."Ilel'flori al in and of the~se 1 ves, they requi re a 
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context, they require corroboration frofll related events to become 

meaningful or be meant in a certain way. Another way of saying this 

is that rr.emory attains its ifll})Ortant status as it I inks into and 

develops part of the story of our lives. 

Memories are not what they are because they somehow mirror a 

pregiven and rtleaningful reality (Merleau-Ponty··s "self-subsistent 

picture of the pastil). Recollection, like perception, is a rtlatter of 

interpretation; this is especially apparent in traditional 

psychoanal yti cal practi ce. Our access to what we call the past is 

guided by current interest, and the past is rarely, if ever, unfolded 

in the sartle way twice (though we may have, say, numerically the same 

visual images more than once). To put this another way: the past is 

not always experienced as fixed, over and done with. The past only 

approaches 'objectivity' when it is documented in some repeatable and 

accepted fortTl, say, in hi story books. But the past rilay al so become 

dogmatized, or attain a fixed sedi~ented form, in our own thoughts. 

What we regularly remember from the distant past is often just a 

repeatable token or icon taken for the 'real thing'. 

The kind of causality that Hume discusses is not far from the 

causality utilized in scientific praxis, where the relations are of 

logical and necessary connections: If A, then B. But what must not be 

forgotten with respect to such causal and logical investigations is 

that they are the~selves carried out within a certain context; they 

are part of a larger progr~, part of a broader scientific narrative. 

To discover this narrative we must always be ready to ask: uBut why 

is that result or that research important?" Our actions do not occur 
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in a vacuum, but are woven into the fabric of an encOMpassing and 

often de~anding praxial situation. The scientific narrative is what 

plots (no ~atter how vaguel~) the nature and purpose of this 

situation. 

Applying the above view to memory we see that a similar 

configuration occurs. Beyond actual recollection I may rightly infer 

other events preceding or following that which I remember, events 

that are causal 1 y connected t~i th it. But a long wi th thi s l'Ilere 

recounting of events there is another 'causality¥ operative, one 

brought about by the demands of understanding. ~hen a past state of 

affairs is reflected upon, a degree of emplotment is enacted. What 

el'llplotment does is turn occurrences or a chain of events or i~ages 

into mo~ents of a narrative, and it is, I shall clai~, this narrative 

structure that generates understanding of the past. Ja~es Olney has 

sai d of autobi ography that it has the power of .. transfor"rl}ing the ~ere 

fact of existence into a realized quality and a possible ffleaning."23 

In this respect we can sa~ that ~e~ories, or i~ages we take to be 

~emorial, are very often occasions for interpretation and narration, 

just as man~ perceptions also are. This is what we l'Ilight call the 

he~eneutic dimension of ~emorial awareness. To illustrate the above 

process we shall consider sOl'lle ex~ples taken from the work of Marcel 

Proust. 

In the work of Proust we find ~any instances where a present 

perception will, through rese~blance to something past, set off 

memorial reverberations or associations that promote the unfolding of 
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a past dra~a, which ~a~ at first be purel~ passive. Proust in fact 

extolls this passive di~ension: 

Several su~~ers of ~y life were spent in a house in the 
country. I thought of those su~roers froro ti~e to ti~e, 
but they were not the~selv~s. They were dead, and in all 
probability they would re~ain so. Their resurrecticn, 
like all these resurrections, hung on a mere chance. 24 

Intellect, he says, ftlust be put aside in favor of those chance or 

involuntary sensations or objects that are' a reservoir of the past~s 

lived meaning. 

Now although this account has a great deal of truth in it, it 

is surely not the whole story. Proust hi~self does not stop his 

'reminiscences~ at this point but goes on to unfold his past in great 

length and detai 1. The past ~ay rel'tlain Hcaptive forever [in the 

objectl, unless we should happen on the object, recognize what lies 

within, call it by its narqe, and so set it free." 25 Here we already 

see the need for a prelillJinary hermeneutics; we ~ust both recognize 

and naroe. lINow and again, alas, we happen on an object, and the lost 

sensation thrills in us, but the time is too remote, we cannot give a 

natlle to the sensation, or calIon it, and it does not CQff)e alive."26 

The sensation, the iroage, it could even be a word, functions like a 

s~robol that rings with potential roeaning. Ue know there is a roessage 

here for us, but very often this situation is like encountering a 

person we have known and whose na~e now escapes us along with the 

relevant details of our acquaintance, we are frustrated at having 

forgotten, and no conversation ensues because we roust turn away to 

avoid embarrassment. The encounter with such i~ages places a demand 
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on us, a demand to be 'heard', deciphered. Perhaps this del'tland occurs 

because the deciphering is also a retrieval of rfl~self. This fort'fl of 

retrieval becomes explicit in Remembrance of Things Past: 

One experiences, but what one has experienced is like 
those negatives which show nothing but black until the~ 

have been held before a lamp, and they, too, l'tlust be 
looked at from the reverse side; one does not know what 
it is until it has been held up before the intelligence. 
Only then, trJhen one has thrown light upon it and 
intellectualized it can one distinguish - and with what 
effort! - the shape of what one has felt.27 

If the past, then, is not to remain just a collection of 

vaguely intuited phantasms it must undergo interpretation. Memories, 

in what I take to be the primary sense of the terl'fl, are the result of 

this interpretation. This situation is like encountering a new 

metaphor. For a metaphor to be t'flore than a l'fIere novel figure of 

speech it must give rise to a new insight, it l'fIust i~aginatively 

refigure or redescribe its object or resituate the subject it is 

addressed to. In the case of memory it is a question of 

reconstituting, as it were, the draroa surrounding a certain it'flagined 

object or state of affairs (presumed to be from the past), which rqay 

likewise refigure the past and quite possibly also resituate the 

subject (in both a cognitive and emotional sense Heidegger's 

Befindlichkeit). Santayana was very atoJare of this 

il'tlaginative-reconstructive ingredient. The follOWing quotation 

perfectly su~arizes the direction in which we are heading: 

When I rel'fle~ber I do not look at l'fly past experience, any 
more than when I think of a friend's misfortunes I look 
at his thoughts. I imagine them; or rather I imagine 



sotrlething of tTI-g own tTlanufacture, as if I were writing a 
novel and I attribute this intuited experience to ril-gsel f 
in the past, or to the other person. (ffI~ efflphasi s] 28 
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The literar~ allusion is ver~ it'ilportant here for it stresses the 

narrational factor in re~e~brance. For Santa~ana the objects and 

events of our past are revivified through what he calls "ffloral 

irrtagination ll ;29 it is this ability that creates a dratTlatization 

characteristic of lived and hence valorized experience. As Santa~ana 

irilp lies, it is thi s narrative resul t that we take to be the structure 

and itrlport of our past lives. It should be clear why novelists t'ilust 

become experts in this forro of reconstitution if they are to present 

in their works sorilething wi th the depth and dirilensions of 1 i fe 

itself. 

A further factor to consider here is that, as we saw before, 

the past rfla-y be narrated in l'I'Iany possible wa~s. It is very eas'9 to 

believe that the past is sotrlething irredeetrlably fixed and detertrlined 

behind oneself, for in a certain sense this is true; objectivel'9 

speaking, I have presurr.abl~ been to certain places at certain tirr.es 

and have done certain ineradicable things. We have also seen frotrl 

Husserl that the III" is the abiding result of such act.s. But there is 

the all irnportant questi on of the trleaning of the past for L"lle lli!!.30 I 

atrl not a rr.achine that sirr.ply displays the past, I also respond to the 

displa'9; experience consists of both these factors at once. I trlay 

recall a definite datable event, I trlay even recall what that event 

trleant to L"lle at a prior date, but there is no necessary reason wh'9 

this trleaning should still be operative or irr.portant. In fact, even t'ily 
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recollection of what an event once ffleant to ~e will alread~ be told 

froM a new perspective, out of a new background, as part of a new 

narrative. Our accounts of the past can onl~ be expected to have a 

degree of consistency if they are written down or are refflembered and 

re-told frequently. This is the practice in ~any religious groups 

where the dogmas are recited regularly, it is also present in 

co~pulsives where an event (possibly trau~atic) is obsessivels run 

through again and again. But there is an incipient stagnation in all 

such enterpri ses, as Ni etz sche we II knet~. In the 1 anguage of Rudol f 

Bult~ann, the ker~gma Must be interpreted anew, for a new age~ a new 

worldview. This change that interpretation brings about is, I have 

been arguing, natural to hurflan under~.tanding and de\Jelo))rr,ent. 

What we cannot escape fr~n in the case of recollection is 

of 'effecti\)e hi stor·y? 

(Wirkungsgeschichte). We are finite hi stor-i cal be ings whose 

understanding is Mediated by and made possible through our history. 

We have no transcendental standpoint frorn which the past may be seen 

without the interference of 'subjectivity? (the 'present?). This 

Means that there never was such a pristine or finished Meaning to the 

past, a 'true' Me aning that we ought now to recapture or coinc ide 

wi th, that we rfli ght once and for all p in down. In rrlatters of the past 

we cannot escape the historicity of our gaze and our interests. 

However, this position need not lead to a total relativis~ where 

anything goes, wher-e any interpretati on wi II do, for the pa=.t we 

would recapture is woven into the same fabric that guides our 

understanding. As BulttTIann has stressed: "The subjectivity of 
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historians does not mean that they see falsely, but only that they 

choose certain perspectives and proceed by way of :asking 

questions." 31 We cannot avoid this perspectivism if we seek to 

understand and not fllerely repeat by bl ind rote or chronicle. It is a 

trait of a naive objectivism to believe that events have, or had, a 

univocal meaning which constitutes the 'truth~ of those events. The 

past, on the contrary and if our analyses are correct, should be 

viewed as part of our I ives, and because l'i fe is unfinished so is the 

meaning of the past. 

What now becomes crucial for my endeavour is to consider 

further the narrational and interpretive aspects of recollection, 

especially with a view to grasping the implications this has for 

personal identity and selfhood. So far little has been said about the 

self, the subject who recollects, and it is interesting just how much 

can be said about me~ory and such like without having to analyze this 

mysteri ous enti 1.y. The se 1£, sotllewhat like Ry 1 e" s uni ver'si tog, is 

everywhere and nowhere; there are only 

of which are the concrete facts 

buildings and activities, all 

pertaining to the notion 

'university'. Just as the university does not actually teach courses 

or do research, so the self does not think or re~efilber. Though it 

must be admitted that we do sa\) "I think", III remel1'lber". The next 

section will go part way towards answering, in a broad fashion, some 

preli~inary questions concerning the self; particularly the self's 

il1'lplication in the narratives and practices of our lifeworld. 



Cha})ter TtoJo: ON NARRATIVE 

To raise the question of the nature of narrative 
invite reflection on the vEr~ nature of culture 
})ossibly, even on the nature of hUfilanity itself. 
-- Hayden tJhi te 1 

is to 
and, 

Our lives are ceaselessly intertwined with narrative, 
with the stories that we tell and hear told, those we 
drea~ or i~agine or would like to tell, all of which are 
reworked in that story of our own lives that we narrate 
to ourselves in an episodic, s~eti~es seMiconscious, 
but virtually uninterrupted Monologue. 
-- Peter Brooks2 

The accounts of personal identity given by eMpiricists such as 

Locke and even Husserl are adequate as a basis, a starting point. 

HOt'Je\Jer, the })robl eM f or us wi th such vi er}JS is the i r· arche 0 I ogi c a I 

bias, their desire to explain a phenoooenon by rEsorting to pri~itive 

structures of consciousness and their operation; for Locke the extent 

of our consciousness of the past, and for Husserl the teMporal 

connectedness of lived tiMe. Such a Manoeuver is like describing a 

house anI y in terrt'ls of its under lying framework, its ske I eton; tll is 

really shor.4s only the possibility of a house. Personal identity is 

not so easily guaranteed, and human reality not that easily grasped. 

Already we have seen how irrlagination plays an hilportant role in 

recollection, and as I proceed the influence of social reality and 

the linguistic and semiotic systems (i.e., language, gestures, 

literature) on which it depends will become equally iMportant. My 
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task now is to pursue further the nature of narrative and the 

relation it bears to our lives. The previous chapter alread~ takes us 

in this direction. At this point I will not be discussing narrative 

in its literar~ dimensions~ but will concentrate on narration and 

narrative structures as the~ pertain to experience generall~. 

It is, I shall argue, the narrated past that best generates 

our sense of personal identit~, and I put the emphasiS on the word 

})ersonal because emp 1 otlflent tTlay indeed c reate the indi v i dual rrleaning 

or stors of our lives for ourselves. Narration into SOrrle fonm of 

stor~ gives structure and understanding to the ongoing content of our 

lives. Personal identit~ should itTIpl-g fl'lOre than an empt~ pole of 

i denti ty, and [fIore than just tel'flporal continui t~. What rrrakes pt:rsonal 

identits personal is that it is ~ characteristic identity, ~ 

particular life. We have already begun to see a linking between 

self-understanding and narrative - that persons gain at least sorrre of 

their' meaning thr'ough the stor~ of their past (this wi 11 also extend 

in a like rrlanner to their future) - and, as I shall del'flonstrate, the 

meaning of a life can be adequatel'9 grasped only in a narrative or 

storylike fral'flework. 

I will begin by briefly considering the nature of our sense of 

self (rrly-ness), a thel'fle I continually return to and develop 

throughout the thesis. The next section will consider the il'flplicit 

and explicit narrative structure of our experience, and will 

introduce the problem of expression. The third section serves to 

illustrate the narrative position through a consideration of the 
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higher emotions and their dependence on language. Finall~, I will 

consider the general role of narrative in ethics and value theor~. 
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( i) II I am I. II 

That HI arr, I" seems not to be doubted (outside l)hi losophy!). I 

aM Myself and no other. I wake frotTI a torturous dream and soon 

con t i nu e in 1. 0 th e day as flly old se 1 f • "I aro I ", how s e eu r e 1.11 a t 

sounds, and as a perforMative assertion of identity it has served and 

continues to serve us ver~ well. How could I not believe in royself! 

Even the wildl~ decentered and disoriented character of The Unnamable 

(Beckett) CQust assert it against everything to the contrary: "I 

can·Ot go on, I Must go on." Such talk has the result of prorlloting the 

belief in a sUbstantial self behind, as it were, such utterances a ca ..., . 
"I arll speaking", "He looks this way II , and so on. It tTlay also profnote 

the belief that this self is potentially knowable, an object of 

knowledge that can, sa~, be brought forward or tTlirrored in language. 

In thi s way we unwi ttingl~ generate the }) robl eMati c and 

metaphysically tinged subject that a narrative theory seeks to 

circumvent. We say HIli as though referring to an active or Motivating 

subject ontologically prior to the action, underlying it (a 

sub-stance). As Nietzsche stated the matter: 

The separation of the 'deed~ from the doer •.. this 
ancient mythology established the belief in cause and 
effect after it had found a firm fOnM in the functions 
of language and gra~ar.3 

Thus when Descartes discovered his first principle, the ego 

cogito, he was led to assert thereby that the I spoken of existed (in 
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sOffle sense) prior to the pronouncefflent, outside the discourse (and 

outside the Discourse On Method!). We end up with the well-known 

Cartesian SUbstantial dualis~, samething that is not well supported 

by our ordinary experience. It is especially the reification and 

fflystification ifflplicit in this 'Cartesian subject" that a narrative 

account (and post~odernis~ generally) seeks to avoid. This 

'substantial" self, I want to claiM, is no More (nor less) than a 

fiction, which is, in a sense that will becoffle clearer, all the self 

can ever be. As an i~plied subject, that is, i~plied fro~ acts of 

expression, the self is a social and linguistic construct - a ~eaning 

rather than an unchanging entity. 

The saying of "I" ~ay be an act of repetition, but that it 

repeats the sa~e self over ti~e ~ust be considered an illusion, for 

~ore often than not it is e~pty of content - in ~uch the sa~e way 

that Hegel considered Fichte"s self-identical ego to be e~pty of 

content. We shall see later that the saying of "I" is not a sirqple 

re ferenti al and desi gnatory utterance in the way say ing "Fi don or 

IIl arop u can be. 111" rt'Iay also be devoid of significance or info~ative 

content; it is not like saying "english" or "child. 1I When asked what 

"I" refers to, a COffl~on answer is "Me U ! I would clairt'l, on the 

contrary <and assu~ing that the statefflent in fact had sOrt'le sense), 

that the I does not even coincide with itself; such coincidence is an 

unattainable goal. This point was alread~ prefigured in ~'9 discussion 

of the unavoidable interpretive dirt'lension of ~e~ory. 

Between consciousness and itself is an otherness (an alter 

ego) that, in an Hegelian Aufhebung, ~ust be integrated, reconciled 
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with itself. But there is a delay here, a non-coincidence. It is not 

as though self-consciousness accufflulates, expands or builds up 

further what it already was, reaching an apex in self-transparency. 

The Hege 1 i an story is that of a changing habi tus, or a changing 

tradition, where each stage has its attendant sense of self and 

realit~; but ~ore than this, for each stage has a certain 

forgetfulness of its predecessors. The "I" of toda~ is not 

necessari 1 Y the "I II of tDt1lorrow. The ~ere 'say ing of II I" thus te 11 s us 

very little about identity and continuity, though it does see~ to 

presuppose these, or beg the question of the~. The question to ask 

sot'lleone who says II I" is ver'9 often "who? II sDt1letit'lles we ask it of 

ourselves! Unlike t1luch of philosophy, which often contents itself 

with the question of what a self is, we must turn towards literature 

and narrative to learn who the self is. 

Hannah Arendt has particularly stressed the difference between 

who and t!Jhat a person is. The latter question is answered, she says, 

in ter~s of attributes and qualities (brave, thoughtful, intuitive, 

etc.), but these are properti es that one tl}ay share wi th nurrterous 

other individuals; it overlooks individuality. 

Who somebody is or was we can only know 
story of which he is himself the hero -
in other words; everything else we 
including the work he t'Ilay have produced 
tell us onl~ what he is or was. 4 

Arendt illustrates her case by alluding to the 

by knowing the 
hi s bi ography, 
know of hi~, 

and left behind, 

fact that we know who 

Socrates was even though we have no actual works of his, whereas the 

sa~e cannot be said, at least not to the sat'lle degree, of Plato or 
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Aristotle. That one leaves behind an autobiographical work must 

surel~ cause us to amend Arendtrs position to some degree. Her 

arguMent, however, stresses the whole of a life, and in that case an 

autobiograph~ cannot possibl~ be final. 

Properti es, as ordinary language suggests, are indeed 

attributes of s~eone, of a particular self. But this individual is 

not the self of SOffle direct introspective scrutin~, it is rather the 

self of a personal history, of a self nar~ated. In narrating the acts 

of an individual we contribute to the creation of that individual as 

a definite character. As MacIntyre writes: UThe self inhabits a 

character whose unity is given as the unit9 of a character. lls This 

character ~ust therefore be considered in light of a story it belongs 

to: "characters in a history are not a collection of persons, but the 

concept of a person is that of a character abstracted froffl a 

histol"'"g." 6 Another wa'S of stating this initially counter-intuitive 

view is that persons are such only if (amongst other things) the'S can 

be considered to have a history, a history of acts and involvefflents. 

We may use the term "person II wi thout knowing that hi star'S, but the 

history is nevertheless implied. 

One reason why aut~atons can be excluded frOffl the category of 

persons is because they have no cOfflparable history. However, the 

manufacture of automatons with SOMe form of memory implant could 

cause probleffls for this categorization. The science fiction film 

Bladerunner is informative in this respect, for it poses the proble~ 

of the experiential si~ilarity of implanted vs. real ~e~ories. If one 

cannot tell the difference between i~planted and real memories should 
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this affect our predication of personhood? (This problem has some 

si~ilarities to a question raised by Russell. If the universe were 

actually created only a second ago, and we sprung into being fully 

equipped with memories that date from ~ears back, could we ever know 

the truth? It seems not.) Persons not only have me~ories, a histor~, 

but also take certain attitudes towards them. We notice change - that 

things as are not as they were. We may enjoy the intimacy of our 

memories. We show concern about what we'remember having done. We 

despair about losing memories in old age. Factors such as these also 

contribute to personhood. If the attitude of the aut~aton towards 

its 'memories~ is that it simply views them as so rouch data, then 

again we may be war~ of predicating personhood. There is, I think, no 

single criterion for ascribing personhood to something, and on s~e 

of the criteria it may be very difficult to decide one way or the 

other. 

Along similar lines, anal~tic philosophers are very fond of 

discussing the nature of persons through hypothetical examples of a 

science fiction sort. Derek Parfit, for example, begins the 

discussion of personal identity in his book Reasons and Persons7 b~ 

considering the often cited case of someone who is teleported to a 

distant planet. This operation consists of some fo~ of encoding of 

the person~s total being and the transmission of this data for 

reconstitution at another location. The person is of course 

decomposed at the original location. It must be admitted that while 

such an example is purely hypothetical, consideration of it may 

nevertheless reveal some of our assumptions about persons. We might 
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be led to think that the person simply continues his existence at the 

other location. But suppose the deco~position did not occur; do we 

have two persons or one? There is certainly no numerical identity_ Is 

the deco~position of one of the persons si~ply the death of that 

person? Is the other person, therefore, only a duplicate, a copy? 

Should we feel guilt if we had to destroy this duplicate, especially 

if it is qualitatively identical? Suppose it was you they forgot to 

deco~pose - would you happily be annihilated? Unless there were so~e 

fOrffl of 'mental' cOmlounication between the two, it would seem that 

they are now two different persons, or soon will be as their lives 

unfold in different directions. 

The question of guilt takes us back to the aut~aton exa~ple. 

We have fabricated an individual that is identical to other persons, 

except in respect of having actually lived its past. Whether this 

latter fact counts against its being a person is very ~uch a ~atter 

of our social conditioning and tradition, our way of understanding. 

If we reject the onto-theological notion of a soul substance then 

presu~ably other criteria, such as social responsibility and social 

interaction must gain i~portance, especially if bodily differences do 

not play a ~ajor role. However, it is not our ai~ in this thesis to 

directly address such e~pirical and hypothetical questions. 

While we are on the topic of identity, we should say a word 

about Aristotle's ship. Is a ship still the sa~e craft if during a 

voyage all its planks are gradually replaced by new ones? There is an 

analogy here to persons, who undoubtedly change considerably during 

the course of their lives. Uhat is perhaps best asked in such 
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examples is why the issue is difficult to decide. Ue tend to waver 

between yes and no on such questions. If we replace a few planks, we 

tend to think of the boat as the sa~e. If the planks were of a 

different shape we may think the boat to be different. If the planks 

were all replaced during one afternoon, we may think it is now a new 

ship; but from a legal point of view it ~ay still be registered as 

the sa~e vessel. C~ing back to our previous exa~ple, two identical 

ships would not, other than loosely, be considered the same ship. The 

problem is that our notion of identit~ is not always a clear cut 

fflatter. We allow for identity in difference. After each use the craft 

changes, and from ~ear to year so do we. Things change in tiffle, and 

our notion of identity seeks to find some continuity in this change. 

Legally, for exa~ple, we are considered the saffle person throughout 

our lives. With the rise in organ transplants the issue of identit~ 

could bec~e quite problefflatic. What this identity or continuity 

consists in is often relative to the t~pe of entity considered, and 

relative to the reasons one has for positing identity. Let us now 

return froffl this digression to continue our consideration of 

narrative. 

It is no accident that the word person derives fr~ the Latin 

Ilpersona", which has connotations of a character in a play. According 

to our historical view, the full characterization of who s~eone is 

fflUst wait until the action reaches c~pletion, until the play is 

finished (if it ever is!). This is why Arendt clai~s: 

Action reveals itself fully only to the storyteller, 
that is, to the backward glance of the historian, who 
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indeed alwa~s knows better what it was all about than 
the participants. s 

Presufflabl~, however, the actor can beco~e his or her own stor~teller. 

What is required here is an abilit~ to extricate or distance 

oneself frOffl efflbeddedness in the action and perceive it in the fflanner 

of a plot, a history. We often do this when a certain episode of our 

life has reached a (perhaps tefflporary) conclusion. Though~ of course, 

that our lives have episodes is very often the result of narrative 

acts that may occur well after the events in question and froffl a 

broader perspective than was then possible. This is the basis of 

Arendt;s position. Perhaps, in a Sartrean sense, we can say that only 

when our lives are finished (at death), is our essence c~plete, and 

perhaps fro~ a god;s all-encOfflpassing perspective this essence 

receives its final ~eaning. But fram a hu~an and narrative point of 

view this meaning has a considerable ~argin of flux, for the story of 

a life can be told in a nUfflber of ways; we cannot help but be 

selective. We fflay adfflit, however, that the 'truth; is ~ore or less 

established in people;s ~inds when a version of the story becomes 

generally accepted, beco~es canonical. We often have such a great 

desire for the so-called truth that we will overlook its status as a 

version. Just as we change week by week, year by year, so do our 

narrations of the past. 

The II I" does not fully coinc i de wi th itself - this is implied 

in Arendt;s "backward glance" of the storyte 11 er. Who I am is very 

often perceived (narrated) by others fflore clearly than by myse 1 f .9 

Perhaps I should say that there is ~y story of ~yself and there are 
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nurqerous others, sortle of thel'l\ frOrl'l a vantage point superior to rq~ 

c~n, our epistertlic superiorit~ to children, for exartlple. 

It rn a ~ a 1 so be th e case th a t th e qu est i on 0 f wh 0 I artl oft en 

does not arise, and certainl~ not with any 

this rtla~ be so is not difficult to fathOM. 

degree of urgency. Why 

One gets locked into a 

l'I\ode of life that May not change in an~ essential way for l'I\an~ ~ears. 

We repeat the sa~e routines. OneTs habitus, that fund of practical, 

but i~plicit and corporeal wisdOM is like an ocean upon which our 

personal consciousness floats, and where even this consciousness is 

but a part of that same ocean. OneTs hOMe life, one's work and 

leisure roa~ enter a routine pattern that one becOrl'les iroplicitl~ 

i denti f i ed wi th. I f one is at horrte wi th and irrlt'flersed in thi s 1 i fe 

then the questi on of IIWho? If need not ari se. We are supported b-g our 

practices. It is often in light of a possible or iropending future, or 

a probl erll in the present that the questi on of "Who? II is rai sed. In 

Proust's case, for exarrtple, we find the desire to perpetuate hirrlself 

in writing in face of the i~anent deMise of his ph-gsical being and 

in light of his belief that no part of hirrtself will survive, in a 

religious sense, this death of his body. 

The ~eaning of rrty existence can be a casual thing, fulfilled 

in the rrlOMents of ro'9 da'9-to-da-g praxis. ~ self-conception can be 

sh a 1 I orA an d br i e f, or i t c an be c o~ e rfl'9 over i ding can cern ( as i twa s 

for Proust). This variation also applies, of course, to other 

persons' conceptions of roe. Arrt I an~thing other than these various 

conceptions, these versions, these stories? 
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We see from the above that a good case can be ~ade to 

distinguish between what has been c a lIe d , with relation to 

literature, the experiencing self and the narrating self.1o Generall"3 

speaking, in sel f-understanding the narr'ating sel f is alwa~s tr~ing 

to coincide with, or be adequate to, the experiencing self, but this 

path is easi 1 y frustrated or becQl'(jes a matter of se 1 f-decepti on. One 

~ust first have the roeans or vocabulary for expression, but then 

there is the percepti on of what fI'Iateri al ,i s re I evant, the choi ce of 

when an episode begins and when it ends, the mode or genre of the 

expression, and nill~erous other details that can cloud the conversion. 

I shall look at some of these questions in what follows, and 

especially at the nature of our prenarrative experience. 
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(i i) The Stor'3 of Our' Lives 

We will now consider in ~ore detail the relation between 

narrative, time, and experi ence. For our purposes, narrati on can be 

conceived as the telling (in whatever mediurrl, though especially 

language) of a series of temporal events so that a rrleaningful 

sequence is portrayed - the story or plot of the narrative. It is the 

nature of a plot (traditionally considered) to synthesize events into 

a meaningful terrlporal whole, which it does by some forrrl of closure or 

completion and by its developmental followability; that is, by giving 

a beginning, middle, and end structure to the narrative. ll Such 

closure is effected through the resolution (sOrrletimes partial or 

failed) of aporias that arise in earlier narrative stages. To 

narrate, then, is to tell the story or history of sOrrlething or 

someone and will usually involve human or anthropomorphic characters 

(actors) whose lives are in same respect exhibited. 12 Narrative, 

furthermore, generally implies the presence of a narrator who is the 

story-teller. This latter point is what distinguishes narrative from 

drat'lla. l3 

Before proceedings a few explanatory rerrlarks are in order 

concerning our use of the terms "narrative ll and, ",ore il'Ylportantly, 

"prenarrative H in relation to the human subject. In sel i-narration 

the narrator is c~only found in the first person (HI then went to 

university ... "), and what is related is the life of the narrator. In 
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fact, in spoken autobiographical discourse the character, the 

narrator, and the author are assumed to be one and the sa~e; only 

when the listener suspects falsit~ or deception will he distinguish 

between theffl, particularl~ between the character portrayed and the 

author/narrator. 14 With regard to the subject ~atter of our personal 

narratives it generall~ relates back, directly or indirectly, to what 

I have called the prenarrative structure of experience. This 

prenarrative is, in its ~ost general for~~ that dra~a that we call 

our lives. As dra~atic, our lives cannot be said to have a narrator, 

for it is only when, fro~ within the dra~a, we take up the narrator's 

raI e that the stor~ of our 1 ives is actually tol d. Earl i er, 110wever, 

we defined this prenarrative as a 'quasi-narrative', i~pl~ing that 

narration has already entered into it. This is indeed the case, for, 

as we hope to de~onstrate in this chapter, we are constantly adopting 

the narrator's position with respect to our own lives and also the 

lives of others. 

* * * 
If, as we have seen, ti~e is funda~entally the ti~e of ~y 

life, between birth and death, personal identit~ will depend upon the 

continuity of ~eaningful experience in this life. Now, the physical 

body ~ay well be the permanent locus of ~y insertion in the world, 

and it is indeed a basis for continuity, but it is the events that 

unfold fram this locus that generate the ~eaning of ~y existence, 

both through the habitualities they e~body and the history they 

exhibit. Our lives, as we have seen, are not experienced as random 

unconnected events (though they ~ay be thought so upon reflection), 
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and rarely as a series of such events. Actions are, generall~ 

speaking, alread~ understood in the context of a before and after. 

Life is, as I shall argue, inherently of a narrative structure, a 

structure that we ~ake explicit when we reflect upon our past and our 

possible future. (This reflection is not a neutral ~irroring - a 

point that is worth repeating.) 

The actions of hu~an agents, to be intelligible, must be seen 

against the background of a history, a hi?tory of causes and goals, 

of failures and achievements. As Alisdair MacIntyre has written: "The 

notion of a history is as fundaroental as the notion of an action. 

Each requires the other. illS Actions do not occur in a void and are 

not ~eaningful in and of the~selves; their ~eaning is dependent on 

the broader perspective of a framing story. We must ourselves know 

such a personal history if we are to make intelligent choices in the 

present. 

It is a through-going characteristic of our lives that we view 

our actions as either beginning s~ething (as a means), or as the 

conclusion of something. Practical reason itself shares this 

teleological structure of paths to envisioned goals. Ricoeur sums 

this up as follows: "An event is not only an occurrence, something 

that happens, but a narrative coroponent." l6 I would further maintain 

that this particular narrative way of sequentializing is basic to the 

process of huroan understanding, especiall~ as this is directed to 

acting, social persons. To understand a life is to trace its 

development upon a narrative thread, a thread that unites otherwise 

disparate or unheeded happenings into the significance of a 
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develo:pfflent, a directionalit~h a destiny. As Ricoeur has said: "The 

abilit'g to follow a story constitutes a very sophisticated for~ of 

un d e 1"' stan din g . " 17Th a t on e c ann at doth i s f or on e se 1 f {,oJ i 11 th ere f a I' e 

promote the psychological consequence of our experiencing a lack of 

deve 1 o:pment, of uni ty, and of di recti anal i ty. I shall return to thi s 

conclusion when we look at psychoanalysis. 

Ti~e and ~e~ory, as we saw in the previous chapter, do not 

thel'lse I ves consti tute personal i denti ty, , they rather serve as the 

environment from which narrative is possible. Explicit narratives 

are, one might say, of a higher order, and it is this order that I 

wi sh to exp lore in what follows. 

It is as a character in our (and other people'·s) narratives 

that we achieve an identity. Ricoeur has fflade the s~~e point: 

Our own existence cannot be separated from the account 
we can give of ourselves. It is in telling our own 
stories that we give ourselves an identity. We recognize 
ourselves in the stories that we tell about ourselves. 
It t'l'Iakes ver'g little difference whether these stories 
are true or false, fiction as well as verifiable history 
provides us with an identity.Is 

Il'lplieci in this statetnent is that the self is generated and is given 

unity in and through its own narratives, its own recounting, and 

hence understanding of itself. The self, and this is roy prirtlary 

thesis, is essentially a being of reflexivity, c~ing to itself in 

its own narrational acts. This conclusion can be seen as an il'flportant 

outCOl"H~ of Ricoeur"s basic herl"\eneutic stance: H ••• there is no 

self-knowledge without sDrf'le kind of detour through signs, s'9ft1bols and 

cultural works, etc. R l9 tJho I al'fl is not given outside of such 
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~ediated expression, but as we shall co~e to see, this is a case of 

expression creating being and not ~erel~ reporting or ~irroring it. 

The self is not some pre-cultural or pre-s~~bolic entit~ that we seek 

to capture in language. I a~, for ll't~self, onl~ insofar as I express 

ro~se 1 f • 

We ~ight, however, still ask about experience itself, prior to 

being narrated. What is prenarrative experience? Is it not falsified 

when narrated? Does language i~pose it,s own cuI tural foms of 

expression on this stratu~? There are var~ing views on this topic. On 

one extre~e is the work of Louis Mink: "Stories are not lived but 

told. Life has no beginnings, rtliddles, or ends •... "2o Thus, if life 

has any narrative structure, it is one we have put there after the 

fact. Mink continues: 

We do not drea~ or re~e~ber in narrative ... but tell 
stories which weave together the separate i~ages of 
recollection .... So it see~s truer to sa~ that narrative 
qualities are transferred fr~ art to life. 

For Mink, stor~-telling is a ~ode of c~prehension <of grasping 

together) that necessaril~ takes second place in relation to the 

experiences COMprehended. 

On the other extreMe we find t1aclnt~re: "we all I ive out 

narratives in our lives and ... we understand our own lives in ter~s of 

the narrative that we live out .... "21 For Haclnt~re narratives are 

indigenous to experience. Barbara Hard~, the literary critic, also 

argues for this position: 



We dream in narrative, day-drea~ in narrative, reme~ber, 
an tic i pat e, hop e, des p a iI', bel i e'J e, d ou ht, plan, I' ev i z e , 
criticize, construct, gossip, learn, hate, and love by 
narrative. 22 
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The disagreetTlent between Mink and McIntyre can perhaps be resolved if 

we consider the relation between i~plicit and explicit narratives, 

though pmch of what I have so far said should discredit Mink··s 

absolute severing of narrative fr~ experience. We have already 

noted, for exafflple, the narrational nature of recollection and the 

way te~porality assu~es a historical fo~ linked to our purposes. 

Ricoeur~s position is, I think, ~ore rigorous in its analysis 

of the question of the relation between narrative and experience than 

either Mink or MacIntyre, and can in fact serve to locate the other 

views fflore precisely. Ricoeur~s stance is in certain respects 

interflledi ary , though s~etirrles arttbiguous. Narration is the 

irtlaginative act that refigures a f'lOre pri~ordial experience into 

sort'lething wi th rrteaning and structure: II ••• the plots that we invent 

help us to shape our confused, fo~less and in the last resort ~ute 

tel'ltporal experience. fl2B This sounds very close to Mink. Elsewhere, 

however, Ricoeur will roaintain that this pri~ordial experience has a 

"prenarrative qual i ty" or prefiguredness that "consti tutes a det1)and 

for narrative." 24 His recent position can best be sur~ed up by an 

opening refflark frotTl voluffle one of Tiffle and Narrative: 

Tiflle becomes hUfllan tirt'le to the extent that it is 
organized after the roanner of a narrative; narrative, in 
turn, is roeaningful to the extent that it portrays the 
features of temporal experience. 2s 
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Let us try to unpack the previous quotation. Human time, as we 

saw from Husserl, is not the bare te~porality of succession; it is a 

successi on that al ready has vari ous imports for the indi v i dual (s) 

concerned - it al ready has II features". I have rertlarked that time is 

cut through wi th hurflan val ues (' good til1'les" & 'bad times", etc.), and 

in that ti~e is already keyed to our purposes and therefore 

valorized, it ~ust have been experienced in a contextualized fo~, 

e.g., the present is 

turning out well. 

'good" because s~ething has turned out or is 

Already there is in experience an il1'lplicit 

narrative structure and hence understanding. Our explicit narratives 

l1'Iay indeed extend, even change, the ~eaning of our lived til1'le, but 

thi s tirfte is already structured according to our styl e of 

being-in-the-world, our habitus. As such, our narrative 

interpretations do not function ex nihilo but follow naturally upon 

the structure of experience. 

If the temporality of huroan affairs is indeed experienced at 

its basic level within a teleological setting, then it is only 

narrative understanding that can do it justice. To narrate oneself is 

to rr.ake exp lie i t th is prenarrati ve or "pre figured" (Ri coeur) qual i ty 

of our unexa~ined life, to draw out a story it e~bodies. This is to 

say that our unexal1'lined life is already a quasi-narrative, and that 

lived ti~e is already a draroa of sorts. Also, and this is very 

important, this quasi-narrative can and does serve as a corrective or 

guide for the act of narration. One cannot tell just any old story 

without committing some fo~ of injustice to the content of one"s 
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experience - what Sartre has called 'bad faith'. As David Carr has 

written: 

Marcy 0 f Oli r plan s go awr13 ( an d s tor i e s h ave to be 
rewritten) because we ~ake ~istakes about the past, 
about what happened and what we have done. The past does 
constrain us; it does have a fixedness that allows 
reinterpretation onl~ up to certain li~its.26 

Lived ti~e alread~ has a quasi-narrative character, and this is why 

it is not ~enable to just any telling. ~e fabricates one's past at 

one's own risk. Involved in this risk can be both psychologically 

ha~ful factors associated with self-deception and repression, and 

also socially hanmful ones associated with lying to and deceiving 

oth e r' p eo}) 1 e . 

While Ricoeur does not go as far as I would like on the 

question of the quasi-narrative character of lived experience, he 

certainly goes part-way. He is willing, against Mink, Uto accord 

already to experience as such an inchoate narrativity that does not 

proceed from projecting, as s~e sa13, literature on life but that 

constitutes a genuine demand for narrative." 27 Narratives, for 

Ricoeur, are in the end justified b~ the need for the untold stories 

of our lives to be told,28 though he is, I believe, overly cautious 

in his discussion of this point. 

Narration of onself, because of the quasi-narrative character 

of ordinary life, rna~ be both a receptive and a creative activit~. If 

we turn to recollection we can find a receptive and an active stage. 

Receptivel~ our me~ories ~ay already generate a broken narrative of 

irflages and meaning as they first enter consciousness. Often we do not 
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have cause to notice just how broken and inc~plete this recollection 

can be, for the frag~ents ~ay nevertheless exhibit a quasi-narrative 

or dra~atic structure that satisfies our need for ~eaning. (The sa~e 

phenot'tlenon can appl~ to drearrrs. No ~atter how disjointed or 

fragrrrented the dream rrray be to later reflection, during the drea~ 

there is often a sense of a plot unfolding.) But, as I stressed 

earlier, interpretation is inherent to recollection, and already this 

schel'l'latic narrative is being filled out ,with a present meaning, is 

refigured for rrre now. Interpretation is a continuous process with no 

prec i se starting point. We cannot say of recoIl ecti on: 'IHere is the 

bare content, and here is where interpretation and l'I'Ieaning start." 

Interpretation has always alread~ started. 

Life, with a l'I'Iinirrrum of explicit narrative, approaches a sheer 

undergoing, like a child who does not consciousl~ link A to B as it 

lives through them. This need not be Jal'l'les" II confusi on Ii , for 

habitualities, rrrotor actions, and our general life-style can serve us 

well, but the broader significance of one's experiences rrright be lost 

- as indeed rrruch of childhood is. One might now ask: But where does 

this broader significance reside? The answer can only be that it is 

generated through the narrative act itself; this important creative 

COMponent is often overlooked. To narrate is to link A to B, to see 

causal affinities, to draw out and develop corrrparisons and harrrronies, 

to deduce and project possible outcomes. Ricoeur rrrakes a sirrrilar 

point: 

To rrrake a 
spring frorrr 

plot is already 
the accidental, 

to rrrake the intelligible 
the universal frOM the 
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episodic. 29 

probable from the 
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Whereas the young chi ld does not set out to consciously 

narrate, but only runs through sequences of 

retrieval/picture consciousness), adults are already well initiated 

into a broad seffliological realffl. We have language, we have been told 

stories, we have seen and read the~, we are no longer innocent in 

this respect. Our world is a progressivel9 cultural one, where even 

nature is itself a cultural concept with a varying history. To quote 

Ri coeur once more: "We be long to hi story be fore te II ing stori es or 

writing history. The ga~e of telling is included in the reality 

tol d. 1130 We rlli ght say that we are II story-te 11 ing anirllal s II prec i se 1 y 

because we are al ready caught up in a story, and al read'~ coromi tted to 

meaning. 

One reason toJe narrate is because mankind cannot fai I, at 

ti~es, to ask the question of its own being, because we know the 

story is there to be told - just as others have told it. But there is 

also, as Ricoeur stresses, the desire to ~ake the inchoate 

intelligible, and we know that narrative understanding is 

traditionally suited to this task; as literature clearly shows. My 

point, in arguing for a quasi-narrative level, is precisely that 

II te 11 ing is inc 1 uded in the real i ty tol d". We are both experi encers 

and narrators (often at the same time), for the act of ~aking 

intelligible is a ~ore or less continuous one, even though the 

narratives may be appropriated from elsewhere. It is this continuity 

of our life-story that constitutes the greater part of our 
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experienced self-identity. Our identity is that of a particular 

historical being and this identity can persist only through the 

continued integration of ongoing experience. Because we bring our 

history along with us, as ~ ~ore or less clearly configured horizon, 

new experiences will tend to flow into this story of our lives, 

aug~enting it. 

At the broadest and ~ost abstract level, this identity is 

constituted out of the part-whole relation,between the 'now~ and the 

at least implicit horizon of ~y life as a whole. The ~ere fact of 

situating the now within such a frame is already enough to generate 

an identity, and one need not know ~uch about the life itself for 

this relation to operate. Let us consider an exarople. You are 

listening to a piece of ~usic at a concert. Even though you ~ay not 

be able to identify specific the~es and their developroent up to the 

presents even if you find the piece disjointed and disagreeable, and 

even if the opening sections are forgotten, one can still have the 

continuous and indubitable awareness of listening to the sa~e piece 

of ~usic. Identity can indeed persist despite a considerable failure 

to grasp the more particular content of experience. In the case of a 

concert, one continually has the broad referential fra~e of the piece 

beginning, coupled with an awareness that the clapping signaling the 

end of the piece has not yet taken place. A breakdown of this type of 

self-identity will occur if the part-whole relation breaks down. 

Such a disruption of identity often occurs in drearos, and 

accounts for ~uch of their strangeness. Consider being fully 

cognizant of having a now, but not knowing what fraroe of reference 
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the now belongs to, both in its spatial and te~poral di~ensions 

( i . e ., not knowing the general 'where" of the current event J and not 

knowing its te~poral context, such as '~~ life'). In a drea~ our 

identit~ t'Jill still rely on a part-whole relation, but if the whole 

is not a ver~ great expanse and if it often changes di~ensions, then 

one's identity can bec~e somewhat volatile and episodic. A~nesia can 

produce a si~ilar result in waking life. Si~ilarly, a catastrophic 

event, such as war, ~ay si~ply destroy the, credibility of one's prior 

life-horizon, resulting in a te~porary or even a ~ore pe~anent 

disruption of identity. Si~ply waking up in an alien surrounding 

(e.g., while on holiday) can ~~entarily unsettle the part-whole 

gestalt. 

Appl~ing these insights to the above notion of life-stor~, we 

can see that, as for the ~usic exa~ple, self-identity ~ay persist in 

our lives even though particular events and episodes do not ~esh 

together well. Such an identity is grounded on the fra~ing story of 

life in its ~ost genera) features, e.g., birth and death as'two 

lil'1lits. (On a si~ilar level of generality, "They were born, they 

lived, and they died," is a biography that fits us all.) What falls 

between these two poles becol'1les part of ~y life, i.e., part of a 

unitary phenomenon. This identity, it should be noted, is not the 

persistence of an entity, a thing (substance, subject, ego); it is a 

roeaning constituted by a relation of figure to ground, of part to 

whole. It is an identity in difference constituted by fr~ing the 

flux of particular experiences by a broader story. 
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Th is cont inuous, though often irnp Ii cit, awareness of our 

identity is an irnportant phenornenon, all we ~ay need in our 

day-to-day lives, but it needs filling out if our identity is to 

becOfI'Ie f/'lOre particular and rich. Indeed, we generally know far more 

of our broad life-story than its two limits. It is this still 

unfolding, developing, even fragmenting story that fortTIs the backdrop 

of our present. Whereas the bi rth-death schema has I i ttl e content but 

considerable stability, our particular ~tories have far greater 

content but may make little sense to us as a whole. Let us now return 

to our discussion of the prenarrative. 

It should be obvious that there is a dialectic between the 

prenarrated and the narrated; narrative is not sirnply the roaking 

public of what already exists in a pre-expressed though privately 

cognized forrn. What rnust be stressed, against Mink, is that narrative 

is a realrn of intelligibility that we are already involved in, 

explicitly and irnplicitly. But we must not be rnisled into thinking 

that the function of a narrative is to report the 'facts~ as they 

were. This sort of sirnple recounting was disparaged in our chapter on 

tirne and meMory. To narrate experience is, as Ricoeur etTIphasizes, to 

refigure it, to tell it in a certain way, and often for a certain 

end; it is, as we have previously said, both a receptive and a 

creative/interpretive act. Narration both excludes certain phen~ena 

and dwells on others; it is selective. This selectivity is clearly 

tTlanifested at the level of practical action. Certain acts contribute 

in a productive way to achieve a goal, while others are abortive; 

certain people and events are instrumental to our destiny, while 
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others are not. Many of our daily tasks are routine and ~undane, 

perfor~ed in a like fashion b~ nu~erous other people in their daily 

lives. Narrative roa~ of course recount these banal daily events, but 

a story traditionally seeks the exceptional and formative <while 

still seeking the exemplary and universal). 

In considering what prenarrative experience is like we are 

treading close to what Wilfred Sellers called the 'Myth of the 

Given~; the royth that there is a rea)~ of experience prior to, and 

a~enable to, expression in language. But we need not go this far. 

Language, culture, and, as Heidegger has shown, understanding, cannot 

be subtracted fro~ experience without doing violence to our huroanity. 

Our experience is already what I have called a quasi-narrative, a 

story to be told, and one that is partly told already. We need only 

consider the sophistication of drearos to see just how far narrative 

is a part of our constitution. Barbara Hardy, in the passage I cited 

earlier, indicates the pervasiveness of narrative eropI otroent, and at 

a level that is not explicitly reflective. That is, we very often 

undergo experience in narrative sequences quite 

without choice. These ~ay not be the full-blown 

aut~atically, 

narratives of 

autobiographies or stories, but they can serve in the saroe way to 

generate understanding, direction, and unity in our lives. 

We tend explicitly to narrate longer teroporal sequences only 

when the situation calls for it. Perhaps a dile~a calls for a 

reasses~ent of our project, or a lover asks for our history, or 

roaybe we are in psychotherapy. If we are not always narrating 

ourselves in order to understand who we are, it is because this 
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second-order reflection is not necessaril~ required for everyda~ 

praxis. We do not, for exaMple, need continually to refo~ulate or 

consciousl'g reMel'llber our initial rationale or desires to continue 

Meaningfull~ a present action to its conclusion; this could even be 

counter-productive. Much of the tiMe our identit'g is not a concern 

for us because it is unthe~aticall'g supported by the regularities in 

our da'g-to-da'g experience: our bod~, work, friends, haMe, and general 

st'gle of living. In addition, our narratives are very often no More 

than verbal token~., stating, for exaMple, nafile, address, occupation 

and the like. These latter exa~ples are narratives only in a weak 

sense, for while they are indeed narrated the~ nevertheless contain 

no real story or personal histor~; they do not connect up with 

prenarrative experience. To be satisfied with such 'narratives~ is to 

be satisfied with a shallow sense of one~s own existence and personal 

i denti t~ . 

We shall proceed into the next chapter by considering s~e 

further instances of narrative that Hardy states in her list. I have 

already fflentioned dreaffls, and that the sa~e applies to day-drea~s 

should be quite clear. To day-drea~ is preefflinently to construct a 

narrative stor~, one that weaves I anguage and pi ctori al fantas~ 

together into the for~s of our desire. But day-dreaffls can easily pass 

over into the i~ages of anticipation, hope, hatred, and despair, each 

of which develops along the beginning-~iddle-end structure of a 

narrative. I want to consider e~otion in ~ore detail both because of 

its ifflportance in our lives and because its structure carries over 

into l'f'tany of the above areas. 
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(iii) Narrative and E~otion 

If hu~an experience indeed has a quasi-narrative nature (prior 

to our 'i~positionJ of art on life), then we ought to be able to 

sUbstantiate this clai~ by discovering in our e~otional life a 

throughgoing and essential narrative ingredient. In addition, we will 

also be interested in the i~plications of this position for our sense 

of self; especially our self-understanding. I shall primarily appeal 

to the work of Charles Taylor in this section. 

Much of our e~otional life is bound up with the way we narrate 

experiences (both past and present). It would be difficult to i~agine 

someone experiencing guilt, joy, or anxiety without the~ having s~e 

cognizance of the eVents to which these are the responses, and beyond 

this to the story in which the events take on significance. As we 

have seen, the narration of events is not a simple description of 

'factsJ, but an interpretive activity - it is an i~portant way in 

which our experiences are understood, are given for~. Prior to same 

degree of narration the ~eaning of hu~an events is obscure or si~ply 

absent. This situation is like co~paring a chronicle to a full 

historical narrative; the chronicle ~erely states occurences whose 

further relevance re~ains to be interpreted. If, therefore, narration 

is linked to e~otions, then e~otions are likely to be keyed to, or 

dependent on, the type of interpretation we give of events. 
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Charles Ta~lor"s essa~ "Self-Interpreting Anirrtals"31 offers 

SOffle very useful insights into the relation between narrative and 

e~otion. Many i~portant fee 1 ings or ePlotions are~ he says ~ 

self-referential in that they arise froPl a certain articulated 

awareness of one"s life situation. As the various i~ports on this 

linguistic level of description change so do the correlative 

feelings. An inflicted wound, for exa~ple, tends to be felt as 

painful no Platter what we think (i.e., is'not self-referential), but 

that this leads to the further and ~ore distinctly hurrtan feeling of 

anxiet~, say, or indignation towards one"s assailant will very rrtuch 

depend upon one's articulation of the ~eaning the event has in its 

broader context; it will also depend on a certain pre-understanding 

of oneself. The latter, 'higher' type of errtotions are~ rrtaintains 

Taylor, a product of interpretation and are self-referential. 

To use an exarrtple of Taylor"s: If we were unable to experience 

shame then "a world without beings capable of this kind of experience 

woul d be one wi thout any asp irati on to di gni tyll (SA, p. 53). The 

experience of shaPle is rrtanifest only against the background of 

leading a life where one desires a certain respect frorrt others: "Thus 

the iPlport of sharrteful can be explicated only by reference to a 

subject who experiences his world in a certain way" (SA, p.53). 

EPlotions like shaPle Plust, therefore, be viewed as an indication of 

"what is i~portant to us qua subjects ••• of what we value, or what 

rClatters to us" (SA, p .60), even though we fW)ay be only partially aware 

of this background. It is because of this self-referential ele~ent, 

this reference to the broader life of the subject, that such higher 
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emotions, says Ta'Ylor, lido not fit into an objectivist .. s view of the 

world ll (SA, p.55). If this claiffl is true, then at least sOffle errtotions 

cannot be reduced to bodil'Y states that the predelineated subject 

simpl'Y endures, but are part and parcel of the subject itself. 

To see the central place of narrative in emotional experience 

we rrtust pursue Ta'Y1or"s anal'Ysis a little further. The t'Ype of 

emotions he is concerned with all involve same degree of interpretive 

articulation, which, because of the ref1exivit'Y to the subject's 

life, is also a form of self-understanding. Such eMotions are 

language dependent: liTo sa'Y that language is constitutive of ernotion 

is to sa'Y that experiencing an emotion essentially involves seeing 

that certain descripti ons app I 'Y" (SA, p. 71). What thi s means is that 

e~otion is concororoitant with an articulated judgement concerning a 

given state of affairs. One sees, via saqething like Santayana"s 

fC\oral ifflagination, that a situation is "bad" or "degrading" and one 

experi ences there fore the attendant af fect; the ini ti al insi ght into 

the context or implicit story is inseparably bound up with the 

emoti on. 

~otions also have a life, for the'Y change during the course 

of our developing understanding: 

The reroorse rna'Y dissipate altogether, if we caroe to see 
that our sense of wrong-doing is unfounded; or it rna'Y 
alter in other ways, as we c~e to understand what is 
wrong; perhaps it will be {fIore acute as we see h~ grave 
the offence was; perhaps it will be less as we see how 
hard it was to avoid.(SA, p.63) 
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This account should re~ind one of ~~ earlier discussion of the 

relation between the prenarrative dra~a and the explicit narrative 

level. Ver~ often the 'truth~ of one does not carr~ over into the 

other and we continuall~ adjust our stor~ until we are satisfied that 

II thi sis how it was ". Sati sfacti on b~ a fYlaj or arbi tel" here. 

Emotional experiences are, however, not onl~ the result of 

interpretive emplotfQent but also the occasion for it. In pr~oting 

interpretati on, ernoti ons !I open us to the dorrtain of what it is to be 

human 1/ (SA p. 64). Language, in arti cuI ating the irnport of el'floti ons, 

discloses what is i~portant to us in our lives (what we get upset, 

angry, excited about, and so on) and will serve to define both our 

own character, our values, and our relationship to others. But it 

should be remembered that this articulation may in turn, as we saw 

above, affect the emotion itself. 

Ta~lor concludes b~ considering our experience of inarticulate 

e~otion, for this seefQS to be a case where the language paradigm 

falters: "we might be tempted to think of ani~als as experiencing 

inarticulatl~ what we give naPles to" (SA, p.14). However, such 

inarticulate emotions, claims Ta~lor, are already unterwegs zur 

Sprache by their very nature, for what characterizes such experiences 

is precisel~ their de~and for interpretation: "We experience our 

pre-articulate emotion as perplexing, as raising a question. And this 

is an experience that no non-language ani~al can have" (SA, p.74). 

Taylor's reason for this de~and follows fro~ a position parallel to 

Heidegger's e~phasis on the ontological pri~ac~ of both language and 

understanding. Sa~s Ta~lor: 



Because as language-ani~als we are alread~ involved in 
understanding it [e~otion/feeling]; we already have 
incorporated into our language an interpretation of what 
is really i~portant. And it is this articulation 
which ~akes our inarticulate feelings into questions. 
(SA, p.74) 
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Understanding is, we can say, a natural goal in the develop~ent of 

our inarticulate feelings; ~uch as the inchoate episodes of our life 

see~ to de~and narrative e~plotroent for their understanding and 

develop~ent. 

Subject-referring e~otions always occur within a social roatrix 

of goals and aspirations, aspirations that naturally achieve clarity 

and definition in language and often at the instigation of prior 

e~otions that reveal value directions in our lives. E~otions can 

thereby bring us to ourselves in their de~and for understanding; they 

de~and a narrative to be unfolded which gives ~eaning to their 

~anifestation and thereby an interpretation to our lives. But it is 

an already ~ore or less explicit narrative understanding that 

proroulgates our higher level affective responses fram the very start; 

we have alread~ seen a foundation for this understanding in the 

prenarrative character of lived experience. 

It should be readily apparent that Taylor's account of e~otion 

is directly applicable to a discussion of, sa9, hope and despair, and 

can even be carried over to certain fonms of doubt and belief 

(speaking again on the level of self-referential states). All such 

states ~ake sense only against a background e~plo~ent, against a 

dra~a one is cognizant of. One hopes for a possible future, one that 

is already i~aginatively delineated, whereas a situation that is 
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hopeless is one where an expected or wished-for drat'fla is not being 

realized. In each case one~s hopes and aspirations are already 

linguistically and it'flagistically t'fIediated, and t'fIay involve the call 

to a further understanding. 

Another way of stating that such states are self-referential 

is to say, borrowing from Gabriel Marcel, that they reflect something 

we ~ and not roerely so~ething that we have. Our body, as Marcel has 

shown, functions in both of these tTlodes, depending on the perspective 

we adopt towards it. For example, we ~ay be in pain owing to an 

accident, but we do not regard the pain as disclosing in same way our 

personal identity, our selves; it is siroply soroething we have or 

undergo. On the other hand, we consider the higher emotions as 

disclosive of our nature qua individual social beings (for exarople, 

in the way we deal with pain). These self-referential states are 

irflportant because, to quote Taylor, "they ascribe a forrl'l to what 

rrtatters to us" (SA, P .64). Such states point to or erflbodlj iroportant 

value directions, and in this respect they have rooral relevance; 

especially as our affective states usually relate to the acts of 

other persons as well as to ourselves. Emotional states ~ust 

therefore be considered as evaluative, and we have a long tradition 

that I inks one's rooral leanings to what is particularly 

characteristic of the human individual. 

Taylor suros up his essay as foll~s: 

Hurrtan erootion is interpreted emotion, which is 
nevertheless seeking its adequate forro. This is what is 
involved in seeing man as a self-interpreting anitTIal. It 
roeans that he cannot be understood siroply as an object 



among objects, for his life incorporates an 
interpretation, an expression of which cannot exist 
unexpressed, because the self that is to be interpreted 
is essentiall'i that of a being who self-interprets.(SA, 
p. 75, fny ernphasi:;) 
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The human subject, as the existentialists have rnaintained, is an 

unfinished subject. But perhaps more than this - it is a subject that 

continuall~ writes, develops, and often erases its own definition, 

its stor'9. What lies behind our self-conceptions is not so~e 

identical thing-in-itself (soul, self, spiritJ ego, etc., though 

these can have a place within a narratological theory), but rather 

language as it derives froro our sedimented history, especiall~ the 

autobiographical language of self-narration. If I arn a being who 

self-interprets, then it is to the interpreting itself that we should 

turn; we should not think that we can escape this circularity b'9 

recourse to a self external to this act. 

I arn not sa'9ing, nor is Taylor, that consciousness equals 

language. It is rather the case that the various orders of hu~an 

realit'9 are cut through with language, and that the diversity and 

depth of experienced meaning in our lives is pre-erninently a result 

of our linguistic and story-telling nature (or at least has 

articulation and conceptual understanding as a goal).32 Much of this 

experienced ~eaning, however, derives fr~ our linguistic/cultural 

heritage and ~ay re~ain in the background in ordinary praxis - just 

as our deve I op ing life storlj rel"lain horizonal. 

self-interpreting ani~al is one that can define itself anew, that can 

discard or el"lbellish its old definitions. As self-interpreters we 
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therefore have responsibility for our selves, for the selves we were 

and the se 1 ves rAe wou I d wi s11 to becor.le. 

Before I examine the status of the narrating subject in {flore 

de t ail, i t £,oJ ill be ins t ru c t i vet 0 con c 1 u d e th i s chap te r on n ar rat i 1) e 

by considering an i~portant area that has only been i~plicit in ~y 

preceding account: the relation between narrative and morality. It 

should be clear, especially frOt'fl literature, that stories (fictional 

or otherwise) do not recount a mere string of details that have no 

hurqan interest, nor do they describe events in an objective or 

neutral fashion (no matter what the author's avowed intention may 

be). Narratives grow out of a social ~ilieu and they cannot help but 

reflect its values and concerns. We shall see that one's personal 

narrative is woven into a social structure, and is not fully of one's 

m.,n fflaking. 
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(iv) The Uirtue of Narrative. 

Each hu~an life traces out a co~plex figure that necessarily 

intersects and interacts with those of others. 33 Social action thus 

irtlt"iledia.tel1j in\)ol\}es us in \)arious. :p101:.=. and sub})lots, rnaj-i"y cd (.\Ihich 

we are onl~ passively entangled in. I have already outlined the 

prena r r2tivE qualit~ of Experience and t~~re is still ~ore to b~ s~id 

about it. This social Matrix of plots is the Material, or subtext~ 

out of which our' rf\or'e ex}:'licit self-r·eflections are for-flied along 

their narr'ati'Je thr'eads, both retroSl)ecti\'el~ and prOS1)ecti'l}el~. In 

this respect narration is a secondar~ process~34 that of a stor~ 

becoming known, becoming explicit. But although narration is a 

secondar~ process, it is an essential one with respect to human 

understanding because it places acts in relation to each other and 

dis. c ] 0 s· e 5:. those Gesta.l ten and c on tin u i tie s· wi tholJ,t whi ch 

understanding would prove infertile. 

In addition, to narrate the figure of the past is also to 

atterfl})t a retrie'l.:a.l of our'selves on the pla.ne of =.elf-understanding; 

it is to create a portrait of ourselves, no ~atter how badly 

deli:neated. LHthout t.his recuperative a.ct there would be no content 

to the "I" that I am for myself; there would not be the reflection 

tha.t. is so char·acter-is·tic of hutrlan agents. A=. Charles Taylor has 

written: "there is no such -thing as what [human beings) are, 

inde})endently of hoc,·J they understand thetflselues." 3S It is a question 
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of what, in reflection, we ~ake of our situation vis-a-vis the past, 

present, and future. Our conceptions (disclosed in stories) ~a~ even 

reveal a ~ultiplicity of selves. This is a phen~enon ~ore co~roon 

than is often suspected, and one we shall talk of later. 

Self-portra~al is a fOnM of what ~ight be called 

representation, where this does not i~pl'9 

say, but rather a generation of so~ething 

(or ~yself in the past), what I previously 

The ~irroring relation is not, however, 

a mirroring of the past, 

that stands for the past 

called a representative. 

totally alien to our 

experience, for our tellings are very often retellings, one stor~ may 

or ~ay not reflect or correspond to another fro~ 

another person's account) . In thi s respect 

a prior date (or to 

there is often 

considerable intertextuality in our re~e~bering - the tale is retold, 

and relates to little but a prior telling. In fact, much of what we 

rel.'llerober is siroply a prior re~e~bering, a prior narrative. 

There are ~any reasons why experience gets narrated or 

represented, some of which I have alluded to in earlier sections, but 

in the real~ of social action this is pri~arily because, as Ricoeur 

says, "hulflan lives need and roerit being narrated." 36 The "need" is 

manyfold and ties in not only with constituting our identity (as an 

individual, as a nation, etc.), but also with justifying our very 

existence, our acts (Sartre's Nausea, for exarople, concludes on this 

note). This is a sort of ~oral i~perative. Narratives also reveal 

aspects, or 'truths~t of our life that would otherwise refflain obscure 

or sirf'lpl~ unconstituted. Human lives "~erit" narration not only 

because the9 can be exe~plary and heroic but also because they should 
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not be forgotten: "The whole history of suffering cries out for 

vengeance and calls for narrative."37 In this latter respect one need 

onl~ rerl'Jel'1lber the holocaust and the literature it gave rise to, or 

rather demanded (the poetry of Nelly Sachs and Paul Celan, for 

exarr.ple). We trlight al so wi sh to say that hUrt\an I ives are 

intrinsically interesting. 

HUl'1lan action is valorized action, if only because it involves 

choice and deliberation, and it is narration that carries over to 

explicit consciousness action~s itrlplicit trloral tenor and attel'1lpts to 

preserve it.38 Without such narration the past would sink into an 

obscurity of forgetfulness wherein everything bec~es equal. 

Narrative, however, not only delivers over the past, but is also the 

medium of our aspirations and desires, irt\aginatively expressing, in 

the stories we tell ourselves and those others that we hear and read, 

a possible future with its attendant jo~s and hardships and, hence, 

possible selves. 

The stories we tell are part and parcel of our becaroing. They 

are a rt\ode of vision, plotting what is good and what is bad for us, 

what is possible and what is not - plotting who we l'1lay becOffle. But in 

the telling we seem also to be i~rr.ediately involved in generating the 

value of a certain state of affairs or course of action, of judging 

its worth, ethical or otherwise. I have already l'1lentioned how 

recollection does not si~ply describe but dra~atizes events, in doing 

so it places thetrl 

this onl~ arr.ounts 

in hierarchical relations 

to raising certain 

to each other, even if 

l'1laterial to rr. 0fIl e n t a r~ 

pr~inence. In the sphere of social action this valorization 
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understandably takes the for~ of ~oral judgefflent and critique, 

contributing thereby to the ethical real~ of our existence. This 

ethical aspect of narration, taken sotrlewhat broadly, is what I no'..'J 

want to consider. 

It was a general thesis of Santayana that neither perception 

nor experience can be re-perceived or retrletrlbered,39 they can only be 

itrlaginatively reconstructed, dratrlatized in itrlages and words. He gives 

the natrle "1 i terary psychology II to thi s sphere: 

Scientific psychology is a part of physics, or of the 
study of nature; it is the record of how ani~als act. 
Literary psychology is the art of itrlagining how they 
think and feel. 4o 

Scientific psychology, as Santayana defines it, thus addresses the 

anitrlate world in tertrls of observable (at least theoretically) 

trIaterial events, whereas literary psychology addresses these satrle 

events as they are transposed into the broad realm of experienced 

significance on the part of conscious hutrlan subjects. n41 This 

significance needs to be apprehended, says Santayana, "drart'latically, 

by itrlitative sytrlpathy", and it is especially this intersubjective 

sympathetic element that escapes the purview of an objective science: 

II 1 i terar'j psychol og'j, however far sc i enti f i c psychology may push it 

back, alwa'js remains in possession of the fIlor-al field,"42 Such moral 

values, as we shall see, are very much a product of how experience is 

reconstituted and sustained in our narrative reflections; I have 

already had occasion to trIention, in this respect, Santa~ana~s 

important noti on of the 'rIloral iroaginati on' • 
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What follows fro~ the above account is that values are 

indi genous to the story and can only be abstracted secondari I y. In 

the sa~e way that efflotions vary with our articulated understanding of 

events (and vice versa), so does the val ue attending those events. It 

would not be pertinent to the topic of narrative to enter into a 

detailed discussion of the relation between e~otion and value, but it 

should be clear that we cannot really seperate, in experience, 

emotion and value; they both contri'bute to the meaning or 

significance our life has in fflost, if not all, of its less lfIundane 

ep i sodes. What II 1 i terary psychology II and I'rqoral irqaginati on II seek to 

di sp I ay in the i r narrative reconstructi ons is prec i se I y thi s 

significance; it is an endeavour closely paralleled by the novelist~s 

enterpri se . 

A prifflary difference between literature and the world of 

concrete action is, of course, that the significance of the latter 

often de~ands i~~ediate physical action fr~1 us - we ~ust respond, 

say, with ~ore than just understanding and coropassion and this 

reacti on may bring in further responses (ti ed to our concrete 

involvelflent and ability to act), though not always. Many events that 

we hear of and many that we witness do not, however, demand our 

practical intervention, and in this respect they resemble our 

response to what we rnay read. The text or plots of life may result in 

much the sa~e responses as do literary texts, and this is especially 

true on the level of valuation. This is why art can imitate life and 

vice versa, with advantages gained by both. In both life and art, 

narrative and significance work in a symbiotic relationship; for 
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exal'llple, the story (or l'IlerrJory) may call forth the emotional response. 

Likewise, the el'llotion l'Ilay call forth the story (or the rrte~ory). Thus 

writers will often let 

emotional/valuational result, 

th e un f 0 1 din g plot 

but they l'/lay also 

determine the 

guide the plot in 

1 i ght of a response they wi sh to attain, a val'll.e they wi sh to 

exeroplify. Either way, in life as in art there is an interweaving of 

narrative and significance (value). 

It should be understandable, then, why drarqatization is the 

forro of expression roost adequate to the direct disclosure of human 

action in its social and moral significance, and hence for disclosing 

individuals in their characteristic (and valorized) traits and 

identities: as villianous, heroic, vain, humble, and so on. Values 

arise in the drama of our life, in the choices this life involves. 

In the relating of actual human lives, dral'llatization l'Qust of \/ 

course occur after the fact. As Arendt has written: "[The] 

unchangeable identity of 

intangibly in act and speech, 

the actor~s and speaker's 

a person, though disclosing itself 

becomes tangible only in the story of 

life. u43 One is rel'Qinded of Ulysses 

narrating his own past to the Phaiakeans. There appears to be s~e 

truth in saying that, as Max Scheler has put it, "the whole person is 

contained in every fully concrete act U ,44 but this is in fact true 

only for someone who can interpret those acts into meaningful 

sequences, someone who can 'see~ or iroagine the broader story. For as 

we have seen, the significance of h~an action is understood in and 

through the reflection that the acts give rise to, fr~ the context 

or fra~ing stor~ in which they fit. It is not that the self is behind 
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the acts, visible and fully for~ed at their inception, the self is 

rather a result of actions, s~ething that actions i~ply. 

Again we are back at the i~plicit story that is waiting, as it 

were, to be told, to be revealed, and on being revealed will itself 

disclose the i~plied subject of the actions (the actor) in his or her 

valorized di~ensions. This revelation is, as we have seen, alwa~s 

interpretive, not the neutral description of a prior and 

non-linguistic objectivit~. Another wa~ of sa~ing this is that the 

self is a 'reference' produced via the interpretation, projected by 

it. Ricoeur uses a si~ilar notion when he talks of the world set up 

by a literary text as its 'productive reference';4s in this way he 

circu~vents naive objectivisffl. 

Given that the self belongs in a teleological or story-like 

fra~ework, it see~s necessary that one's life exhibit s~ething like 

a unity of purpose if it is not to be fra~ented (or ~ultiple) and 

unstable. It is on this level of purposes and intentions that our 

characteristic hu~an identity, personal identity, is especially 

evident, for it is here that value deter~inations relating to the 

fOrM of life that we lead are disclosed: "our identity is defined by 

our fundamental evaluations," says Taylor. 46 Telling a person's story 

tends invariably to plot the type of ~oral agent he or she is or was; 

it reveals the value directions in their life by plotting onl~ those 

actions relevant or tributary to certain central purposes. 

In the sa~e way that a story traditionally de~ands 

followability and closure, so we tend to expect that s~e unity and 

continuity in other people's lives and in our own. No ~atter how 
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disorganized and disjunct a life ~ay appear, the biographer1s art, as 

with reflection generall~, has alwa~s been to 'reduce l diversity to a 

perhaps hidden unity, a purpose, central disposition or group of 

problerlls that even the actor tnay not have been aooarf:! of (Sartre-' s 

existential psychoanalysis ~akes the sa~e point - while contradicting 

so~e of his other views!). A story that does not provide us with such 

a unity is usually regarded as a failed or inco~plete story. A life 

rt'lay sitnilarly be considered incOfllplete; j,t is a life that does not 

facilitate some degree of final understanding and judgetnent. Although 

I think there are probletns with this traditional position of unity 

and closure, it nevertheless still affords insight into the function 

of narrative in this area. 

In our own lives, and our own sel i-understanding, the 

achieve~ent of unity is usually considered necessary for our 

identity, and in our social life unity of purpose and consistency of 

valuation is part of what it ~eans to be a responsible moral agent. 

Responsibility accrues to a person who can evaluate possible acts 

with respect to their worth, as noble or base, as cowardly or 

courageous, and so on, and in this real~ one cannot help but appeal 

to an alread~ constituted vocabulary of personal values. An extre~e 

existentialist position of radical choice ~akes no sense precisely 

because one ~ust there eschew such 'traditional l values (as a basis 

for choosing) and see~ingly, therefore, evaluate out of thin air. 

Evaluation, however, is i~possible in such a vacuum. Auton~y does 

not mean the c~plete overthrow of the pastj it i~plies, rather, that 

possible actions are evaluated in light of the values I alread~ 
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accept responsibility for, values that are already determinants for 

the direction cd rt'I'9 life and therefore for the t'9pe of person that I 

at1l. Says Taylor: IINor-al agency •.. requires sorqe kind of reflexive 

awareness of the standards one is living b'9 1147 (or fai I ing to live 

by). It is the latter horizon of values that allows further 

evaluations to be roade. 

If we now look further at the evaluation procedure, we find, 

as with the higher emotions, that it ,is significantly mediated 

through language, particularl~ the language of a learned vocabular~ 

of contrasting values. On thi s questi on I shall primari 1 y follow 

Ta-glor's analysis in "What is Human Agency?1I 48 Taylor's principal 

claim is that evaluation is of two distinct types, weak and strong, 

an d th a t on 1'9 th e 1 at te r prop e I' 1 '13 re fIe c ts a s elf - f 0 rro a t i on 0 f th e 

subject and hence a fON~ation of the type of life the subject leads. 

Weak evaluation is a judgerr.ent that considers outcorr.es and operates 

on th e p r inc i pIe 0 f g re a te I' 0 r 1 e s s de sir a b iIi ty. tJh at i s I ac kin g 

here, fr~o the point of view of strong evaluation, is a qualitative 

judge~ent concerning the relative worth of the desires. Weak 

evaluation, in the extreme case, does not enter upon the path of 

rejecting a desirable alternative because it is, say, base or 

cowardly; such considerations of worth occur only to a higher or 

second level of reflection: 

In weak evaluation, for something to be judged good it 
is sufficient that it be desired, whereas in strong 
evaluation there is also a use of 'good' or s~e other 
evaluative te~ for which being desired is not 
sufficient •... (Agency, p,lS) 
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In this way I set u}) second order desires which si t.uate tTte in the 

properly hUfJian realrrt of roorals and values; only at this point art'! I 

si gni f i cantly di f ferent irOftt other anilV'lal spec i es (Agency, p .15i f) . 

In our consideration of tfflotions we noted that whereas 

lower-level feelings such as pain (and bodily disturbances generally) 

are simply given (or can be so considered for our purposes), the 

self-referential efflotions are a product. of how we articulate or plot 

a given state of affairs. This saffle structure, if I follow Taylor 

correctly, applies to evaluation. The truly ethical realrr. is not a 

pregiven straturrt of experience, with attendant objective values that 

it is our job to discern and our duty to follow, but is again tied 

into our articulation of a given existential situation or proposed 

action. The situation pr-Ofttpts our evaluation and our evaluation 

reflects, dialectically, back onto the situation and valorizes it. 

Sartre is thus quite correct in insisting that we create 

values, and also that we define ourselves in and through this 

creative process, that is, as sort'leone who upholds a particular value 

or set of values. That we define ourselves is rrtanifest precisely in 

the responsibility we feel for our decisions (and I am onl~ talking 

here about authentic choices, not where one blindly follooos custOM), 

and also therefore for the guilt we ~a'3 well experience. (Sartre's 

account of 'bad faith' would be instructive here.) Guilt is 

espec i ally notabl e for bringing us, v i a its insi stence on be ing 

interpreted, to a strong sense of our own being, our own deep-seated 

values. Guilt, like the inarticulate feelings I earlier discussed, 

see~s to deroand a narrative account of itself. 
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Such values, or value dispositions, are at once the foundation 

for ffl~ esti~ations of worth and the habitual basis of ~yself as a 

responsible social person. The~ are not only evidenced in ~y acts but 

also in the stories that I weave to 

values are always disclosed to 

justify such acts. These abiding 

so~e degree in our present 

evaluations. This is why our strong evaluations are self-referential 

(and referential to society) and also self-constitutive. The latter 

is ifflportant because: 

self-e~plot~ent, and 

(a) 

( b) 

strong 

many of 

dispositions (or 

evaluati ons irrtply a 

our evaluati ons do 

expectations) but 

degree of 

not sirqply 

go beyond reflect pregiven 

therq, perhaps to enhance and deepen them. We may, for eXarrlp Ie, 

surprise ourselves in our own esti~ations and judgements (just as we 

~ay in our stories and dreams). To draw a textual (and hertYleneutic) 

analogy, it is from our fund of knowledge about the world and about 

language that we are able to constitute and appreciate the intricate 

plot of a nove!. But the novel, in turn, rttay not leave us as innocent 

as before we read it - in the end the novel speaks about us. 

Present evaluations and judgerqents are thus founded on our 

cultural past, both our personal past and the broader historical 

horizon that delifflits the possibilities for our rrtode of life. We are, 

as MacIntyre says, "bearers of tradition,"49 and it is what we 

inherit frOtTl this tradition that forrrts and continues to guide our 

initial rrtoral perspective. As social beings we are already caught up 

in a network of expectati ons and obI i gati ons J and hence of val ues 

that we either sustain or defuse. Such values are e~bodied in the 

practices of a society (as they are in the practices of individuals), 
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and they are made public and 'legitimated' in the narratives 

surrounding thertl. Thus we have the practice of scientific research, 

ostensibly motivatEd by the search for truth, and the further story 

that legitirtlates this reasearch by appealing, say, to a pragroatic 

telos - future benefit to the quality of hurtlan life, and so on. Here 

narrative, like rhetoric, is a rtlediu~ of justification as well as of 

persuasi on. 

Narrative, then, articulates what -is of value to us and why, 

for it essentially defines (in the first instance) who we are and 

what we want (cosrrtologies, eschatologies, histories, etc.). It is a 

rtloralizing force that ertlbodies the norrtlS (custOrtls) by which a people 

gain i denti ty and that prov ides cri teri a of judgertlent for acts that 

occur within the society it defines. This social force of narratives 

(myths, fab) es, 1 egends, etc.) is perhaps ft'tore imrtlediately 

discernable in ~pri~itive~ societies than in our vast and diversified 

western culture; though the real reason for this rtlay well be not a 

lack of narratives but sirtlply our ertlbeddedness in thertl and the rtlyopia 

this lack of distance causes. 

It is a cOrtlmonplace that our age has often been characterized 

as lacking a guiding telos, a modern rtlythology in light of which we 

can view ourselves, gain identity and have clearly defined purposes; 

though sc i ence and technology do perforrri thi s task to sOrtle degree, 

usurping religion in the process ( at'I\ongs t other things) • 

Jean-Francois Lyotard characterizes our age as not only lacking a 

urtleta-narrative" , a single story uniting hurtlan endeavour and 

aspirations to a single goal, but also as being distrustful of such a 
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thing.SO In his praise of trlultiplicity and segtrlentation he goes as 

far as see ing the virtue of prol.'l)oting a schi zo})hreni c , di vi ded 

identity (this is both descriptive and nor~ative for Lyotard). 

The power of totalizing ideologies is of course Lyotard's 

primary target, but frol.'l) our point of ')iew the sheer stress on the 

pervasive influence of narrative is informative. Narratives, and 

especially l.'I)eta-narra~ives, are part and parcel of culture and 

tradition. This phenorr.enon is clear if, we look to sroall tribal 

cofYlt'l}uni ti es where the w}}ol e soc i al structure, and tIle subj ects wi thin 

it, roay be guided and regulated by (what we call) a roythological 

worldview. Once under the sway of such narratives 1 i fe becOtTles sitTiply 

a repetition of the sarr.e stages and orders that are there 

represented, froro the broader social structure down to the individual 

life and its developtTIent. In such a worldview virtue is tantaroount to 

fulfilling an expected role in society; one perfor~s well or ill what 

tradition detTIands, and there I.'nay be very little leeway or toleration 

for deviation. 

Narrative is thus a prirr.ary vehicle of ideology, both 

nationally and on the level of the individual - the ideologies we 

inherit and those we fabricate in our conversations with ourselves 

and others - and they 

world where good is 

are a powerful force in providing a delitTIited 

good and bad is bad. But we all know what 

happened to ~any of those values we upheld in earlier days - things 

tend to change. A critical reflection is necessary if our stories, 

our self-conceptions and possibilities, are not to bec~e confining 

or stagnant, and if they are to keep in touch wi th the prenarrative 
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level. Traditions, like individuals, should allow for conflict and 

variation if they are to re~ain healthy and not decline. s1 

To conclude, narratives, traditionally conceived, see~ 

inherently ~oralizing. The closure to hu~an actions that they effect 

is often that of promoting one ~oral order over another. This is a 

thesis of Hayden White, one that he finds active in historical texts: 

... it see~s possible to conclude that every historical 
narrative has as its latent or ~anifest purpose the 
desire to ~oralize the events of which it treats. 52 

As such, a narrative is a ~oral dr~a that serves in the last resort 

as an interpretation and judge~ent of the events related, especially 

with a view to offering an overview of and deciding between 

conflicting interpretations. A pri~e exarople of such conflict is that 

which guided ~uch of Hegel's thinking in this area - Sophocles' 

Antigone - where we find played out the conflict of divine law versus 

the king's law. This situation is si~ilarly reflected in the roore 

prevailent conflict between personal desire and law. Much of our own 

narrating can usefully be seen as driven by Saffle such conflict, 

tension, or crisis in our own lives. sB 

* * * 
It is a commonly accepted view that a stringent and unswerving 

self-conception is a sign of possible intolerance towards people with 

a different outlook. One totalizes one's own position, one's ~n 

account (or belief) of ~hat the good life consists in, and becomes 

blind to alternatives. This blindness spreads to the understanding of 

other positions, which are si~ply discarded rather than understood. 
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This situation especially applies to the do~atist who lacks both 

i~agination and playfulness, and who has ears onl~ for that which he 

alread~ believes. Our previous discussion points both to the value 

and the potential danger of such closure. But closure is often belied 

by the actual subtext of action (the prenarrative level), a subtext 

exhibiting divergencies and contradictions that are not taken up in 

the explicit narrative enterprise. Self-understanding rides tande~ 

with an encountering of otherness, with'an i~aginative e~pathy for 

the other that in turn discloses or develops possibilities for 

oneself. How, indeed, can one understand that which is not a 

possibility for oneself, that which one has already closed off! 

The individual is in fact s~ething of a cha~eleon, adapting 

itself very ~uch to the needs of the ~o~ent. The structures that 

support our existence are not static like the fra~e of a building or 

autamobile. In ~ankind these structures are especially flexible and 

adaptive, able to accOffl~odate the new, give birth to it (the 

·structuring structures" of Bourdieu). Structure is ai~ed at 

perfo~ance, at work. In other words, one~s habitus is what gears 

into the present praxial situation, transfor~ing the world. Viewed in 

this wa~ structure alone, and not the superficial exploits of s~e 

supposed ego, is a force for creativity. This is why creativity is 

not easily taught and why it effects its best work passively rather 

than in accordance with the de~ands of a 'thinking-willing subject~. 

Identity rides on a ~ore or less continuous history of 

difference, identified and unified ~ore by a route, a history, than 

by an essence <consider the diverse route of Augustine). The center 
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of ~~ identity is pre-eminently the present itself and my certainty 

that I a~ thi s present, that it is me .: the speaking/thinking 

subject). Yet in this present I change. I relocate myself or,rtlore 

precisely, re-word rvlyself. I was "there", now I am "here". I was 

"th.at", now I artl Hthis".S4 Language thus situates the subject within 

a chorus of temporal and spatial shifters; opens a past and a future 

where the subject is caught in its own signifying practice, sustained 

by it, produced by it. As Benveniste says: "Language is ... the 

possibility of subjectivity because it always contains the linguistic 

forms appropriate to the expression of subjectivity .... nss In 

language (and in expressi on general I y) I atTI set free; but do 1 ever 

speak? Wi tll Foucaul t I would trlaintain that the perfoming sel f, the 

self as origin and originator is, in certain important respects, an 

unnecessary hypothesis. The question is, given the above account of 

the se If, what rol e or posi ti on does the subj ect norA have, now that 

it is displaced fro~ center field? 

Having shown the relevance of narrative to our lives generally 

- its role in personal identity, understanding, etTIotions, values, and 

cultural identity - 1 shall now pursue in tTlore detail the question of 

the individual's relation to language and to his or her own story. 

This investigation will yeild a systetTIatization of the self in terns 

of a play of setTIiotic positions; of speaking, spoken, and itTIplied 

subjects. 



Chapter Three: THE SUBJECT 

Language reproduces the world, but by sub~itting it to 
its own organization. 
-- E~ile Benveniste 1 

Nan speaks, then, but it is because the sYMbol has ~ade 
hiro man. 
-- Jacques Lacan2 

In previous chapters it was shown how the hu~an subject cannot 

be considered, either in ter~s of te~porality or ffle~ory, without a 

considerable intervention of narrational activity. The last chapter 

attefopted to sketch this thoroughgoing ifoportance of narrative for 

many i~portant aspects of hu~an experience. This chapter will zero in 

~ore specifically on how the self is generated and sustained in 

expressive acts. Of particular i~portance will be the function and 

meaning of that little, but highly i~portant word "I", and the cogito 

it is iMplied by. 

Many of our fflistaken or confused beliefs about the self and 

our identi ty resul t frofli a naive or ~isguided conception of language 

and of the role language plays in our I ives. We shall begin by 

looking at three of these interrelated Misconceptions; they were more 

or less explicitly addressed throughout earlier chapters. 

(1) It has al ready been noted that 1 anguage terllpts us to 

posit, as Nietzsche said, a 'doer before the deed·' - an "I" that 

99 
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thinks J an .. I" that acts. I have argued that the II I II is irtlp 1 i cated in 

these practices rather than a cause of the~. (2) Tied to this proble~ 

is a second: the belief in intentions. of 'thouglltS" that exist prior 

to linguistic expression. Everyday discourse leads us to suppose that 

1 an gu age i s a r(1 e d i UP'! for th e c orr.roun i cat i on 0 f th e se th ou gh ts, th a tit 

gives voice to the[l'l, rrtakes therl) pub I ic. Here language is once rel:l1oved 

froffl the fftore originar~ thought or, as it is often called, authorial 

intention. (3) Ideally, language neutrally ~irrors, reflects, or 

re-presents this thought, l:I1akes it present again in a new l:I1ediu~. 

This is the third ~isconception, that language has a certain 

neutrality or transparency with respect to what is expressed, with 

respect to 'reality". Language is overlooked. This leads us, in an 

especially ~etaphysical ~ove~ent, to sever our categories of reality 

fro~ the categori es of our parti cuI ar 1 anguage and, in effect. frot"11 

our hi stori city. 3 Thi s last roi sconcepti on shaul d not I ead us to 

separate language and reality, roaking of the latter an unknowable 

Ding an si ch; it is rather the case that, for us" they be long 

together. The only reality that exists independently of us is 

precisely one that is not for us other than as posited by us, such as 

the sub-atofflic roodel e~ployed by science. Uorld, self, and language 

belong inseparably together, and develop together. 

Language establishes a c~plex real~ of signifying relations 

that raise up the perceptually given to the level of ~eaning. To use 

language is basically to utilise a syste~ of signs ~hich relate one 

thing or attribute to another in diverse ways, and where HI" al'fl, and 

this is very il:l1portant, to the degree that I in fact utilise this 
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code, becOMe signified in it. This i~plication of the subject in 

language usage is what this chapter seeks to de~onstrate. 

Whereas, and we are following Benveniste here, ani~als are 

responsive to natural signals which have a direct correlation to 

physical events (and can be trained to respond to new ones), ~an uses 

sy~bols that ~ay have no natural relation to these events. (GPL, p.Z4) 

Syrobols, and especially language, have left their roots in natural 

phen~ena behind. Writes Benveniste: RMan invents and understands 

sy~bols; the ani~al does not ••.• Between the sensory-rootor function 

and the representative function is a threshold which only huroan 

beings have been able to cross.U(GPL, p.Z4) One ~ight begin, as a 

child, relating to 'words?, or rather to sounds, as mere signals, 

precursors of sensory events (e.g., gratification), but later the 

sensory recedes and the signs and more abstract references ~ultiply. 

One learns to signify the absent conceptually (a process already 

prefigured by passive recollection), not only to see but to refer by 

na~e to aspects of what is, or has been seen. We are gradually 

educated into a broad realro of sy~bols and signification. But we are 

also, in this way, educated into the socio-cultural sphere. 4 

"Language reproduces reality·, says Benveniste, which ~eans 

that Ureality is produced anew by ~eans of language.R(GPL, p.2Z) This 

reproduction is in accord with the conceptuality or structuration 

inherent to the language. It is with language that we grasp reality, 

and we do so in a ~anipulatory gesture, the style of which is to a 

great degree unconscious. Language acts on the world in a roanner 

parallel to the silent bodily habitualities of our practical life. 
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Al though language celUSt be seen as yet another habi tual i ty J it has the 

added dirnensi on of seemingly unl it'lli ted re f 1 exiv i ty. S Thi s re f 1 exi ve 

capacity fflakes all the difference. 

Language also, of course~ 'cofflmunicates~, and in doing so 

creates a comfflunity: "Society is not possible except through 

language; nor is the individual."(GPL, p.23) It is in language that 

fflY individual perspective on the world is made known both to ~yself 

and others, and language accordingly allots linguistic functions for 

this individualit'9: personal pronouns, particularly "I" and "you". It 

is in personal pronouns that we reproduce ourselves as individual 

persons. But this statement must not be misunderstood. By "person" I 

do not rnean just sorne thing among things, SOffle entity in the world. 

Persons are, in the words of Charles Taylor, language animals. Thus, 

1 anguage is not sirflp I y a tool used by persons but is part of the i I' 

de fin i t i on: \I I tis a sp e a kin g l'/"Jan wh OtT! we fin din th e wo I' I d, a tTl an 

speaking to another ~an, and language provides the very definition of 

rrtan.n(GPL~ p.224)6 The ifI" refers neither to a res extensa nor to 

sOtTIe mysterious res cogitans but primarily to a speaker in the act of 

speaking. This thesis is essentiall'9 that of Benveniste,7 and it will 

be of value to begin by considering his position more closely. 



(i) He Who Sa~s "Ego" 

I'~ in words, ~ade of words, others' words ... 
-- Sa~uel BeckettS 
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The three mi sconcept.i ons prev i ousl y rnenti oned (the be lie f in 

an I that thinks, in thoughts prior to linguistic expression, and in 

language as a neutral medium of co~unication), all relate to a 

construal of the subject in substantial terms; a subject that Ma~ 

indeed cot1le to itself self-reflexively, but where the core of the 

self is posited as a prelinguistic datu~ - such as a transcendent 

ego. This position often relies on sorne forro of consciousness that is 

directly present to itself, like Aristotle··s conception of deity 

(noesis noeseos). In opposition to this way of thinking I have tried 

to sketch a view of self where language takes central stage, 

especially in the fom of narration with its irrlplied subject. As 

Cal v in Schrag states the l:Ylatter: liThe event of se 1 f-consc i ousness is 

inseparable from the history of saying 'I' ."9 Such a history is 

prifllari ly that of autobi ographi cal acts, for a meaningful 

se 1 f-consc i ousness is, as the prev i ous chapters have at-terrlpted to 

show, synon QCflOU S wi th self-narration and, therefore, wi th 

self-interpretation. Benveniste SUtTIS up this linguistic position as 

follows: 



It is in and thr'ough language that ftlan consti tu1.es 
hifflself as a subject, because language alone establishes 
1.h e con c ep t 0 file go" in re ali 1.y, in its rea 1 i ty wh i eh i s 
that of the being. 

The IIsubjectivityli we are discussing her'e is the 
capac i ty of the speaker to pos it hit'flse 1 £ as" subj ect. n 

I 1. i s de fin e d not by th e fee 1 in g wh i cll every on e 
experiences of being hirosel f (this feel ing, to the 
degree that it can be taken note of, is only a 
ref 1 e e t i on) but as th e p sy eh i c un i 1.13 th a 1. tran sc end s th e 
totality of the actual experien~es it assefflbles and that 
trlakes the perfrlanenee of the conse i ousness. Now we hoI d 
that that IIsubjectivity," whether it is placed in 
phenotrlenology or in psychology, as one ~ay wish, is only 
the efflergenee in the being of a fundafflental property of 
language. "Ego" is he who says II ego." Thi sis where we 
see the foundation of "subjeetivi ty, II which is 
dertert'flined by the 1 ingui sti c status of 1I})erson." (GPL, 
p.ZZ4)lO 
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Subjectivity is attained in discourse by assu~ing the role of 

Ill" in that discourse. "III designates this speaking subject at the 

instance of utterance, just as it designates other speakers in their 

turn. 1"1"1/, says Benveniste, "signifies the person who is uttering 

the present instance of discourse containing 'I~II(GPL, p.Z18). But, 

as Benveniste also reveals, "I" always functions dialogically with an 

addressee, "you II (singul ar or pluraL>. It is here that 1 anguage 

guarantees the possibility of sociality and intersubjectivit~. (6FL, 

p .225) One cannot becol'fle II I II wi thout an imp] i cit re terence to another 

person, an audi tor or narratee - whi ch fflay be the same subj ect qua 

] istener. HIli functions in contrast to "you" in l.'fJuch the same way as 

IIhere H re tel'S 1 ingui sti call y to If there n rather than to any fixed 

1 ocati on. In Lacani an terrris J n there II is the other of IIhere" J "you II is 

the other of "I II, and vice versa. Di scourse always has its other, 
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which is one way of restating the Saussurean clai~ that signifiers 

g a i n rrte an in gin reI at i on to 0 th e r sign i fie r s, to th 0 s e sign i fie rs 

that are excluded by the utterance but presupposed by it. 

"I" has fundamentally a locutionary reality, setting up what I 

shall call a subject of speech (Ie sujet de l~enonce); a for~ of 

subject that exists solely in the expression. In the ordinary train 

of discourse this linguistic subject tends automatically (habitually 

an d i t1'IP 1 i cit 1 y ) to be pre d i cat e d by 1 i s ten e r s an d re ad e r s 0 fit s 

author, what I shall call the speaking subject (the bodily site of 

the enunciation, or origin of inscription). This fOrffl of predication 

is fundal'ilental for generating what we terrI) 'persons'· l:el'Qbodied 

subj ects), but we l'fIUst not forget that t.he subj ect of st1eech has an 

it1'lportant autonDl'ilY frot1'J its site of production - it t1'Jay be reproduced 

in a text, on a tape recorder, and of course it (flay be a f i cti on. 

The l'flain point here is that the subject of speech does not 

bear a one-to-one r-elation to the speaking subject, as though the 

'truth~ of the latter is l'flirrored in the fOI'l'Qer. Rather, we should 

see a parallel to the dialectical rnechardSltl of prenarrative/narrative 

that was discussed in the previous chapter. The meaning of the 

sp e ak in g su bj e c t (f or its elf an d for 0 th e rs ) i s on 1 y g i v en lJ i a its 

discourse, where, if not identified with the explicit subject of the 

utterance (in autobiography), it at least becomes the authorial 

subject of the utterance. In itself the speaking subject is sit1'lply a 

possible site of utterances, a semiotic body of potential gestures 

and articulations through which it will make itself known as a 

particular subject with particular concerns. The speaking subject, 
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then, on 1 ~ attains se I fhood v i a its ex})ressi ons - much as the 

prenarrative attains its expression in a narrative (such as 

au t.ob i ography or his tor~) . 

Th e 0 bv i ous r e j 0 i nd e r to th i s g en era IIi n gu i s tic 1) 0 sit i on is, 

once again, that language is simpl~ more or less adequate to 

expressing what is pre 1 ingui sti call y al ready gi ven to us in our 

experi ence. But I et us look more close 1 y at the pre I ingui sti c. We 

undoubtedly have a bodily existence apart fr~n language, but we wish 

to claim that it is in and through language that the diroension of the 

subject, the self, is generated. Consider the following state~ent by 

Helen Keller: "When I learned the fI'Ieaning of '1'< and 'trte'< and found 

that I was soroething, I began to think. Then consciousness first 

existed for rrle." 11 Prior to this self-consciousness, she wl"'ites: 

I di d not know that I knew aught, or that I 1 il}ed or 
acted or desired. I had neither will nor intellect. I 
was carried along to objects and acts by a certain blind 
natural ir(lpetus. I had a mind whi ch caused rile to fee 1 
anger, satisfaction, desire. These two facts led those 
about fI'Ie to suppose that I wi 11 ed and thought. 12 

These staternents bring out perfectly the effect of language in 

pro\} i ding a posi ti on and i denti ty for a subj ect. Pr·i or to the 

appropriation of HIli, she sa~s, IIrqy mind was in a state of anarchy in 

whi ch rneaningl ess sensati ons ri oted, and if thought e::ri sted, it was 

so vague and inconsequent, it cannot be made a part of di scourse .1113 

Yet despite this situation, it seetrts so natural for us to attribute 

selfhood, intention, and conscious deliberation to others that we do 

so to very young children and, sorlletirrles, even to anirrlals! If we can 
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t ru s t }~ ell e r- .. S description, there was :no 

c onsc i OUE·ne SE· J no}) 0 i nt 0 f vi et4 f rOff! ttJh j eh future ac ts:. are asse sse d 

and the past reflected on. Thus, there SiMply was no "1" that she was 

for' her·s.e} f. The onl1j "I" rAla~· the one predicated of her' b'lj other-so 

An 0 th e r in t. e r' est. i n g P (I i n tar' i s e s f r Ofrl }{ ell e r .' sob s e r\} at i on s· . 

What I have called the prenarrative level of experience seems not to 

have existed in an~ organized fashion, instead there is pri~aril~ a 

r' i cd:. 0 f :·ens:·a t i Ofl=· and irflpu 1 se E· wh i ch \I cannclt be filade a }) ar·t 0 f 

di~c~urse." This le2ds us to suppose that without language, ~ithout a 

modicum of self-narration during the course of one's life, even one's 

unr'eflected or }Jre-conscious life loses structure, loses SOfl)e of its 

implicit narrative. In other words, if we have not been brought up 

with stories, we cannot expect to find them in our lives, cannot 

ex})ect to live theri l.14 The prenarrB.tive and the naT"r·o.ttve (or 

linguistic) levels are intertWined, their histories continually 

cros~· . 

Let us be rerflinded of Benveni ste" E· centra 1 tenet, nm·oJ that it 

~ight have a ~ore concrete value: 

..• it is literally true 
is in the exercise of 
objective testifflon~ to 
except that which he 
hitTlself."(GPL p.ZZ6) 

that the basjs of subjectivity 
language.t.there is no other 

the identity of the subject 
hi~self thus gives about 

We should note especially the i~plicatiQns of this state~ent. What, 

for example, ar'e we tCI do with patients in a catatonic state? Are 

they still subjects, still persons? On Benveniste's view the question 

rel'flains· open, but borders on the negative. They are granted subject 
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status for us only because they once were subjects - we tend to give 

theffl the benefit of the doubt. If self-consciousness is correlative 

to language, then only a solipsistic interior dialogue can sustain 

the~ as subjects; a fact that is fflost difficult to ascertain. IS 

It is interesting, in fiIffls, how even a CQffl})uter can becorr,e a 

subject (and be treated like one at the discursive level) if it 

r·esponds wi th a \,'oi ce that UE·eE· {.he f i r'st per-E.on singul ar', rec.ther 

than the drone of irttpersonal inforrttati on we ttli ght otherwi se expect. 

HAL in 20Ql is an ob'Jious exat'flple of this subjecti fying brought about 

in speech, and it often occurs without a visible and localizable 

phYE.ical body. Our positive responses to such, usually fictitious, 

cases can be revealing. They point, a~ong other things, to a certain 

independence of the s})eaking subj ect frOOI its state of efl'lbcrdirrlent. 

HAL (.!Jas successful as a subject because 'his'- speech respected 

the dialogical nature of the personal pronouns: he could bec~~e 

lIyou", the addressee. The Iisubjectivityll of HAL is different frofli the 

subjectifying of ardrnals I ffJentioned earlier-, for here it comes 

PI' ifflari l-g frol'fJ HAL 'hirr.se 1 for, not frorrl our own proj ect ing. We are 

caught up in the di a1 ogi c si tuati on hi s speech engenders, are 

ourselves addressed as subjects. 1b 

Lacan has sai d of cOfilrfluni cative interacti on: " ••• i f I call the 

person to whorn I art'! speaking b-g whatever narne 1 choose to give hirl) , I 

intimate to hirr. the subj ective functi on that he wi 11 take on in order 

to reply to rr.e, even if it is to repudiate this function."17 It is 

surpr'isingl'9 difficult to avoid this 'intersubjective' dialogue 

altogether. Of course, ~uch does depend on the status of the reply, 
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for I t'liay either recogni ze or re Eute the other as the type of subj ec t 

they set therosell,)es up to be ~ or rflay refute their subject.hJe status 

c~opletel~ by si~ply not responding to the speech situation at all. 

Tll i s 1 at te I' case , how ever , ro ay s till form two cat ego r i e s : ( a:> 

relegating the other to total object status (Donly a machine"), which 

truly negates the other as subject; (b) alienation of the other, 

which still therefore presupposes subjectivity. This second category 

roay, for example, take the forro of a roaster-slave relationship where 

only a quasi-subjectivity is granted. 1S 

Can HAL ever be a 'person"? Not by our standard de f ini ti on, 

for this does require, a~ongst other things, embodiment in what we 

take to be a human form. Persons tend to be cDrrltTJonly conceived as a 

soul or rrtind plus body; we encountered this with Locke, and it goes 

back at least to Plato. Of course this could change, if our 

conception of errrbodirrrent changed in a more mechanistic direction, as 

it indeed seems already to be doing! I shall not enter into this 

latter debate. 19 

In a face to face dialogue it is the other"s 'body" that 

speaks to ~e. The other"s 'body" becorrres both the site of narration 

and also, on roy part, the site Q£ ascription for subjectivity. By 

thi s I r/lean that the subj ect, the II I" of discourse, is attri buted to 

a certain spatial location, the perceived origin of the voice. This 

physical body, the site of narration, thereby beCOMes endowed with 

the status of se 1 fhood, becomes a di stinctly hurrlan body, a person 

rather than a rrrere iropersonal roechanistTI or aniroal. 2o Even when the 
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speaker is absent so~e for~ of ascription to an authorial origin 

generall~ occurs. 

Thi 5 act of ascripti on is a l)rit'(,e factor in the generati on of 

t~ha t we call IIpersons II , but al so in the farrrrati on a f paten ti all 'Y 

troublesorrre concepts such as soul and ~ind. The soul (also the mind) 

has been tradi tionally viewed as distributed in the body in some way, 

though it is espec i all y assoc i at.ed wi tIl the head and t.hroat regi ons, 

both by the speaker and the addressee. Wi 11 i art) Jarrtes points thi s au t 

when he say s that the sp i 1'" i tua I se 1 f, or what is c otTtrrlord y taken for 

it, is r-eally only those intirQate and diffuse, but continuous, bodily 

rrtotions or pressures occurring at the head and throat and does not 

necessarily indicate the presence of a soul substance. 21 These 

rrloti ons are thus assUtrJed to be the seat of the se 1 f, the fee 1 i ng of 

subjectivity, or what Jarrtes calls "the real nucleus of our personal 

i denti t~ . 112'2 

The head is the ~ost obvious site of ascription for a personal 

sel f that originates in voice (mouth and throat), and whose world is 

errtinentlY'>isual (eyes). We must rerrrert)ber, however, not to reify 

these 'spiritual' entities - soul, rrtind, self - and also not to set 

up unnecessary dual isms of rrdnd and body substances. As I ho:pe to 

have shown, the self (l'Ilind could also be included) is not a substance 

or thing, and is not therefore local izable in anything but a derived 

sense. One hec~es a subject for oneself, one has a self, within a 

s})eech corrfl"l'lunity wher-e the "IN and ·you" are played out. It is our 

inveterate habit of substantializing this "I", of giving it a being 

other than as expressed in the praxi s of di scourse and at the rrtortlent 
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of u. t t. e ran c e, t.h a tIe ads us to th e be 1 i e fin 1 oc ali z at i on an d a 1 so, 

because it cannot of course be discovered at that locale <consider 

Descartes' glandular problerra!), to an essential separabilitlj frDr'l the 

bod~. Ignoring tl1e functi oning of I anguage has created nUfllerous such 

problerrls in the histor~ of phi losoph~, problercls that we are onl~ just. 

learning to think from this new perspective, or sirrapl~ discard as 

total1~ ill-formed. 
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(ii) Signs of Derrida 

Let us return to the second rrd sconcept ion fAi th fAh i ell we be gan 

this chapter, particularl-y with a view to understanding further the 

nature of signification and rqeaning at the level of soliloqu~ - the 

IIdialogue of the soul with itself". Sol~loqu~ is especially ifllportant 

to the question of self-identit'Y conceived narratologicall~ and also 

to the function of shifters (111", ""jon II , "here ll
, "there", II now II , 

etc.). The second rrtisconception was as follows: the belief in 

intentions or 'thoughts" that exist prior to 1 inguistic expression. 

What is often supposed in ordinary discourse is that 

eX1lression carries over in a cOfllfllunicative act t.'Jhat was initially 

g}l.}en prelinguistica.ll~. This prelinguistic realm is cons.idered to be 

a re a I t'1'! 0 f ' th ou gh t .. or direct intuition that serves as a 

preconceptual ori gin and touchstone for the rrteaning and truth of our 

.expressive utterances and statefllents. For perception this distinction 

is especially clear. I sa"j lilt is snowing outside", and this 

statefllent is preSUMably verified in rrt"j own perceptual experience and 

can be ~,irrlilarly verified b"j the addressee if he, sa-y, looks out the 

window. This position is essentiall"j that proposed b-y Ed~und Husserl, 

whose phenortfenology is one of its fI'Iost detailed expressions. If ~4e 

pursue Husser I" s thought, prirf\ary in the earl i er works, it wi 11 take 

us directly to a consideration of expression and soliloquy. We shall, 

in effect, be arguing against the Husserlian position. 
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For Husserl,23 the meaning (Bedeutung) of an expression is 

fuI fi lIed in intui tive sel f-evidence or in the sense (Sinn) of 

extra-linguistic experience,24 just as meaning ~a~ be taken as an 

expression of such a sense on the part of the speaker. A prime 

function of expression, which requires a signifying ~ediu~, is thus 

to cot'fltTIuni cate a IH"'egi ven sense or intended content, a sense that is 

directly present to oneself and which one seeks to indicate to 

others. Language (and I shall take exception to this view) is 1:.hen 

conceived of, in its ideal state, as a transparent or self-effacing 

conveyance of t'fleaning frOtTl one interiority to another, from one 

'soul~ to another. The goal of this cOtTl~unication is intuition, 

conceived of as the presence of the state of affairs (the referent) 

'in itself~. One May of course reMain at the level of Meaning and 

5 i tTIp I Y ac c e p t th e c th e r" sword. Th i s 1 at t e I' situ a t i on i s v e r'9 c Ot1lrtlOn 

practice and it also indicates an iMportant difference between 

[(lean ing and truth. For Husser I, ff,ean ing is fu 1 fill ed in in tui ti on, 

Much as Kant~s "eMpty" concepts are, or in the presence of the object 

in ten d e d (an 0 bj e c t th a t c ou I d a 1 so be f i c t i on a 1 or i n te I 1 e c tu a I ) . 

There are a few di stincti ons to be fflade here. Si gns fflay be 

broadly divided into two primary cafflps which I shall call, following 

Husserl,25 "indicative" (or "indexical") and Hexpressive". The fomer 

functions like ~y pointing finger, or s~oke that indicates fire; no 

inter~ediary level of ~eaning is required, one si~ply has to know the 

ostensive convention or fI'Iake the relevant association: IIEver~ sign is 

a sign for something, but not every sign has 'fI'Ieaning', a 'sense' 

that the sign 'expresses' ."2& Expressions, on the other hand, involve 
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rneaning, and are not therE: fOl"e in a one to one re 1 ati on to things. 

EX})ression (Ausdruck), as in written and spoken language, operates 

through a degree of ideality; in fact, expressions refer -t.o an 

idealit~ rather than to a reality. We can also say that expression 

expresses the meaning of things or states of affairs;27 it raises the 

sense of things to the level of cot'tWlunication. Meaning thus requires 

the existence of a signif~ing rTledium (or legible structure) that 

allows for recognition and repetition of signification and meaning 

wi thin a cOO'IfC'luni ty. Wi thout thi s i terabi 1 i ty there coul d be no 

meaning, no c~unication frOM persons A to B. 

I tis e s s en t i ally th i site r a b i 1 i ty th a tallow s mean i n g J an d 

hence expression, to break with the empirical. lilt is snowing," is 

frleaningful whether it is snowing or not; it is roeaningful now as 

1 ateI'. 28 The abi 1 i ty of wri ting to cOftll't"luni cate over centuri es is a 

clear ind i co. ti on of th is break, a break even f rOfTl the mDtllen t and 

context of inscription and its psychological associations and 

ifflpl ications. Thus Derrida: "A written sign ..• is not exhausted in the 

present of its inscription. 1129 It is of the essence of writing to be 

able, potentially, to transcend its particular context or site of 

producti on, to cororquni cate in the absence of author, author's 

intention, and implied referential situation. 

What is problematic here is the p~esu~ption by expression 

theories of ftteaning to conceive of expression as a duplication or 

reproduction of a prior stratUM: "to repeat or duplicate a sense 

content wh i Cft doe s not wai t for speech in order to be what it is II , 

says Derrida. 3o Expression is restricted to the l'Ilodel of 
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cOffl~unication, a cOfflrounication of what is alread~ prefigured in the 

interiorit~ of consciousness, and f,\)hich is sirrtpl'9 tTtirrored forth in 

the 1 inguistic utterance. Truth becofrtes a rrratter of, on the one side, 

adequacy of the expression to the intend~d sense, and on the other, 

adequac~ to the object referred to. The dissociation that ~ay occur 

with writing already points to a serious underfflining of both these 

aspects of truth, and also of the conception of language as 

COrrlffltln i cati on, that is, the passage of ffleaning f rorrt one soul to 

another. Sl 

Already in Husserl's work, however, the notion of a neutral 

fflirroring is problefflatic, for the expressed gives sOfflething of a new 

forffl to the pre-expressed: 

A peculiar intentional instrufflent lies before us which 
essentially possesses the outstanding characteristic of 
reflecting back as fro~ a ~irror ever~ other 
intentionality according to its fo~ and content, of 
cop~ing it whilst colouring it in its own wa~, and 
thereb9 of working into it its own forrtf of 
"conceptuality.u S2 

Husserl continues, "expression is not something like a coat of 

varnish or like a piece of clothing covering it over; it is a ~ental 

fortTlation exercising new intentive functions on the intentive 

substraturo ...• "33 More and rtlore the initial instrufflentality of 

language gives wa'9 to a creative function that generates rather than 

~irrors a pregiven rrreaning. However, expression not onl~ generates 

rrteaning, perhaps ~ore i~portantl~ it also generates the subject and 

object (qua intended) presupposed b~ it. Was there in fact a subject 

preceding expression? This is a position that rrty previous chapters 
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have continually argued against. "There is, " states Derri do., "no 

consti tuting subjectivi ty. The very concept of consti tution i tsel f 

[(lUSt be decons truc"ted. If 34 Let us now follow th is subj ect, ne cessar i I '9 

presupposed by Husserl, back into soliloquy. 

Expressions ~ay rely on intuitive fulfill~ent for their truth 

value, but this is not. what. t'Ilakes thet'll l'fleaningful. Meaning, as 

Saussure point.ed out, is a matt.er of the juxtaposi ti on of tradi ti onal 

signs in a t'fJore or less grarqrl)atical chain (syntag~). Hence, even in 

interior 'l'flonologue F what one expresses l'fla~ be quite meaningful, but 

the question arises as to the cOl'flt'flunicative value of the expressions. 

Consider HusserI: 

One of course speaks, in a certain sense, even in 
soliloquy, and it is certainly possible to think of 
onese I f as speaking, and even as speaking to onese If, 
as, e. g., when sOt'lleone says to hil'flse 1 f: 'You have gone 
wrong, you canFt go on like that.F But in the genuine 
sense of c~~unication, there is no speech in such 
cases, nor does one tell oneself anything.... In a 
monologue words can perform no function of indicating 
the existence of f'Clental acts, since such indication 
would be quite purposeless. For the acts in question are 
thetl'lselves ex})erienced by us at that tl'lOtYlent.3S 

If, as Husser I c 1 arils, such cOO\t'quni cati on is consi dered to be the 

expression of an already known intention, then cOl'fIl'I"Iunication to 

oneself is a gratuitous act. What follows frOt'll the act, what it 

indicates, is already present to oneself. 36 In order to follow this 

argument further let us turn briefly to the indexical function of 

expressions. 

Expressi ons can, indeed tTlust, be abl e to functi on 0.1 so as 

indices. The~ tTlay, for exal'flple, indicate attitudes, l'floods, or states 
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of t1l i n d. ( Bod i 1 y an d f a cia 1 'exp I' e s s ions .' a 1 sod 0 th is. ) 3 7 The~ t1l a~ 

al so indi cate the sheer otherness, or the congeni al i ty of the other. 

They t1lay indicate the 'intention' to describe a certain object (the 

re f eren t), or a ce rta in ftlet1l0r-y, fee 1 ing or perc ept ion. They ma-y 

indicate a ~eaning that the speaker see~s 

These indicative functions are ver~ 

not aware or, and so on. 

often associations that 

experi ence teaches us, they ftlay al so be subsi di ary to the express 

tTleaning of the utterance. 

The question to be faced is whether, qua listener, the speaker 

stands in a privileged relation to his own 'thoughts', his own 

intentions, as Husserl would have us believe. Or is the speaker in 

the sa~e position as an~ other listener tTlight possibly be to such an 

utterance? Does speech in general, like writing, have a deferred or 

non-present origin? Is the subject produced in and through the signs, 

and not vice versa? It is already significant that language is, to 

use Husserl's expression, interwoven (verflochtcm)38 with many other 

act strata. 

When people seek to express themselves do they really check, 

by something like a backward glance, with the pre-expressed sense 

they seek to c~lunicate? Does what is said never surprise the 

speaker? Is it not the case that the t1leaning, even the feel or tone, 

of the expression itself guides one's next utterance, by the way the 

utterance relates to the speech context for exa~ple? It appears to tTle 

that what one 'intends 0' is not at all c I earl y gi ven unl ess one has, 

or has had, the expression for it. It is often after the detTIonstrated 
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inadequacy of an initial expression that one says: IIWhat I meant to 

say is ... , II thus feeding in the intention after the fact. 

Seeking an expression is very often a matter of attaining a 

degree of univocity, such that the expression cannot be taken wrongly 

by a listener. This seeking functions by exclu~ion and by knowing 

what one has said rather than what one supposedly 'intended' to say. 

The adequacy of one's expression is a question of how one understands 

that expression oneself. If it is a~biguous, one rephrases it, and so 

on. It is interesting that when someone says, III have it on the tip 

of tTly tongue J II that they do not yet know what it is, do not yet have 

it, and they may only corne to know it in the motTIent of expression. It 

is as though the cotrling of language sets the sense free, first brings 

it to the light of consc i ousness. Another exafl1p Ie woul d be: II I knOC.4 

what I want to say, just give rtle tirrle. If How often it is that II what I 

wanted to say II gets worked out in the actual expressing. 

These phenomena of language do not, I t'I'Iaintain, only occur in 

public speech, but also in soliloquy - there is, to disagree with 

Husserl, no essential difference between the two. It is interesting 

to note, however, that in public one is often much more careful in 

one's fOl""tTlul ati ons, for they are questi oned and correct.ed not only by 

oneself but, more i~portantly perhaps, by other people; that one in 

fact "does not know" becorr.es a}:rparent f¥'lOre readi ly than in sol i loquy. 

It can take discipline even to think in cOtTlplete sentences to 

oneself. 39 

Rather than })osi t sOOlething like a private 1 anguage or a 

mysterious self-knowledge, it is more econ~ical (in Occam's sense) 
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to suggest that in solitary l'flonologue one"s expressions first render 

the rrreanings of one"s experiences or states present to onesel f. This 

situation is not significantly different frol'fl expressing oneself to 

other's. One becorrres an interlocutor to onese] f. 

Huch of what I art! say ing here can be seen to derive frall} what 

was said in our previous cha:pter, for it is especially clear in 

Taylor~s description of the relation between emotion and expression. 

For Taylor, as we saw, rttan is defined as an interpreting animal, a 

language anirttal. It is this thorough embeddedness in language that is 

often overlooked by Husserl. We could also say it is because language 

and signification have already occurred that one has a 'sense~ of 

knowing beforehand. This refers back to what we called above the 

prenarrative (quasi-narrative) level of our experience. 

We can now take a further look at the I anguage of the 

soliloquizing subject. First it should be noted that ~eaning is not a 

free-floating X, but is indissolubl~ linked to a basis in fflateriality 

- to both the i terable mark on the pa})er and to the phonetic material 

of voice (e.g., one identifies the sat'i,e word in different rtlodulations 

of v 0 ice). It i s th i s ro ate ria lit Y 0 f th e 5 i gn th a tis i t era b Ie, th at 

has a certain self-identity in its occurrences despite variations in 

voice and accent.40 Ideality, to follow Derrida, is a matter of the 

seemingly infinite repeatability of signs; their freedOl1'l frOl'ti any 

particular utterance and any particular speaker. Ideality, therefore, 

does not properly apply to t'flearting, for rt'Ieaning is thoroughly 

contextual and syntagrnatically dependent.41 In other words, rqeaning 

(where it is not what we corrtrrlonly call II se lf-evident") is a rt'Iatter of 
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interpretation, where interpretation that seeks understanding is 

essentially an act of translating the given expression into what one 

sees to be an equivalent ~xpression; it is putting the expression 

into one·r s own words, one's ot.m language. 42 

Here t.!)e find another tTlaj or index i ca I re I ati onsh it) : that 

existing between the ~ateriality of the sign and the phenomenon of 

expressed trleaning. One tTlUSt see the vocal gestures or the wri tten 

script as potentially meaningful, as indicating an '\ intention·' 

towards ~eaning. It is especially the self-effacing nature of the 

phonetic medium that leads to our belief in so~ething like an 

unmediated presence of meaning, to the belief in extra-linguistic 

sense (Sinn). It is as though the fila teri ali ty of words iroroedi ate 1 y 

passes away once spoken, leaving behind the pure stratum of meaning, 

of which it was sirtlply the carrier. But this is far from true. 43 

liMy words," wri tes Al fonso Lingi s, II are '\ 1 i \) ing', animate t.oJi th 

rtly own life; they do not quit me, do not exteriorize theroselves froro 

roy own breath. 1144 Those i terabl e words that are always at roy di sposal 

are like rrry I i f e - b I 00 d , for it is here that a certain 

sel i-consciousness arises, and is constantly renewed, in the fort'rl of 

hearing oneself speak. It is perhaps this relationship, one that 

Derrida classes under acts of lIauto-affection,1I that best founds our 

sense of subjectivi ty: llThis auto-affection is no doubt the 

possibility for what is called subjectivit~ or the for-itself ... 

without it, no world as such would appear."45 Thus, if there is a 

:presence of the subj ect to i tse If, it is the presence of the voi ce j 
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it is here that I find myself expressed, where I hear fflyself 

expressed. The "111 appears in this auto-affective relation. 46 
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(iii) The Alter Ego 

If auto-affection is the possibility of subjectivity, this 

subjectivity finds its release, its expression of itself in acts of 

signification. The feeling of subjectivity that we have fflore or less 

continually, I want to clail'll, is qu(te simply the possibility of 

signification, of expression; what ~ight be called vouloir dire or a 

wanting and being able, in Most cases, to say. But this subjectivity 

does not knorlJ itself outside the fulfillfflent of its desire to 

ex})ress. 47 It is at this level of desire that the use of the word 

, i ntenti on! bec Of{leS serv i ceabi e • 

It is in the actual expr-ession that I take roy place as a 

subject atrlong subjects, a place that is prepared by language itself. 

This preparation we have already seen in the function of personal 

In'on oun s, i n th e d i a log i cal un i ty 0 f "I II an d II Y ou ". Ju s t as th e .. I II 

gives voice to the si lence of subjectivi ty, so IIhere" and "now" give 

voice and definition to trly spatio-tertlporal being. 48 But what, we 

l'Ilight ask, is the difference between the child who sil'llply l'Ilirtlics the 

word II I" and the adul t who expresses hirtlse I f thereby? Be fore we can 

consider this question, however, we roust distinguish between the 

casual user of the word and he who, 1 ike Descartes, is 

philosophically fascinated by the "1", by the cogito. 

The casual user is designated by the lila but is not held by 

it; he is, rather, caught in the drift of the conversation and the 
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topic at hand. The casual user is not usually concerned with what 111" 

actually rrleans or what it indicates. As was said before, when one is 

asked what the II I II stands for, the cotntnon answer is SOffle vacuous 

variant on "ffle!" It usually takes either a philosophical roind or a 

signi ficant event of sOO'Ie kind to protnpt a further questioning of the 

"1". There are two types of questioning that can occur here. One is 

the explicitly philosophical kind that asks after 'I-ness" in 

general, whi Ie the other answers "who arrt 1?" in terrrrs of an 

autobiographical or narrative account.49 In earlier chapters we were 

focusing prirrtarily on the second narrational type of questioning; 

here we are pursuing the philosophical question ourselves. 

When the ch i I d rrd rrd c s the say i ng 0 f II I II he rrray be on the way 

to authentic expression (wherein the speaking subject identifies with 

the subject of speech), but insofar as his vocalization only rrri~ics 

the phonetiC rrraterial this gesture can be considered no differently 

than other sounds he rrrakes; it is ne i tlLer- an expressi on nor nor11lal 

speech. The first vocal gestures of a young child are on a par with 

the spontaneous gestures of hi s 1 irobs. Such gestures are indi ces and 

not true expressions (as these were defined in relation to Husserl), 

and are to be interpreted in a schel'f'la of associations. It is only 

frotn the second year and later that the child is capable of clearly 

di stingui shing hi s own persorl and hi s own }:,erspective frorrl that of 

others, while allowing others their own perspective. SO 

Merlean-Ponty has written: 

The pronoun! has its full ~eaning only when the child 
uses it not as an individual sign to designate his own 

AS 



person - a sign that would be assigned once and for all 
to hitllself and to nobody else - but when he understands 
that each person he sees can in turn sa-y !. and tIlat eacII 
person is an ! for hitllself and a you for others. 1I51 
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It is perha})s true J however, that if the ch i 1 d had no pre I ingui st.i c 

sense of self (no matter how vague), he could not develop into that 

wh i c h 1 an gu age 0 f fer s h i ff,. I t wi 1 1 th ere for e be 0 f use her e to 

outline what .Jacques Lacan calls the IImirror stage II , for it presents 

us with a protot'9pical situation of I-identification at an age 

preceding language acquisition. 52 

Lacan distinguishes between what he calls the s\lrl'lbolic, the 

imaginary, and the real in hu~an experience. The first two real~s are 

defined prirrlaril-y in opposition to the real, that which is alwa'9s 

outside representation and signification. The real is analogous to 

the drives and desires that, in Freudian theory, are 'tamed' by 

civilization; it also approximates a fI"Iute nature in the 

nature/cuI ture 51) lit. 53 Both the ifflaginar·y (irrlages, perce:pti ons) and 

the sYfI"Ibol i c rraay serve in the fort'tlati on of a 'subj ect··, but the 

symbolic is the primary order. 

By "symbol" Lacan means the realfl"l of signification generative 

of ftteardng through a systet'fl of di f ferenti al re I ati ons (rrluch as 

Saussure defined language). Language is, for Lacan, the privileged 

sy~bolic tllediutll, but s'9tllbolization extends to rituals, ceremonies, 

conventions, and such like. Entry into the sy~bolic begins with the 

acquisition of language, and froffl that point on, says Lacan, the real 

is gradually left behind. Reality is, as it were, redefined and 

alienated in the new social and cultural order of the syrobolic: 



S'Yl'flhols ... envelop the 1 i fe of rr(aft in a network so total 
that they join together, before he COtlles into the world, 
those who are going to engender h il'fl 'b~ flesh and 
blood·'; so total that they bring to his birth ..• the 
shape of his destiny; so total that they give the words 
that will Make hiM faithful or renegade, the law of the 
acts that wi II follow hil'fl right to the very plaCE: where 
he is not yet and even beyond his death ..•. s4 
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The sYl'fIbolic is thus where 1:.he cllild, qua t'flet'f,ber of a faMily unit of 

such and such a type, is constituted ev~n before it is born. Becotlling 

the subject of this sYflibolic IH'efiguration (i .e., becoming what it 

si gni f i es) is one of the chi I d·' s passi ons as we 11 as one of its 

torl'flents, and is well docul'flented in l'fIany novels. 

The syrllhol i c does not di rectly represent or correspond to the 

real, for it generates a level of signification, and therefore 

rtleaning, in a rtlore or 1 ess closed nettlJork of rtlutual re 1 ati ons that 

both refigure and transcend the level of 1:.he real. This rtrUtual 

relation of signifiers is such that the signified is always another 

eleMen1:. in the signifying network, that is, another signifier or 

group of signifiers. (It is to this sytllbolic realrtl that Benveniste··s 

account of the subject truly belongs.) Lacan accordingly sees in the 

expressions of subjectivity a split that is sytllptDrllatic of this 

real/s~tllbolic division, a split between the el'flbodied speaking subject 

(real) and the subject as signified in, say, language (syrtlbolic). 

TIli slatter div i si on is essenti ally what we have al ready argued for 

in tertllS of the division between the 'speaking subject' and the 

'subject of speech'. The e~bodied subject, in effect, is externalized 

in language (and in other signif9ing syste~s) and identifies with the 

externalization, the projection,S5 (This st.age of identification is 
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productive of what we will call the spoken subject; the final stage 

of the lin gu i s tic au to- a f fee t i v e re I at i on . ) 

This alienation of the s-gmbolic frotTI the real is best 

eA:erllpl i fied in the earlier 'rlli rror stage' of il'llaginar~ 

representation. The -goung child has no conception of itself (in the 

linguistic sense of concept) and its bodil~ iMage of itself (if it 

can be said to have one) is at first highl~ fragmented into the 

various auto-affective relations pertaining to its own bodi l~ 

functi ons, parti cuI ar l~ the touching-touched re I ati on. Unl ike its 

perception of others, who rrta~ have a certain visual totalit~, the 

chi 1 d has no vantage point frotTl whi ch to view i tse 1 f in a like 

fIlanner. Visual reflection corrects this deficit. 

Lacan c 1 aitTls that the l'I'Ii rror stage occurs first at about the 

age of six months,SS and involves the child identifying with its 

specular body irrtage: 

This jubi lant assumption of his specular irrtage by the 
child at the infans stage, still sunk in his l't}otor 
incapac i ty and nursl ing dependence, woul d seetrl to 
exhibit in an exerrtplar~ situation the syrrtbolic rrtatrix in 
which the 1 is precipitated in pril'tlordial fom, before 
it is objectified in the dialectic of identification 
with the other, and before language rest.ores to it, in 
the universal, its function as subject. s7 

What this ex})erience, which is essentially that of objectification, 

~ields is a visual or irrtaginary (in Lacan's sense; not to be equated 

wi th fanci ful) alter llQ set over against oneself, one"s 

bodily-feeling being, that one then identifies with. Correlative to 

this develoj:'trlent in the itrlaginar-g is a significant reorganization of 
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the child 7 s spatial field in relation to this new-found 'sense! of 

sel f. Says Lacan, tithe roirror-il'flage would seem to be the threshold of 

the vi si bl e wor 1 d. H ss One important effect of tIli s irrlago is a break 

in the syncretic identification with others around hiro; a separation 

of his life and actions from theirs. 

Iroportant here is that the ftlirror-image is not experienced as 

separate frotTl the child 7 s identity, and yet it is a displacetTIent frortJ 

the it'tltlledi acy of the tacti 1 e body (the real). Lacan locates thi s 

~~connaissance at the origin of self-consciousness, and its general 

structure of displacement (the ufra~ented body")S9 is carried 

through into the sytTIbol i c stage. Frorrl the narc i ssi StTI of the rrd rror 

stage, for exatTIple, the infant gradually transfers its ego-ideal onto 

other people, especially the tTlother. The sytTIbolic does not, however, 

totally replace the itTIaginary, for the identification, say~ with 

i coni c rol e rrlode 1 sand ideal s continues throughout 1 i fe .60 Consi del' 

in this regard the effects of advertizing and filros, and also the 

quasi-presence that one experiences in front of photographs and the 

like. In roany societies the iMago is potentially dangerous (like 

one 7 s natTIe) if it gets into the 

highly indicative of the role 

wrong hands. The roirror stage is 

that representation of oneself 

(doubling/rrlitTIesis) will play throughout our cultural life, and of 

whi cll narrative recounting is a pril'tlary fom. 

Ue can see in LacanJs account of the mirror stage a few traits 

that we have noted before. The I or ego is not the product of a 

gradually evolving, self-generating consc i ousness; as though 

self-consciousness sil'flply enlarges itself frol'fl itself in the course 
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of the child's experiencing. There is in the rr.irror stage a 

fundal'f'lental di al ecti c wi th an other that })rec ludes such an autonol:TlY 

of consc i ousness I .:is Lacan points out, we shaul d not II regard the ego 

as centered on the :percepti on-consc i Dusness systel'f'l ~ or as organi zed 

by the 'reality principle' - a principle that is the expression of a 

scientific prejudice ftlOst hostile t.o the dialectic of Knowledge. II 

Rather should we start "frol'f'l the function Q£ L'tleconnaissance that 

characteri zes the ego in all its structures ..•• II 61 

Merleau-Ponty espouses a similar view when he considers the 

child's perception of others: n ••• the perception of others cannot be 

accounted for if one begins by supposing an ego and another that are 

a bso 1 ute I y con sci ou s 0 f th eros e I v e s, e ac h 0 f wh i chI ay sci a i trI , as a 

result, to an absolute originality in relation to the other that 

confronts it.1I62 Herleau-Ponty's role of the body-iL'flage and the itTIag~ 

speculaire in the initial relation of a child to the other, and to 

itself, parallels the function of Lacan's mirror stage. 

The specular I, and the general structure of consciousness 

that it roaps out, represent a loss of presence, especially if we 

equate presence with a unity of being that overlaps with itself, that 

is transparent to i tse 1 f and kno(.Qs i tse 1 f as ori gin. If Lacan I s 

category of the II real II stands for sOl'ilething 1 ike an or i ginary be ing, 

this is not a fortTlof being that has self-presence. Only by the 

detour of the other is 'self-presence' attained. (Earlier we noted 

that Ricoeur also insists on soroe such detour if self-knowledge is to 

be had.) As we have seen, this self-presence is precisely a presence 

grounded in an identi ty given through di fierenee. This conclusion 
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relates back especially to the illusions of intentions and of the 

Sup})osed thinker behind the thinking. 

'* * * 
Our investigations up to this point reveal a subject that can 

be conceived, and can 'conceive'- of i tsel f, ir, a number of ways. Each 

of these wa'9s is related to certain experiences; they are not 

i 11 tel 1 e c tu a 1 ab s t r act i on s . Th ere is, fir s t 0 faIl, th e II I arl'! I II 

experience of s'9ncretic unit~ (in the child priMarily characterised 

by 'introspective~ feelings and i~pulses). Second, there is the 

auto-affective stage prior to the ~irror stage, where no stable or 

holistic self-identification occurs. Third, the t'fIirror stage sets uPJ 

on the plane of the i~aginary, a re}H'esentati anal se 1 f- it'flage that one 

i denti f i es wi th. Fourth, beyond the rid rror stage comes the real t'fI of 

role ~odels that the image identification is transferred to; one 

gains se 1 fhood in and through other persons. Finall y, through the 

a c qu i 5 i t i on 0 f 1 anguage, there is a gradual and comp 1 ex 

identification with voice and thought on the plane of the SYMbolic. 

This identi fication is based especially on the speaking/hearing dyad 

whi cll , in expressions of rrteaning, promotes the belief in an 

interiority of consciousness - rrtind. 

Thi s assUrrtpti on of a substanti al se] f behind expressi on occurs 

by overlooking the essential ~ateriality of the signifier. This 

syrrlbol i c I eve I a I so opens posi ti ons pre figured for the subj ect in the 

forro of personal pronouns, and these have been shown (in the first 

}) e r sord to bed i a I e c tic a 1. In j n te rio r mon 01 ogu e tIl i s d i ale c tic s til ] 

occurs - in the forro of talking to oneself. Here the alienation, or 
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duplicity, of the trlirro1' stage continues; one fl\ay still ask: UIs the 

I that speaks the same as the I spoken about?" Wi th thi s entr~ into 

language proper (the s~trlbolic) all other rnodes of I-identification 

tend to tall pre~ to the 1 ingui sti c and to the type of understanding 

that the 1 inguistic affords. Only perhaps in drearns and 'rnental' 

disorders do we find what seerrls to be a predorrdnance of the fi',ore 

archa i c t'll0de s . 

It is often considered irrlportartt, in fi',atters }H!rtaining to 

self-consciousness and self-understanding, that the relation of the 

pre-expressed and the expressed is such that the latter should rrrirror 

the fortrler. But we have seen that this trlodel disregards the essential 

re I ati on of man to language. The di sc I osi ve power of language is 

formative of the subject,63 of a speaking subject that defines itself 

in its own expressi ons and i denti f i es wi th the subj ect there 

portrayed. Our earlier chapters have sought to delineate the 

pre- exp re ssed or })f'enarrati ve realrrl in ter-rrls 0 f the pri or funct ion i ng 

of 1 anguage and in terms of the quasi-narrative structure 

characteristic of experience i tse If. We have seen that the 

prenarrative nature of experience serves as a basis for interpretive 

narrational activity (as for rf\erllor~), but such nar·rat.ion cannot be 

said to aim sitrlply at trlirroring the prenarrative level. We shall now 

consider, taking psychoanalysis as an example, what is tTleant. by 

saying that narrative can be the truth of the prenarrative. 



(iv) Narrative and Truth: Reflections of Psychoanalysis. 

The proble~ of r~cognizing oneself is the proble~ of 
recovering the abi 1 i ty to recount one" s own hi story •... 
-- Paul Ricoeur64 
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What I want to de~onstrate here is that the truthfulness of a 

self-narration is rrtore a ~atter of pragrr.atic and creative adequacy 

than of a correspondence to the way tl1ings actually were or are. We 

have already seen, in our section on tTle~ory, that 0.1 though the })ast 

is a constant horizon and support for the present, it is not thereby 

given with fullness of t'l'Ieaning to reflection and recollection. 

Recollection is both selective and interpretive. We do indeed 

rerr.err.ber certain events as having occurred; however, understanding 

their irr.port is a rr.atter of discerning a chain of events or a story 

to which they belong. Self-understanding also requires that we see 

sorrte forrr. of causality (and rationality) operating in our lives. For 

human actions this causality takes the forrll of tTlotivations or 

purposes. In his work The Phenorllenology of the Social World,65 Al fred 

Schut?; retakes a useful division of hUff'lan fl'Jotivation into two aspects: 

the 'because-of" and the 'in-order to" (1)otives. The forroer rrtotive is 

oriented to the past, the latter is futural, Understanding hutTJan 

acti on begins wi tll the explication of these two aspects of 

fIlotivaiion. Without the fI'Ieaning conferred by such an explication we 

would have, at best, only a chronicle of events. 66 
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The probl eM wi th rooti vati on is i t5 not be ing full y consc i ous 

to the actor. Motivational contexts usually extend beyond anything we 

explicitl~ forl1lulate. <Part of the reason for this is sil1lple 

forgetfulness.) How often have we read in a novel sOl1lething of the 

forrll: "Although he didn.rt know it yet, it was his growing love for 

her that drove hil1l to such extrel'fJes of behav i our. U Other probl err,s 

with describing fIlotives concern the possibility for fabrication and 

du})licity. For exarl'lple, one"s eXj:dicit reasons for acting can 

disguise a deeper, less conscious fIlotive. This disguised rootive ~ay 

al so be the :product of repressi on rather than a sirr(p Ie oversi ght. 

Perhaps the very suggestion of fully accounting for ~otives 

becocl'les inconsi stent or at 1 east hi ghly probl eCf,ati c, for such a task 

would seel1l to require a foundational subject that has the sources of 

its own acts potentially ~ithin scrutiny. The l'flea.ning of our acts, 

however, as this is worked out in terflls of because-of and in-order-to 

motives, is a product of retrospective and prospective emplotments 

that draw upon the prenarraiive past, refiguring it in light of the 

present derrJand for sense and coherence. Here again we find the 

dialectic of the prenarrative and narrative; a dialectic that is, to 

borrow a phrase frotTt Her I eau-Ponty, one of creati ve adequati on. 

This dialectical situation places us in the proverbial chicken 

and egg dilefl'lt'tla, the herrrleneutical resolution of which is to say that 

we cannot have one without the(j~er. We undoubtedly act based on our 

prenarrative context, but the question of ~otivations i~fflediatel~ 

involves us, as self-conscious hu~an subjects, in our awareness and 

ex:pression of such fI"Iotivations. As hUtTlan subjects we not only act but 
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do so tIJithin a ~Iore or less detailed plan or emplowlent of the 

act i on. Th e qu est i on 0 f t ru th thus i nv 0 I v e sus in th e qu est i on of th e 

adequacy wi th wh i eh our exp Ii cit narrati ons t1tap onto })renarrative 

experience. 

As stated, however, this approach involv~s us in the 

problerflatic epistel!Ylological stance of a correspondence theory of 

truth. The correspondence theory is only tenable if our prenarrative 

experience had tTleaning for us outside our interpretations of it, but, 

as we have ar·gued in this and earl ier chapters, such is not the case. 

It is not the case that the truth of our narratives resides in their 

correspondence to the t'rleaning of prenarrative experi ence but that 

narrative is the tTleaning of prenarrative experience (so far as we can 

be ~.ai d to have the truth in any of our narratives). The adequacy of 

the narrative can not, therefore, be tTleasured against the l!Yleaning of 

prenarrati lJe experi ence but only against al ternate interpretati ons of 

that experience. 67 

Our task here, then, is to pursue what is rrJeant by a creati \)e 

adequation between prenarrative and narrative experience, with the 

emphasis on the word Ucreative". In order to illuminate this 

relationship we shall begin with a further look at psychoanalysis and 

conc lude wi th an exarflinaton of hi stari cal wri ting. 

If the telos of the syrrtbolic, as we saw earlier from Lacan, is 

to generate a subj ect whose dot'fla in is in the orde r of si gn i f i cati on, 

this transfo~ation ~ust occur at the expense of what he calls the 

real: drives, instincts, primar~ desires (ke~ed especially to the 

sites of bodily processes, but also to external objects of inti~acy 
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and grati f i cati on), and the bod-y·r 5 rhythctls general I y. Thi s symbol i c 

subject is always on the way to becot1ling the Cartesian subject or 

Husse r 1 ian transcenden ta 1 ego that, frot'tl the secure }) 1 a tforro of the 

cogito, is assured of its own unity, hOrtlogeneit.y, and epistet'llic 

centrality. What holds the syt'tlbolic subject back, what checks its 

flight, are the transgressions wrought by the rt'Iore prirrdtive level. 

~s Julia Kristeva sa-ys: 

[AJnguish, frustration, identification or projection all 
break down the unity of the transcendental ego and its 
systertl of hOrtlogeneous sense and give free rein to what 
is heterogeneous in sense, that is, to the drive. 68 

In such transgressions, especially if they are extrertle, " ... the 

speaking subject undergoes a transition to a void, to zero: loss of 

i denti ty, af f lux of drive and a return of syrflbol i c capac i ti es, but 

this tht'te in order to take control of drive itself."69 

This shift is what inaugurates new signif~ing :processes, 

particularl-y of a creative or poetic kind. Poetic language with its 

re Ii ance on rtletaphor and tyietonyrfJY is, in its rev i tal i zing of our 

s-yrnbo 1 i c capacities, essentially a revol uti on a r-y l)racti ce, 

o'Jertur·ning the categories with which we c orlitTlOn 1 y describe 

ourselves. 7o What poetic discourse (lyric especiall-y) establishes, to 

borrorA' frol'l'l Kristeva, is a It subject-in-process ll (sujet en proc~s), a 

subject still finding itself, refiguring itself. This unsettled 

subject tTlani fests i tsel f as a speaking subject that diverges from 

nor~al referential and cOfflt1lunicative discourse. Poetic discourse 

often operates, cr'tUch like Freud's discourse of the unconscious, 
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through di sp 1 acefl)ents and condensati ons that ffJay de fy both sefl)anti c 

and graml'l1ati cal categori al interpretati ons. 71 Uhat '\ speaks 0' in such 

instances is a state of being anterior to the Cartesian subject; what 

is said may be epistemically unprecedented. 

Whereas poetic discourse gives willing voice to otherwise 

unformed desires and emotions, that which is repressed seeks a voice 

for what the consc i ous subj ect has, for one reason or another, 

avoided or put aside. In operation these two processes can be very 

similar. 72 Lacan states the psychoanalytic fl)odel as follows: 

Undoubtedly, sotoething that is not expressed does not 
exist. But the repressed is always there - it insists, 
and it defflands to come into being. The funda~ental 

relation of fflan wi th this syrrtbol ic order is precisely 
the Saf'tle one oohi ch founds tlli s syrflbol i corder i tse 1 f -
the relation of being to non-being. 

That whi ch insi sts on be ing sati sf i ed can only be 
sati sf i ed through recogni ti on. The end of the syfl)bol i c 
process is that non-being comes to be, that he is 
because he has spoken. 73 

For Lacan the unconscious develops from the spl it that the 

sYf(Ibol i c introduces into our be ing. The unconsc i ous thus evol ves 

dialectically with the expressed; it is the other side, as it were, 

of the expressed. In this way, as Lacan says, "the unconscious is 

structured like a language "74 - a phrase that l'tlight usefully be said 

of prenarrative experience generally. The origin of this view is 

found in Freud's notion of unconscious "dreartf-thoughts" that undergo 

transforrnati on and censorship in the dreafl)-work and which 

interpretation seeks to uncover.7S Psychoanalysis is thus a process 

of discloSing the 'discourse·- of the unconscious that trlotivates our 
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explicit discourse, particularllj our self-narrations, and this tTleans 

(at least for Lacan) being sensitive to the rtletaphoric and flletonYfllic 

transforl'flations that occur as this other discourse enters conscious 

expression. In pS9choanalytic pr~ctice the analysand should co~e to 

recognize and appropriate this other discourse; this is the central 

fflOl:"tlent of "\ curing" the analysand. As Lacan succ inctly puts it: 

"Analysis can have for its goal only the advent of a true speech and 

the realization by the subject of his history in his relation to a 

future. 1I76 

It sflould be clear how this rr.odel of the subject fits in with 

our prev i ous discussions of the prenarrative level. 77 The 

psychoanal~tic prenarrative is a part of one"s history, one"s 

experience, that is refused anything but an oblique entry into one's 

ongoing and conscious life-story. Though it has it.s roots in a 

perhalls instinctual, bodi ly basis this prenarrative nevertheless has 

consc i ous recogni ti on as its goal, and is alreadlj a structuring force 

in one"s self-conception. What psychoanalysis is prerqised upon and 

constantly stresses is the resistance of the subject to its or,!Jn 

truth: "One is never happy rrlaking way for a new truth," says Lacan, 

II for it always tr.eans rrtaking our way into it; the truth is always 

disturbing. 1I78 Earlier we talked of this truth of the subject in 

terl'fls of an act of creative adequation, and this tends to involve, at 

least in the psychoanalytic case, overCOMing prior and perhaps well 

established interpretations of ourselves. This is also a reason why 

literature, at its best, is both disturbing and liberating. We shall 
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now pursue this notion of t ru th ali ttl e further, keeping 

psychoanal~sis as our guide. 

Psychoanalysis is known as the 'talking cure·' precisely 

be cause i t.s anal yse s are carri ed out. pI' irr.ar i 13 in the realul of 

disc ou rs e an d d i a I 0 gu e - tll e disc ou r se 0 f th e an a 1 y san d with hi rn s elf 

and with his analyst. It. has beco~e increasingly evident that a 

pri~ary ai~ of the analyst is the unfolding of a life-history, a 

hi st.ory that. does justi ce bot.h to the past and to the present. 

Analysis can take diverse routes, but the end result is a narrative 

a c c Dun t 0 f th e an a 1 y sand's 1 i f e ooh ere in th e an a I y san d fin d s h i ~ s elf 

adequately reflected and can accept this representation as 

biographical and, perhaps fflore fruitfully, as a basis for future 

action. As Roy Schafer writes: 

"It has been becQ~ing increasingly clear in recent years 
that c I ini cal psychoanal ysi sis an interpretati ve 
discipline whose concern it is to construct life 
histories of hu~an beings."79 

Wh~ this should be so is that the hu~an subjects as we have stressed, 

exists and knows itself as the irr.plied subject of its own discourse 

and narrati ves (though often these are tol d by other peop 1 e). IIWe 

are,1I says Schafer, IIforever telling stories about ourselves. 1I He 

cant. inue s: 

In saying that we also tell thelfl to ourselves, however, 
we are enclosing one story within another. This is the 
story that there is a self to tell sorreething t.o, a 
SOMeone else serving as audience who is oneself or one's 
self.80 
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We have, in earlier sections, already discussed this self in 

tert'fIS of the irtl})lied subject (es})ecially signified by the personal 

})ronouns) and the speaking-listening dyad. What Schafer is pointing 

to i s th at tll ere ali 1. y 0 f th e s u bj e c t for its elf i sa}) I' i r.tIa r i I Y 

linguistic one, derived fro~ its self-narrations. Schafer rightly 

app lies thi s thesi s al so to other persons: "The other :person, 1 ike 

the self, is not so~ething one has or encounters as such but is an 

existence one tells." S1 Even where this story of other persons is not 

explicitly told there is, nevertheless, the il't1plicit assurtlption that 

it could be told. 

In hi s recent book of case studi es, The Nan Who t1i c.took Hi s 

Wife for a Hat,S2 Oliver Sacks discusses various cases of fflefflory 

di sOl,--ders caused by Korsakov' s syndrortJe. In one exaro}) 1 e, a pati ent 

with a ~e~ory span of only a few seconds, Sacks notes: 

Unable to ~aintain a genuine narrative or continuity, 
unable to l't1aintain a genuine inner world, he is driven 
to the proliferation of pseudo-narratives, in a 
pseudo-continuity, pseudo-worlds peopled by 
pseudo-people, phanto~s."B3 

Such a patient," says Sacks, "t'4lust literally rtlake hi~self <and his 

world) up every fl'lotYlent. Hs4 The problem here is that fI',efl'lory loss roakes 

it ifflpossible to link different narrative instances, and yet S~Qe 

sort of narrative is necessary for a sense of i denti ty and pur})ose. 

The identity of the patient, for hit'4lself, can only be maintained 

t.hrough continuous narrative activi 1.'9, through staging dramas in each 

succeeding ~~ent: uThe world keeps disappearing, losing ~eaning, 

vani shing - and he rrtust seek rrteaning, fflake ffleaning, in a desperate 
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(-'Jay, continually inventing, throwing bridges of fileaning over abysses 

of ~eaninglessness .... "8S For the patient these bridges are not ~ere 

inventions; they are the world as he knows it, as he interprets it at 

tha t !11 Drfl en t . 

What thi s exam})} e illustrates is the ongoing need for 

narrating experience and the function of narrative in generating 

continuity <of identity, of self). Such continuity, however, can be a 

feigned one - especially fro~ the perspective of other people. Sacks·

pati ent had no knowl edge of hi s di spersed se 1 f other than through the 

reports given by other people. The narratives he invented were si~ply 

fragt'rlents or residues of his past 1 i fe and past occupations - his 

frag~ented habitus which are then arbitrarily i~posed on the 

present. These stories (and dra~as) are created (and acted out) by 

the patient not only to give hi~self a role to play but also to 

in te grate his surroundings into sQtl"leth iog farrd liar, sOfflethi ng that 

r.1akes sense. Socially, however, the identity he creates is a failure, 

for there is an ifflposition of roles on other people that are sifflpl~ 

not appropriate and an adoption of roles by the patient that, for an 

observer, are absurd or fflisplaced. 

Because of the physical daroage to his brain, Sacks" patient 

cannot bE: cured of his delusor~ fabrications; an~thing told to hil'fl is 

forgotten after a brief interval. Such a person lives at the level of 

shi ft.ing surface phenorrtena; he I acks the depth t.hat the past. iL'Qposes 

on one. Psychoanalysis, on the other hand, is airqed at people who 

have the possihilit.yof augrrlenting their life-stories in light of 

both present practices and expectations, as well as their past. But. 
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there are numerous interpretive barriers to be encountered, not only, 

for exal'flp 1 e, in the recounting of dreams; even in the narrating of 

what took place yesterday there 

distortions to be overcome. 

are })roblerils of interpretive 

As we saw earlier, even l'flel'flory retrieval involves a degree of 

emplotrftent if what is rtlel'floria.l is to be interpreted and understood In 

the context of an ongoing life. s6 The psychoanalytic analysand has 

the addi ti anal probl el'fl of the invol untary tTlasking of certain events 

and interpretations. Certain avenues of interpretation of the past 

are closed or inhibited, due, for example, to a traumatic experience 

in the past. S7 The analyst is especially seeking to facilitate the 

movement of such repressed contents 

recognition. But here again there is 

analyst rrlust interpret what is told 

into explicit speech and 

an interpreth'e 

to him out. 

pr'obl em. The 

of his own 

interpretive scherl1as, with consideration of a direction the analysis 

is to take, and on the basis of his own life-experiences. The 

prohl eros l'flul tip 1 Y when we consi del" the stori es invol ved in the 

psychoanalytic dialogue. 

There is, first of all, the presumed story 'waiting to be 

told~ which contains the key to anol'flalies or inconsistencies in one~s 

present behaviour; this is the repressed story and it belongs at the 

prenarrati ve 1 eve 1. Second, there is the story tol d by the anal ysand. 

This stor~ tTlay be a pure fabricatioIl J but even if it were a report of 

what the analysand di stinctly refllefllbers there wi 11 sti 11 be, in the 

telling, irrlpositions of both style and cord.ext ant.o what is told, as 

we II ass e I e c t i v i toy. A 1 so , in H abe rroa sian t e rrtls , on e wi 1 IIi k ely 
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understand out of an 'interest~. Thus, the so-called 'facts' are told 

in a. certain roanner, si.~le or genre, and for certain effects, to 

i llurqinate certain points, and also out of certain interests that 

irdorrl'J the di al ogi cal si tuati on. And no doubt there coul d be other 

factors involved that I have not fIlentioned, such as one"s erqotional 

state during the te 11 ing. Thi rd, there tTla-y be the further story whi ell 

the anal~sand constructs on the basis of his or her initial 

disclosure. This latter stor~ would be the stor~ of what the stor~ 

told 'actuall~ fIleans' to the analysand upon reflection. Fourth, there 

is t:he stor~ as heard b~ the anal~st, the tTleaning of oohi ch is 

inevitably different frofll the anal~sand~s for it is heard against a 

di f ferent background, out of a di f ferent. cont.ext and interests. 

Fin all y, the I' e i s the un d e r I yin g s t Ol.~y th at tll e an a I y s t se e k s b eh i n d 

what is told - the sub-text. In classic ps-ychoanalytical theor13} 

whi ch Freud saw as an archeology, 88 thi slatter story shoul d caine i de 

with the first story, the repressed story which is the 'truth' of the 

analysand's past. 89 What, then, are we to l'fIake of the abo'Je 

prol i ferati on of rlarrat i ves? 

Truth, as the ter~ is COMmonly used, relates to the adequacy 

of statements for conve~ing the wa~ things actuall~ were or are. The 

archeol ogi cal l'fIode 1 of psychoanal ysi 5 woul d sifl1i I arl~ CDrrlt'tli t one to 

what rrtight be called 'historical truth': the correspondence of 

descriptions to the analysandTs past. What has bec~e evident to 

nUfflerous ps~choanalysts, however, is that this historical i.ruth is 

lit tl e more than 'narrati ve truth". As Donal d Sp enc e remarks: 



[It] is fliore a})propriate to think of construction tlian 
reconstruction; to give up the archeological fflodel; to 
think of an interpretation as a pragrrratic staterrrent that 
has no necessary referent in the past; and to replace 
historical truth by narrative truth. 90 
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The archeo 1 ogi ca]-his tori ca I trlethod cotrlrrti t.s one to a rrlere 1 y f actua 1 

view about a person's })as t, thereby reduc ing the si gni f i cance of the 

present and future for the very ffleaning of the past. The 

archeological rtlodel seeks story nUfflber 9ne (above) as though it were 

full'9 fortrled and onl y had to be brought to consc i ousness and 

recognized for what it is. Such a ·view, as we saw in our cllapter on 

tiffle and fflefflory, di sregards the futural nature of hutTlan exi ste:ilce and 

the role of interpretation. The past has ffleaning only in light of 

what }:,:c·ecedes it and what follows it (Schutz" because-of and 

in-order-to rl'lotives). This requirement is what cllakes all recollection 

that seeks understanding a narrative endeavour, a 

efl\p1 otri\ent . Story nurnber one is only a quasi-narrative, a story sti 11 

to be told, and told frOOl a ce: .... 't.ain perspective. 

Much of the past, including motivations and possi bi e 

COfTIP 1 exe s, is on 1 y on the way t.o 1 anguage , and the carr'9 -over is 

often a rather difficult, creative, and pro1onged task (if 

psychoanalysis is anyt.hing t.o go by!). As Spence sa:ts: 

The constructi on not onl y shapes the past - it becot'lle s 
the past in lI"lany cases because lI",any critical early 
experiences are preverbal and, therefore, have no proper 
designation until we put t.hem into words. 91 

The analysand1s explicit associations and recollections are like so 

much di sorgani zed trlateri al that needs to be understood in 1 i ght of a 
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narrative that holds it together in a developroent that ~ields both 

faffliliarity, ~eaning, and, accordingly, understanding. This is a 

})rocess that in our ordinary 1 ives we corrlftlonly achieve to our 

satisfaction. The methodological result is that psychoanal~sts should 

ori ent therose Ives not towards reveal ing a final story that supposedly 

duplicates a repressed past, but should enable the analysand to 

overCOffle probl erllS in the present by allowing the fort'flati on of a 

therapeutic narrative that nevertheless gives meaning and direction 

to the analysand~s life. 

Narrative truth is thus rrlore a roatter of facilitating 

understanding and integration than of generating strict historical 

verisitTIilitude (supposing this were even possible at our level of 

investigation). To quote Spence again: 

Narrative truth can be defined as the criterion we use 
to decide when a certain experience has been captured to 
our satisfaction; it depends on continuity and closure 
and to the extent to which the fit of the pieces takes 
on an a e s th e tic fin ali ty . . .. On c e a g i ven eon s true t i on 
has acqui red narrati ve truth, it becDrlles just as real as 
any other kind of truth. 92 

Spence··s last rerflark ffla-y appear sot"llewhat extreMe, but we must 

rel'flel'flber the context within which it is written. tJhen dealing with 

the ftleaning of a person ~ s life': or of the past) we can only have 

interpretati ons that, given what we otherwi se know of that 1 i fe, 

afford us a satisfactory comprehension of it (especially of ~otives). 

AS we earlier argued, interpretations vie for credibility not si~ply 

in their accounting for the known details of a life, but, ~ore 

irrlportant.l"9, in r-e 1 ati on to other and perhaps frlore vi abl e 
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inter}:,retati ons. Spence" s use of the terrfl /I real II rrla-y st.] 11 be 

puzzling, however, but what is irl'lplied is that a narrative account 

that fulfills the conditions he rI'lentions (continuit~, closure, etc.) 

i s th e op t i roUffl in ou r un d e rs tand i n g 0 fa}) e r son" s I i f e. Th at is, th e 

historical account must becO[fle narrational if a cOfflprehensive 

understanding of individual lives is the goal. 

While agreeing with Spence"s general })osition, it should be 

noted that certain questions are nevertheless raised by his account. 

First, there is the 1=' rob I err, 0 f the relativiscf, of narr-ative 

interpretations, that is, no one account can be regarded as the final 

tru th. Th i sis, how ever, ali rr,j ted reI at i v i srr" for th ere r,o,l ill ex i s t 

extra-narrative elements (e.g., knowing that, in relaton to dates, 

and :p 1 ace s) for wh i ch one see ks a narrati ve err,}:.} otment. Presurr,abl y , 

the narrative l1lust respect both the tel'Clporai sequence of these 

elerrlents and their content, and it rr,ust also link therf, in a way that 

is intellectually and ertlotionally acceptable. The narrative should, 

in other words, provide a feasible context for the exhibiting of the 

eleroents in their causal and tefflporal connections; it should also 

reveal how the past is operating on the present and on the ex})ected 

future (though perhaps with apprehension). As Spence indicates, the 

final judge of a narrative is the acceptance of i t b~ the one whose 

experience it recounts and whose reflected life it beco~es, even 

though t.his acceptance roa-g not be easily won. It should also be added 

that one's own acceptance of a narrative rtla-g be significantl'9 

af fected bS whether or not other peop 1 e accept one" s account. 
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Another possible problem with narrative relates to its 

aesthetic and rhetorical appeal. Once certain experiences are brought 

into SOrfle forrriof narrative sequence and closure there rrlay be a 

tendency to accept uncritically the finished product. This situation 

is largely due to the persuasive character of narrative. A related 

problem is that any series of events may be amenable to numerous 

different tel lings, to different ways of filling in the gaps left by 

recollection. This question of open-ended interpretation is, however, 

COffl~on not only to self-understanding but to all fields of the 

humanities and can not be avoided. 

The kind of truth })roposed here is, as Spence l'tIenti ons, a 

pragmatic one. Psychologically, narrative is aimed not at achieving a 

frd rror image of one's hi story but at generating a pI ausi bl e account 

of the detai 1 s of that history and allowing one to ha'Je an 

un d e r stan din g 0 f on e s elf th at fa c iIi tat e s th e ov e rc orrd n g a f :p sy chi c 

blockages and allOOJs one to function satisfact.oril1j in the present. 

In fact, a fictional narrative could serve the saffle end if it 

addressed the right questions, situations, and conflicts. As C. G. 

,lung sai d at the beginning of hi s autobi ography: "Whether or not the 

stories are 'true' is not the probleM. The only question is whether 

tqhat I tell is ~ fable, ~ truth.119~ Narrative truth is thus a 

l'tIatter of adequacy and fit to what is otherwise given, and this is so 

not only for ps~choanalysis but also for historiography and any form 

of recollection that seeks to unfold a past history that aims at roore 

than a mere chronology. 
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By way of expanding our discussion of narrative and truth, it 

will be fruitful to add a few re~arks on the siroilarity of historical 

narrative to our account of self-narration. 

Li ke se 1 f -narrati on, tht:' wri ting of hi story is a way of 

consolidating a past, a tradition, and therefore an identity. Like 

se 1 f-narrati on, hi story is al so concerned wi th a forrt'! of archeology 

that operates on a prenarrati ve subtext; though in thi s case the 

prenarrative ~aterial consists pri~ari]y of roaterial artifacts in 

addition to roe~orial traces. However, both self-narration and history 

wri ting have a c~r(lon grounding in the sense of our 1 ives as being 

teroporally circu~scribed. 

In rrlUch the sarrle wa-g that conterrtporary phi losophy has brought 

into question the status of an underlying self or soul-substance and, 

as we have done here, has sought to approach an understanding of the 

huroan subject via the paradig~ of language, so ~any historiographers 

and philosophers of history have probleroatized historical research by 

investigating the nature and presuppositions of the historian's use 

of both language and narrative. The drearrlof a history which, in 

Ranke's words, reports the past wie es eigentlich gewesen ist bec~qes 

questi oned. Hi st01"''9 is an interpreti ve di sc ip 1 ine that shoul d not 

hope to coincide with past events; it ~ust rrtake do, as the French 

hi stori ographer Paul t'Jeyne says, wi th narrative reconstructi ons in 

language: "Knowledge of the past is not an irrll'lediate datufJ1, for 

histor~ is an area in which there can be no intuition but. only 

recons t.ructi on. 1194 
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Gi ven that hi story wri ting is a narrati ve endeavour, 9S like 

t.he novel~ we are led t.o ask after the status of its 'referent'. As 

Hayden White re~arks: 

... the probleffl of narrativit~ turns on the issue of 
whether hi stori cal events can be truthfully re}H'esented 
as f/'Iard fest.ing the structures and }:Irocesses of t.hose rflet 
wi tll t'llore cOL'4ll'llonly in certain kinds of 1\ it'llaginative ll 

discourses, t.hat. is, such as fictions .... 96 

If we consider this question frOt'll the point of view of a fort'll/content 

dis tin c t i on, i tis an easy t'Ila t tel' to say th a t f orrna 1 l'4 his t or i cal 

discourse borrows frortl literature but that nevertheless its content 

is drawn frorr, 'realit.y·' rather than frorfl the irclagination, That is, 

the content of history is found rather than invented; its final 

re f eren t. is not. si t'fIP 1'9 a produc t irrltTlanent to one I s narrati ve, but is 

external to the recounted story. 

The answer we have already torrl'luIated (in earl ier chapters) to 

this question of reference is, on the contrary, that narrativity is a 

})1-- inc i pIe cd i n t e 11 i g i b i ) i ty an d not s i t'flP I Y a v e h i c 1 e for d. }) re g i v en 

and fully evident sense. As we have argued, the given (for history 

thi s consi sts pril'flari ) '9 of hurclan acti ons) has a quasi -narrati ve 

status that has "jet to be brought to explicit narrative 

understanding. Thi s 1 atter process, however, wi) 1 not tal erate a 

description in te~s of a sit'llplistic dichotot'lly of fof't'll and content. 

Nar'rative expression is not tTlere cOl'flt'/lunicat.ion of infortTIation but is 

a constitutive and synthetic activity. Historical narration takes its 

1 e ad f rOf/'1 art. i f ac ts but rr'!Us t a i l'fl beyond ttt et'fl , as i t we re, t.o a 

synthesis that yields a satisfactory coherence, directionality, and 
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intelligibility; otherwise histor~ would be a ~ere cataloging or 

dating and could not hope to rise be~ond the chronicle stage. Peter 

Gay says as Much when he writes: "Historical narration without 

an a 1 y s i ~. i s t r' i v i a I, his tor i cal an a I y~. i 5 wi thout narrati on is 

inc Drilp let e . II 97 

What historical narrative generates is not a neutral r(tirror of 

the past but a seeing of the past as sortlething: as a gradual 

et'l'Ianc ipati on frot'll certain class structures, as a tragedy, as 

dot'llinated by certain re 1 i gi ous be 1 i e fs, and so on. The arti facts t'Ila~ 

be seen to justi fy such inter})retati ons or stori es, but -t.hey can 

usually be seen to justify numerous other stories as well. As with 

recoIl ecti on, present interest and the conce})tual tool s of the 

present set pararlleters to what material toJill be deeroed relevant, (.oJhat 

stor-y wi 11 be 1.01 d, and the sty Ie (or genre) of that story. Hayden 

White roakes a siroilar point in his collection of essays Tropics of 

D i scour·se : 

IIHistories are not only about events but also about the 
possible sets of relationshi})s that those events can be 
det'flonstrated to figure. These sets of relationships are 
not, however, iromanen t in the even ts therose I ves; they 
exist only in the t'fIind of the historian reflecting on 
theM. Here they are present as the ~odes of 
relationshi})s conceptualized in the myth, fable, and 
folklore, scientific knowledge, religion, and literary 
art, of the historian"s crAn cult.ure. But t'flore 
iMportantly, they are ..• irtlfOanent in the very language 
wtd ch the hi stori an t1-.ust use to descri be events }:'ri or to 
a scientific analysis of theffl or a fictional emplot~ent 
of therr,. II 98 

Thi s 'see ing as·' of hi stori cal narrati ve is what gives to the 

fragMents of the past a significance beyond their fflere occurrence. 
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Of eoupse, the histopieal past generally does not consist in 

(r, e 1"' e dis 1) a pat e eve n 1. s an dar chi val fr. ate ria I. Th e }) as t. is, for 

developed societies at least, already historicized, already told and 

continual1~ updated. As tl1ith our self-narrations, one"s })resent 

account is largely a reworking of stories already related, already 

p a I' tic i }) ate din - on I ~ t.h e a!{1Tl e s i a c beg ins J as i t we r e, ex nih i I o. As 

we noted earlier, experience is irredeeMable gua experience, and, in 

addi ti on, it is the si gni f i cance or Meaning of the experi ence and the 

world that one seeks to present and understand via narration. 99 

This intertextual and literar~ nature of historical narration 

has not been overlooked in conterqporary scholarship. Roland Barthes 

goes so far as to bring historical narrative and fictional narrative 

into the sarqe carqp, with a view to contesting the forrqer"s clairf! to 

scientificit~ and objectivity~ 

Does the narration of past events, which, in our cuI ture 
froffl the ti~e of the Greeks onwards, has generally been 
subject to the sanction of historical "science," bound 
to the underlying standard of the "real," and justified 
by the princ ip 1 e of" rati anal II exposi ti on - does thi s 
form of narration reall~ di fIer, in sortIe indubi tably 
distinctive feature, froffl imaginary narration, as we 
lin d i tin tIl e e}:d c' th e novel, an d th e dram a ? 100 

The object of Barthes' criticisM is twofold: a rejection of 

extra-1 ingui sti c re ferent.i 0.1 i t~ and a cri ti que of the i deol ogi cal use 

of historical discourse. We can go along with both criticisms, but 

on 1'9 to sOfl'.e de gre e • 

Barthes SUt1lS up his rejection of reference in the following 

way: 



C I a i ft1 S con cern i n g ih e ' rea I i Sfll" 0 f n a r rat i v ear e 
therefore to be discounted .... The function of narrative 
is not to 'represent~, it is to constitute a 
spectac 1 ell.. Narrati ve does not show, does not 
imitate ••.• 'What takes place~ in a narrative is fro~ 

the referential (realit~) point of view literall~ 

nothing; 'what happens~ is language alone, the adventure 
of language .... 101 
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This claiM, which I take to be too extreffle, is ai~ed at narrative in 

general; al though it [(lay a}:.:pear to, appl~ prirrlari ly to I i terar~ 

fictions, it is nevertheless, for Bartlles, also applicable to 

historical discourse. 

Barthes" point. is that the [(leaning of a na.rrative is a product 

of its language and thus cannot be said to fflirror the nature of 

'rea 1" T-,ast events. In hi stori cal di scourse we construct. a spectac Ie 

that via the authority of its author, its acade~ic situation, and so 

OTt) is deemed ~historicalJ and is thereb~ granted a referentialit~ to 

the 'real' world fliuch as the i~plied subject of a personal 

narrative is reified into an existent soul-substance, a res. Like 

Hin~~ (II Stori es are not lived but 1.01 d"), Barthes views narrati '}e as 

an integrative wa~ in which the past is given a ~eaning it otherwise 

lacks, a [Iieaning that is actually a play of language that is far froflt 

ideologically innocent in its 'recounting": HAs we can see, si~ply 

frmo looking at its structure ... historical discourse is in its 

essence a forol of ideological elaboration." Such historical 

narratives have a perforfflative dirqension that often 

surrepti ti ously to fashi on and :prolnote a certain image of tTlaTi. One 

only has to consider l'flythological worldviews to apllreciate how the 

individual's i~age of hiroself and his social relations are delifflited 
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an d P e r·h a}) s con s t r a i ned by th e f.1 ar ar4H:~ t e rs p I ace d on his 'r e a I i ty ... b'9 

the soc i ety'" s 'h is tori es·'. In our own t irile hi s tori es di f fer de})ending 

on fAhether th€!'9 are told by the East or the West, the rich or the 

poor, theM or us. 

We hcs.vl? al ready sai d a good deal about the ill ocuii onary force 

of narrati ves in Chapter Two. However, what is over looked in Barthes" 

strongly ser(liological-structural account is that narrative expression 

is constantly intert.oJoven with what he calls 'reality". There is still 

in Bar th e sad i c hot OtTI'9 0 f th e n a r rate d ( I an gu age) an d th ere a I. I f 

this 'real" is consistently exarrdned, however, we find that it cannot 

be exerfl})ted fl-'orrl at I east a quasi -narrati vi 1.'9 (thi s was our argutTlent 

against t1in~:) . Historical narratives, like their personal 

courd.erparts, need not be free- floating hut, as we have sai d, can 

draw on the narrative structure of hUl'flan-tiroe itself, on the story 

that is already evidenced in the teleological (though not in a 

st.rictl~i dete:c,t'l)ined sense) structure of hUl'flan events. 

Hi s1:.ori cal di scourse, like se I f-narrati on, fall s into that 

intert'l)ediary realr/} between 'factual' science and fiction, and this is 

what leads Paul Veyne to say that "history is a true novel ,"102 What 

distinguishes history frOM fiction is that the events related in the 

forl'fler are presur(led to have actuall'9 taken }:,lace. What unites history 

with fiction is its dependence on narrative discourse and creative 

synthesis, As with traditional fiction, rtistory seeks both closure 

and cOl'flpleteness but can attain this only through selection and by 

applying the forfflal beginning-middle-end structure of narrative, 

which then irllpl ies 'discovering" such teleologies in the events of 
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the })ast. As we learned froM t1aclntyre, it is often the story wi thin 

which events are fraffled that first gives thel'il their il'ilportance.10~ 

The probl ern wi th conce iv ing hi stori cal di scourse in thi s wa~ 

i s th at (1) i t doe s not sat i s f Y th e }) os i t i v i ~. t I on gin g f or ei'flp i ri cal 

exactitude and disinterestedness, and (2) it opens the gates to 

t' 0 t en t i a 1 a bu se , to con s t ru c tin gap as t th a t sui t s , say , on e ' s 

ideological purposes. In response to the first of these objections I 

shall only say thai:. el'ilpiricaI exactitude {flakes for boring history, 

history without life's dral'ila. 104 History without interpretative 

narrative errlpl otroent , which gives t1,eaning to the events related, 

would in fact be an itTJpoverished account of hutTJan experience and 

soc i al transacti ons, espec i ally if we are correct in granting these a 

quasi -narrath1e status in the f i 1"'st instance. El'ilp i ri cal exacti tude 

a}):p}j es on 1 y to dates, places, arid docutTIented ev i dence. The fl)ore 

global Meaning of these events and reports is developed in the story 

rAhich is told after the fact and which cannot be said to sirr.ply 

corres})ond to any of lithe factsl!. Thus, one does not report an 

already constituted l'fIeaning of the past, rather, one seeks a 

narrative that synthesises the various threads of the past into a 

coherent and y.tl ausi bI e account. Such pI ausi bi I i ty rr.ay depend on 

factors (e.g., future events) not at all present to the actors of the 

events being considered. Secondly, disinterestedness ~ay be an ideal, 

but hardly a practical one from a her~eneutic point of view. 10S The 

y.1ositivist .. s clairll applies prirrlarily to the necessar~ errlpirical 

analyses that precede the actual historia. 
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The second objection, ideological abuse, is one that 

continuall-g t.hreatens an-g di scourse concerning a cuI tural stud-g of 

Man. As hUMan beings we are quite simply prey to fallibility, to 

se 1 f -decep ti on, and to se I f - ed i fy ing di scourse , and we ha\} e ItO 

neutral vantage point from whi ch to fllake final judgrllents. Hayden 

Whi ie adds a new and valuab1 e sl ant- to thi s ideal ogi cal cQl'r/ponent. of 

hi story when he says: 

... it tllay be observed that i f hi stori ans were to 
t~ecognize the fictive elertlent in their nar-r-atives, this 
waul d not l'flean the degradati on of hi stori ography to the 
status of ideology or propaganda. In fact, this 
r e c 0 gn i t. i on wou 1 d s e rv e a 5 a f.1 0 te n t i a 1 an tid 0 t e to th e 
tendency of historians to becoffle captive of ideological 
preconceptions which they do not recognize as such but 
honor as the "correct" perception of "the way things 
reall'3 are.1I10e. 

In cone 1 usi OTt, it roay be ret'ilarked that the 1 egi tifflati on of one 

narrative over another is often due not to its correspondence to "the 

{-'Jay th i ngs rea 11 yare n but to its pragrl"lat.i c and cQl'rl}:,rehens i ve na t.ur~ : 

Is it edifying, without being narcissistic or egotistic; does it rtlake 

sense of what we otherwise know; i5- it useful in furthering other and 

interesting interpretations? It would seerrt that a prirrtary way to 

O\JerCOt'fle, at I east in f.1art I the i deol ogi cal use of] anguage is to 

open ourselves to alternative viewpoints and worldviews, and to 

al ternat-e interpretati ons. Anthropol ogi cal studi es and the reading of 

literature, for exaoople, especially serve in this regard to broaden 

our knowledge of hurrtan society and sharpen our critical ca})acities 

with respect to restrictive and do~atic narratives. A great deal 

could be said concerning this :problerrt of legit.itylation~ for it. has far 
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reaching social and political ramifications; here I can onl~ point 

the reader to the various works of Jurgen HaberMas as an introduction 

and working out of so~e of these i~portant questions. 



F r orrl rrly chi 1 dh (I 0 d IIi \) e din a W 0 rId 0 f boo k s. . . . 
- Descartesl.07 

Before bringing together the results of our 
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present 

investigation of the self, it would be appropriate to return at this 

})oint to an exarftinati on of the Cartesi an cogi to, if onl y because 

Descartes inagurated ffluch of what we are arguing against. In earlier 

cha})ters certain probl el'ftS surrounding the Cartesi an cogi to were 

noted; we are now in a position to pursue these issues fflore 

th 0 I' ough I y. t-1y pI' i rei a I'y con cern wi lIb e to b r i n g ou t , ina c cord an c e 

with our recent investigations, the consequences of the spoken 

quality of the cogito. In Descartes it is this spoken quality that is 

over look e d . 

What in })articular the Cartesian phi losophy instigated was a 

shift towards an indubitably given subject that could itself become 

the ground for a ~ore scientific, pril'ftarily episte~ological 

phi I oso})hy. The Cartesi an rrrornent of se 1 i-certainty is the guarantor 

of truth and the overcortdng of both relativisrr, and ske}:,ticisffl. This 

turn toward the subject as what is irrrrrrediately accessible had the 

correlative function of relegating objects to the status of ~ediated, 

secondary phenOl'ftena: II ••• although the things which I sense and which 

I irelagine are perhaps nothing at a] 1 apart frorrl l'I'Ie, I arel ne\Jerthel ess 

sure that those fflodes of thought which I call sensations and 
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i~aginations, onl~ just as far as the~ are ~odes of thought, reside 

and ar'e found wi th certainty in tTl'9se 1 f." 108 The ori entati on that 

Descartes gave phi 10sophy prov i ded the impetus for the unfol ding of 

the }(antian ~:~ster(1 and continued its effect at least Ul) to Hegel. 

There are two }>roblerns (tho1Jgh in essence they are one) that 

arise frorn the Cartesian posi ti on; both are 

dispossessing objectivit~ of a reality other 

tTletaphysical. 

than that of 

In 

a 

cogi taturn, phi 10so})IIY becatTle burdened wi th the probl el'l"l of accessing 

the 'things in therilselves". A decisive split results between spirit 

and nature (res cogi tans and r'es extensa) .109 The second problel'tl 

concerns the other pol e of the cogi to not the status of what 

thought intends but the I 

of it. If that which 

or ego that. intends it, that is cogni zant 

is intended has deter~inations but is 

ontol ogi cally doubi tabl e, the I (ego) has no deterrrtinati ons but is 

indubi tabl e. We rni ght wi sh to see the thoughts (cogi tata) as 

deterrrdnatioTls of this ego, but they are rea11'9 only occasions for 

its apperception. The ego is a £!..§" a sot'ilething that thinks, a 

subjectu.rl) whose thought is irrll'tlediately given to itself. The cogitata 

rrtay be predicated of the ego (as its acts) but they are nevertheless 

known by it as objects. That Descartes isolates both I and rrtind frotTI 

its acts is c I ear frOtTl the following: "Nor can the facul ti es of 

wi 11 ing, perce i ving, understanding, and so forth be call ed parts of 

the t1lind, for it is the sarne tnind whi ch wi 11 s, perce i ves, and 

understands. 1I (NED.VI, p.13S) The tTlind thus has ontological priority 

over its own acts. 
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The ego is, for Descartes, not i tse I f an obj ect bu t a 

transcendence. As Kant. r,oJas I atel'" to say: the II I thinkll rr,ust be 

capable of accorl)})anying all of rrlY re})resentations, but it is not 

itself a representation. lID The essence of the Cartesian subject lies 

in thi s L'fIot'oent of self-consciousness, this presence to its 

re})resentations. Howe\)er J the I, or ego, itself a1)1)ears to be 

contentless and fundaMentallyahistorical, for content and change 

pertain onl~ to the and sT-lati al 

re})resentations that the ego has. The ego is thus the ontological 

ground for t.he ver-y possi bl i ty of both hi stOl"'Y and re1)resentati on. 

Descartes" I in fac t rerllains anonYMOUS unl ess we turn back to the 

thoughts (cogitata) therrlselves, and also to their historical context 

and their production. 111 

For all its absoluteness the Cartesian cogito is fraught with 

f 1."' ail tie s; con sid e 1.'" d r e aft) s. C an I a I w ay sac tu a liz e th e II I th ink II 

dur'in~: dr'earns? Ar(1 "II!, in fact, the dr'earrler? Descartes does not 

address this problem. In saying that even if this (waking life) is a 

dreaL'fl I cannot doubt that I aL'fl, Descartes is referring to the "III 

that exists even within deception, not to what we call dreaL'fls. There 

are also T-Isychological cases such as split personalit~, where we find 

two or More possible cogitos! 

What fJJe rrtUs t now consi del'" is the cogi t.o as I anguage event. As 

Descartes writes: III aM, I exist, is necessarily true every tirile that 

I }) r on Dun c e ito I' can c e i ve i tin rrly l'ili n d • " (MED • I I P. 8 Z) Th i 5 

pronouncing seel'ils all-iMportant, for it is difficult to see how 
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conception can be achieved outside this pronunciation. 112 Descartes 

does not. cotTle back t.o pronunciation other than to say: 

III aft), I exist - that is certain; but for how long do I 
exi st? For as long as I think; for it rrJi ght perhaps 
happen, if I totally ceased thinking, that I would at 
the saffle tirrte corrl}:detely cease to be. (HED.II p.84) 

This statefllent should ref-lind us of Helen Keller"'s observation, and 

point to the fact that toJe can tak,e Descartes' statetTlent tTlore 

1 i terall y than he }Jerhaps intended. Descartes ~ cogi tans s ti 11 

harbours traits frot'!) scholastic ontology, especially unity and 

indestructibility_ 

But who or what is the IIIII? Is it solely an impersonal 

transcendental ego, or is it the person we call Descartes? In the 

text we clear 1 y have a sense of both c(leanings though they ar'e noi. 

explicitly separated. One of the 'egos' clearly has a history, and 

Descartes in fact offers an autobiographical account of hirrtself in 

the opening sections of the Discourse on Method. Here the I is not 

the hI oodl ess and anonycitous ep i sterni cally foundati onal E.ubj ect, and 

is this I not found throughout the Hedi tations as the subject who 

actually enquires after itself, the narrator? It is this latter I -

let us call it llDescartes ll 
- whose history leads itself to pose the 

queE. t i on of c e rta in ty ina f i gh 1. against skep 1.i c i St'f'1. It is Descartes 

t\Jho has perceived, doubted, and dreaffled, and it is he therefore who 

efflbodi es the context wi thin whi ch radi cal doubt rtlay ari se. The I of 

the cogito is located ontologically outside the narrative of 

Descartes' syst.erlfati c tTledi tati ons and 'get is tetTlporally a }:'roduct of 
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it, parasitic on it. As Merleau-Ponty rerr.arks: liThe question is how 

subjectivity can be both dependent yet irrerr.ovable."113 

As in the case of Kant, the Cartesian "I think" is a 

rllanifestation of the spontaneity of the transcendental ego, the sheer 

rr.ineness (and hence unity) of experience. But this I is as efflpty as 

the bare for/.'l1 of tecllporal i ty. It. is only, and here we refer back to 

Huss€!'rl, in the lIunity of a historyll that individual l)ersons are 

t'Ilanifest, and it is here that the Discourse on Method begins; cogitos 

corrl€!' 1 ateI'. An irr.port.ant questi on to ask concerns the ex:p 1 anatory 

value of the I disclosed in the cogito. Can the unity or synthesizing 

powers it exerr.plifies be derrlonstrated? Is it in fact anything [rlore 

than a mode of address? What does the 11111 refer to, what does it 

designate? 

The cogi to can be sai d to be to the extent that I pronounce 

it, but it is more than this, for I [flay be just blindly repeating 

Descartes' })hreu:-e. The I tTJust becDrlfe rr.~ 1,114 it rrrust be indubitable 

in rr.y own intuition, my own experience. The cogito must be the 

ex:pressi on of [fly own being, a re-enactrr.ent. of the ontol ogi cal rrlorrlent 

of sel f-certainty. As t-1erleau-Pont-y has wri tten: liThe cogi to at {J,Jhich 

we arrive by reading Descartes is ... a spoken cogito, put into words 

and understood in words .... "IIS. "I" is not before the words, just as 

I never di seaver- [(lyse 1 f at the ori gin of the words I say. The cogi to 

l.'Ilust be spoken, for it is only in the spontaneous upsurge of language 

and expr'ession that I find rrlysel f ,11E- I then acquiesce to the logic 

of the expression, think coyself into being as it were. I beco[l)e the 
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"I II spoken of. But thi s II I II is nothing L'Ilore than an index of the 

person who speaks it, qua speaker: the speaking being. 

The self-referentiality of the 11111, as has already been 

sll.ggested, 1 i es not in a pre 1 ingui sti c or transcendental subj ect but 

in the auto-affection of speaking-hearing. This phenot'llenon is 

certainl~ a relation of 'oneself" to 'oneself'-, but, unlike the 

relation touching-touched, language also designates the being of this 

relation by the personal pronoun. One does not siro:ply hear, one also 

narfles oneself with the universal subject "I", Again, the reification 

of this universal subject seerrts to rrte an adequate explanation of the 

prahl efflati c transcendental ego, and, as I prev i ousl y stressed, thi s 

ari ses frotYl a forgetfulness of the consti tuti ve power of speak ing; 

on e bel i eves th a t say in g II I " reI ate s b a c k t a s crt'} e th i n goth e I" th an a 

speak ing subj ect at the t'(lot'l'Jent of s1)e ak i ng. 117 The i terabi 1 i ty of the 

cogito, the ability we have continually to repeat or reactivate it, 

l"'edrdorce!:, our belief in the trans-ter(,por~d urdtyof the ego and 

creates the illusion of having a stable identity (a self) throughout 

the flux of E!rrtpirical differences. 
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(vi) The Seffliotic Subject 

It is tiffle to draw together the various threads of our 

previous sections into a fflodel of the hUfflan subject that respects its 

situatedness in language and signification. I shall call this subject 

the 'setTIiotic subject". I prefer the la'bel sertiiotic to any derivation 

frorti the word "language" since, while reMaining within the realffl of 

signification, its extension is broader. Though language is })erhaps 

the roost irflportant signifying system, it is clear, to take one 

exalYlple, that ar·t in its various nonlinguistic forlYls can also express 

the subject. 118 Man is a being of semiosis, a living body of gestures 

and articulations that exist in extensive inter-action with other 

acting bodies and the products of setTIiosis s})eech, t.exts, artworks, 

and tTleaningful action generally. The developtTIent of the subject will 

depend on a reflective grasp of, and habitual participation in, this 

network of soc i al cOtTltTIuni cati on and }:Iraxi s. The subj ect tTlust thus be 

situated within the structures that sustain it and must not be 

posited as transcendent to thetTI; it Must be ifflplicated in the 

production of such structures but not be taken as foundational. 

We have tri ed to show how the subj ect J in losing its autonotTIy, 

is both decentered and split; it COMes to itself across the divide 

defYlanded by expressi on and not in the it'l'ltTledi acy of se 1 f- intui ti on. 

While we have disparaged authorial intention we have nevertheless 

sought to retain the notion of intention, of vouloir dire, because it 
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establishes the speaking subject's essential 'wanting to be' 

regardless of the degree to which this is dete~ined before hand by 

one's habitus. Though structuraliStTl, for exatTIple, has gone a long way 

toward eradicating the causal efficacy of the subject by reducing it 

to a puppet of structural systeffls, it is clear that this ifflpersonal 

approach is of lirrdted applicability_ There is, as we saw earlier, a 

spontane i ty of the subj ect whi ch has to do wi th the way it gradually 

appropriates and refigures its social world. This is not to say, 

however, that the subject can be extracted frorrl this network of 

processes and significations and still retain an identity as subject, 

for this spontaneity ~e~ains one with the malleability of the social 

structures thertlse I ve s. Social structures undoubtedly deter~ine 

individual possibilities (as is the case for language and history, to 

which we are subjected); however, theS do so onl~ because, on the 

other side of the coin, the indb}idual has those possibilities o})en 

to it; these possibilities are what ground the notion of intention. 

In fact, a l'flOre favourable interpretation of structur-alism would be 

to see it not as cOOltTIitting one to the rejection of the subject (and 

subjectivity) but simply as refusing to separate the subject frotT! the 

social order, thereby rejecting the notion of a 'free' or autonoMous 

foundational subject. In talking only of structures, stucturalisffl 

will itTIply, therefore, subjects to which these pertain, for the two 

cannot, in the end, be separated. 119 Whether we turn to anthropology 

or linguistics it is obvious that 

probletTI to be dealt with is the 

subjects.1.20 

subjects are always itTIpliedj the 

function and place of these 
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This question of the efficacy and value of the subject ties 

directly into the question of authorship (and ultimately into 

authority). It is fairly common, especially in literary circles, to 

hear 0 f th e II de a th 0 f th e au th 0 r ": th e not i on th a t on e sh ou I d ex arll i n e 

texts on their own merit rather than viewing them as mirrors of a 

constituting consciousness. The same argutrlent would hold for speech. 

There is much that we can agree with in this stance but it will be 

useful to consider exactly where this position leaves us with regard 

to the speaking subject. I shall refer to both Roland Barthes and 

Michel Foucault on this issue. 

Writing, says Barthes, "can no longer designate an operation 

of recording, notation, representation, 'depiction~ (as the Classics 

waul d say) II ,121 for the II scriptorll does not exi st outsi de the scene 

of writing. elM!, p.147) The author Must 'dje~ for the text to begin 

its own life, a life without final closure, tQithout a final signified 

content. The text's future 1 i es in the hands of its readers. But 

while the psycho-physical author (the person) is left behind, what we 

have called a subject of speech remains: 

Linguistically, the author is never more than the 
instance writing, just as I is nothing more than the 
instance saying I: language knows a 'subject', not a 
'person~, and this subject, empty outside the 
enunciation which defines it, suffices to make the 
language 'hold together', suffices, that is to say, to 
exhaust it. (INT, p.14S) 

Parallel to the way Barthes moves from author to scriptor, 

here we must note a move from the speaking subject to the linguistic 

subject. Just as it may seeM banal or even tautological to talk only 
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of a s c rip tor i n th e can t ex t 0 f wr i tin g, so ita Iso a p pea 1" s 0 bv i ous 

that in a purely linguistic context we can onl~ talk of subjects of 

enunc i ati ons and not flesh and hlood persons; in a text there are 

onl~ signified subjects, subjects of speech. This situation need not, 

however, deny the real i ty of authors or persons insofar as it 

restricts its clai~ to the linguistic. 

Barthes·' I inguistic "l" is nothing other than the subject of 

speech we isolated in Benveniste; an "I" that is usually taken to 

denote a speaking subj ect. Barthes·w point is that the "I II of a 

literary text, be it a character or narrator, cannot be innocently 

ascribed to a 'real author' (a phrase I shall use for the flesh and 

blood author). The real author is left behind once the text goes 

public. However, the causal efficacy of this author is attested to in 

Barthes" remark: "His onl~ })Q{4er is to ~ix I).Jritings., to counter the 

ones wi th the others •... II (IMT , P .146) The author is thus a 

confluence of intertextualit~. He cannot escape linguisticality and 

intertextuality even on the expressive plane: 

Did he wish to express hi~self, he ought at least to 
kn ow th a t th e inn e r 'th i n g .r he th ink s to' t r an s 1 ate .' i s 
itself only a ready-for~ed dictionary, its words only 
explainable through other words, and so on 
indefinitely .•.• (IMT, P .146) 

Thus, beneath the wri tten (and spoken) words there are only 

~ore words, words that are the life of the author, words that even 

rep I ace hi s "passi ons, hUl'f'Iours, fee lings, irnpressi ons ". BartIles 

writes: "Succeeding the Author, the scriptor no longer bears within 

hit-I) the passions, hurrrours, feel ings, irr'pressions, but rather this 
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i~ense dictionar~ from which he draws a writing that can know no 

halt: life never does more than imitate the book •... " (INT, p.147) 

Th i s re j e c t i on 0 f au tll 0 ria lin t en t i on a s be in g any th in goth e r th an a 

potential expression is something we should now be fa~iliar with. The 

real author has no access to thoughts other than those he hirrrsel f 

expresses, in language or otherwise. We have seen that even passions 

and feelings are largely inseparable from interpretation and that the 

so-called 'neutral' impressions of perception are themselves framed 

by a certain worldview (or conceptual fra~ework) which cuts out and 

defines elements in the perceptual field. Emotions and passions are 

best seen as a motivation or impetus for ex})ression and action within 

the s~rrrbolic and cultural spheres. 122 The de'Je I opL'llent of our 

expressive capacit~ goes hand in hand with the broadening of 

affective experience. It is in this respect that life can be viewed 

as imitating literature (or some other signifying rrrediurrr, such as, 

song or filrrr), for literature provides us with a rich vocabular~ for 

articulating, and thus interpreting, experience in ways previously 

unsuspected. 

However, whereas language rrray only 'know' a subject, the 

reader to whom the text is destined also knows persons (the embodied 

speaking subject). The body is, as we saw earlier, both the site of 

narration and the site of ascription or predication for 

utterances. 123 This ascription is clear for face to face dialogue, 

but it also pertains 

utterances to be 

to literature; one 

the product of 

spatio-temporally located human body 

generally assumes fictional 

a (fictional) speaking 

( exempting sot'l'le science 
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fiction). To put this another way, we know that texts i~ply authors-

authors that are usually naMed at the beginning of the text. It is to 

this n~ed or supposed author that the text is attributed, and with 

this attribution goes a degree of responsibility for that text. This 

is not to deny, however, that the author is in turn defined in and 

through the text. I woul d al so not want to deny that a psychol ogi cal 

reading can yield insights into the character or personality of the 

real author, though the proof of such c I airlls waul d presuMabl y have to 

be corroborated by s~ething other than the text itself if the text 

is not to fool us into Misguided aSSUMptions. 

Barthes, s~ewhat boldly, explicitly separates the authorial 

function of texts frmo that of the persons who wr-ite theM. Even his 

autobiography, Roland Barthes, is prefaced by the stateMent: "It ~ust 

be consi dered as if spoken b-g 3. character- in '3. nove 1 . It 124 Whi 1 e 

accepting the general fra~ework of this separation of author/writer, 

I never·theless wish to propose a closer link between the two 

categories, for the hut'flan subject is a serniotic subject that rllust 

beCOMe its own author in order to define itself. As Foucault has said 

in "r..Jhat is an Author": 

... the subject should not 
should be reconsidered, not 
originating subject, but to 
intervention in discourse, 
dependencies. 12S 

be entirely abandoned. It 
to restore the theMe of an 
se i ze its £uncti ons, its 

and its syste~s of 

The path we have been pursuing throughout this thesis is one 

that describes just these dependencies of the subject on language and 

discourse. We can only definitively separate the subject frOM 
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discourse at the expense of that subject, for the subject is an 

i~plicate of its discourse. Foucault~s refflark points to a needed 

reh a b iIi tat i on 0 f th i s su b j e c tin to th ere a 1 rrl 0 f sign i f i cat i on 

(literary or otherwise). The "author function", as Foucault says, is 

one of the forl'fls in which t.he subject is t'tIanifest, though not 

necessarily in a one to one relation. 126 Texts, like speeches and 

even casual discussions, have social conditions and expectations 

attached to therll. Each t'tIode of signification l:Y'Iay have its particular 

restraints and freedol'fls. Each t'tIay set up a different subject as its 

il'flplied origin. (Consider, for exat'tlple, the difference between a 

poet'tl, a scienti fic l'fIanual, and a charter of r·ights.) Even frorll the 

point of view of the speaker, there are di f ferent personae, di f ferent 

roles to be assurIled in these different discourses. 

Is there a central, organizing "I" behind these various roles? 

Only if we should choose to believe so; if we believe that the "true 

rile", for exarrtple, appears only under such and such a condi tion. 

Later, of course, we t'tIay come to see the folly of this belief, or 

revise it. Either way, it is not that we behave contradictorily in 

our lives, for this is still to postUlate a subject at the center of 

things that is enduring and is abl e to contradi ct i tse 1 f ; it is 

rather the case that social realit~ det'tlands, during our life (even 

during a single day), that we be di fferent, diverse. As Bartltes 

rerQarks: 

This is why, when we speak today of a divided subject 
..• it is a diffraction which is intended, a dispersion 
of energy in whi ch there retTIains ne i ther a central core 
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di spersed. 127 
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Even the body can be seen as plural, di sper-sed arflong a repertoi re of 

roles such as the sensual, digestive, athletic, sick, e~otive, 

~imetic, gestural, and so on. 128 

Given this diversity, the possibility of unity for the subject 

can only arise: (a) through routine activity, and (b) through 

self-narration. In the first case, identity is a fflatter of 

repetition, of having a schedule that one repeats daily, weekly, 

etc •. Because this type of identity is largely unconscious, it will 

take something like sickness to bring our i~plicit dependence on it 

to the foreground. Our earlier discussion of habitus has much to do 

wi th thi s form of i denti ty. The second o})ti on, se 1 f-narrati on, is the 

properly conscious for~ of hu~an identity. Only here is the i~plicit 

order (or disorder) and structure of our lives taken up into 

conscious understanding. It is also in narration that we seek to tie 

together the ~ore disparate strands of our lives, of our history. 

I woul d 1 ike now to deve I op a ~ode I of the hurnan subj ect, the 

se~iotic subject, that respects Barthes' observations whi Ie 

fulfilling Foucault's demand for a resituated subject. This model, 

which was e~ployed in earlier sections of the thesis, is based on a 

tripartite division of the subject: 129 the speaking subject or 

~aterial agent of discourse; the subject of speech or purely 

linguistic subject of the discourse (designated by personal pronouns 

and other deictical indications); and the spoken subject or subject 

produced through or by the discourse as a result of its effect on a 
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reader (listener). Thus, for exarople, in the case of self-narration, 

of the past, the speaking subject is myself qua language user and 

repositor~ of i~ages (and hence conditioned and restricted b~ that 

language, by tradition, and b~ past experience). This narrative then 

sets up a subject of speech, the character signified by the pronoun 

"I" and involved in a certain narrated 1 i fe-si tuati on. ("Jhat then 

~akes this narrative personally historical or autobiographical is 

that I correlatively become the spoken subject of the narrative-

just as a spectator roight identify with some character in a pla~ or 

fi 1m. Of course this third stage fili ght be thwarted, the 

identification might not occur, or it occurs when the subject of 

speech is a fabrication or lie with no direct relation to one~s 

actual memories or prior narratives. 

A diagraN may help us see the relations between the three 

subjects more clearly. 

THE SEMIOTIC SUBJECT 

,--) SUBJECT OF SPEECH ---I 

I I I 
Expression I Participation 

I ~ I 
I I~plied Author{l} I 

SIGNIFICATION I I I 
I I I ----------------------------------------------------------

BOOY J I 
Ifflplied Author{Z} I 

~ 
SPEAKING SUBJECT {---Desire---- SPOKEN SUBJECT 

(State of Mind, Mood, Understanding) 
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The diagrarq shows t(.oJo prirrtary realrrts: signi fication and body. Through 

expression the speaking errtbodied subject enters the realrrt of 

signification. The utterance, if it is autobiographical, relates back 

to the errtbodied subject in two ways; by irrtplication and by 

partici})ation. The first generally occurs on the part of an addressee 

or receiver. If I write a letter to s~qeone, for exarrtple, I beco~e 

for the reader the irrtplied author{Z} of the correspondence. If the 

letter were anonyrrtous the exact site of ascription for the irrtplied 

author could be lacking; this would lead to irrtplied author{l}. A rrtore 

corrlrl)on acaderqic use of irrtplied author{l} is the literary one, where a 

text is said to set up an implied author that cannot be naively 

identified with the real author. We tend to attribute, in one way or 

another, alrrtost all texts to an irrtplied author. 130 

adopt the receiver standpoint to one's own utterances. 

One rqay even 

By par tic i pat i on I rrte an th e va r i ous f 0 rtfl s 0 f i den t i f i cat i on 

that the errtbodied subject has in relation to an utterance and its 

subject of speech. Very often the irrtrrtediacy of listening to speaking 

carries one in an unbroken and unreflective reciprocity forward into 

further arti cuI ati ons. Here there can be irrtrrtedi ate i denti f i cati on 

with the subject of speech. But such ir~ediacy can break down. When 

narrating one's past it is often the case that first atterrtpts are 

unsatisfactory; the recollections are seen as too sketchy or perhaps 

as fabrications; there is a rejection of the irrtplied subject <of 

speech) as being or representing oneself. This rejection of one's own 

narrative is, as we have seen, central to psychoanalysis. Another 

revealing exarrtple of participation occurs in acts of rage (or 
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drunkenness) where one"s etnotions cause one to say things that at the 

titne one positively identifies with, and which later see~ exorbitant 

and excessive. The act of participation can also, as it ooere, take us 

out of ourselves. In reading a novel or watching a fil~ a certain 

relinquishtnent of self 131 occurs that is necessary for us to 

participate in the values, characters, and action of the dratna. The 

sympathy we feel for a certain character, say, is a form of this 

part.icipation in narratives that are not of our own making. 132 

The spoken subject that parti c ipat.i on resul ts in is 

particularly evident in cinetna. Consider how we oft.en, on the visual 

level, identify with the camera"s perspective, especially if the shot 

is taken from approximately head height.. Again, consider how we can 

walk out of an adventure film feeling so~ewhat like the hero. In 

literar·y criticistTt this l1'Ianipulation of the viewing/reading subject 

is recognized as as art essential function of texts. Texts not only 

set up an implied author, but also an i~plied reader. In a text, the 

presenting of tnat.erial in a certain way tnay not only place restraints 

on the reader but can also set up certain expectations and biases in 

the reader. 133 

The etnbodied subject can be characterized in a general way, 

following Heidegger, as being in a certain state of ~ind with 

attendant l1'Ioods and degrees and tnodes of understanding. 134 These 

general characteristics are what provide the i~petus for expression, 

and they are what develop and change in acts of participation. 13S I 

have I abe I ed the re 1 ati on between the spoken subj ect and the speaking 

subject as desire, for this seems to capture the impetus that 
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changing states have for the subject. Earlier we had occasion to 

define subjectivity as being the possibility of expression; here we 

see, in t"flore detai 1, the dynatni cs of thi s rl'lore or I ess continuous 

state of the subject. 

For structuralisro (and Barthes in his earlier structural 

phase), seroiotics, and narrative theory (as applied to literature), 

it is the subject of speech that has been especially eMphasized. 

Indeed, it is here that the stories we tell of ourselves appear in 

public space, and hence where the linguistic subject is constituted. 

But rather than leave this subject of speech floating in linguistic 

space, which is the sense one gets frotTI Barthes, the above roodel 

atteropts to integrate the body back into 

as the positivist roaterial body of 

the equation; not of course 

science, but as the 

speaking-feeling e~bodied subject (the person). Earlier I talked of 

the body as both the site of narration (the speaking subject) and 

site Qf ascription (itnplied author{Z}) for the subject; it is here 

that our comtTIon-sense notions of ourselves as errtbodied subjects are 

satisfied. 

In conclusion, what the above tTIodel of the semiotic subject 

seeks to emphasize is the division of the subject into different 

tTlorrtents with no central and organizing core. Subjectivity is itself 

blind without Mediation through the realro of signification, but 

signification is not a neutral mirroring process. Subjectivity, as a 

forro of volouir dire (a wanting to say, to be, to do), is tnanifest as 

the speaking embodied subject who seeks to carryover into expression 

the itnplicit truth of itself (its il'f'lplicit history or story).136 This 
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expression is a creative adequation to what is onl~ scheMaticall~ 

given in a quasi-narrative forrrt. The "I" then exists in its 

corrtrrtunicable forrrt as the subject of speech. Already there is a split 

between the speaking subject (what Rorrtan Jakobson called the 'subject 

of the enunciation~) and the subject of speech (the 'subject of the 

enounced').lS7 In self-narration the final stage of the serrtiotic 

subject is identification with and appropriation of this linguistic 

subj ect through the reading/listening process. A sp 1 it or 

non-coincidence in the subject is also apparent in the interpretive 

nature of thi s parti c ipati on. One tllay not accept the eXl)ressi on as an 

adequate representative of oneself; this rrtay cause the cycle to 

continue again. This cycle of ever new signification and 

app rop r i at ion is, 0 f course, none othe I" than the dynarrd c f raroewor k 

within which personal developrrtent takes place. ISS Again, as Charles 

Ta~lor' says: 

[Han] cannot be understood sirrtply as an object aMong 
objects, for his life incorporates an interpretation, an 
eXIH'essi on of what cannot exi st unexpressed, because the 
self that is to be interpreted is essentially that of a 
be iug who se 1 f- interprets. 139 



C~CLUSI~ 

It is no longer possible to think in our day other than 
i n th e v 0 i dIe f t b'9 t'fl an's dis app e a ran c e. F a I' th i s va i d 
does not create a defi~iency; it does not constitute a 
lacuna that ooust be filled. It is nothing roore, and 
nothing less, than the unfolding of a space in which it 
is once more possible to think. 
-- Michel Foucault1 

What we have sought to acc~pl ish here is to [/love behind ther 

scenes of the huooan drat'fla in order to discover how such role pla~ing 

is enacted, for if one thing is to be concluded frooo this study it is 

that roan develops (and inherits) the identity of a character in the 

gradually unfolding narrative that is lived tiroe. But we need not act 

our parts with blind necessity, for the script is not entirely 

prewr-i tten, on 1 y cer-tain backdrops are preset. As in a f i rst-per-son 

narrati on, fAie interrupt the ongoing dral'tla wi th consc i ous 

retr-ospective assessrrlents and refigurations; we are not cOl'f'l})letely 

engulfed in our roles. 2 It is as such a narrator that we l'tlake sense 

of our lives, delineate the character(s) that we are and have been. 

But, as should not~ be clear, such seeming self-reflectivity is not 

that of a pregi ven se 1 f simp 1y musing over its past and future; 

narration is not a gratuitous act as far as the self is concerned. 

Self-narration, we have argued, is what first raises our teroporal 

existence out of the closets of t'flet'florial traces and routine and 

untheroatic activity, constituting thereby a self as its it'flplied 

174 
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subject. The self is, then, the i~plied subject of a narrated 

hi stor~. Stated another wa~, in order to be we frtUSt be II sOfrtething 

or sOft'!eone, and thi s someone that we take ourse I ve s to be is the 

character delineated in our personal narratives. 3 

The unit~ of the subject, where such a unit~ exists, is 

exhibited as an identit~ in difference, which is all a te~poral 

character can be. In his important texts on the literar~ work of art, 

RotTIan Ingarden speaks of what he calls the "idea" of the work - that 

~ore or less comprehensive unit~ we carr~ awa~ with us when our 

reading has ft'!ade us sufficientl~ fart'!iliar with the text. 4 It is this 

"idea" which allows us to classify the work, as a whole, as of a 

certain type and as gravitating around a certain problerrt(3i.tic and 

certain values. I think that this notion of "idea" applies fairl~ 

well to the lives of persons, for no matter how diverse a life fIla~ be 

there tends alwa~s to exist, upon reflection, that I'unity of a 

Geschi chte" of whi ch Husser 1 spoke in hi s Cartesi an tiedi tati ons. 

Te~poral existence is such that prior chapters of our life infor~ and 

determine, to a greater or lesser degree, later ones. Not that this 

lIidea" full~ deterrilines the closure of a life, for we well know that 

a text has rttany possible endings, man~ changes of fortune. We are not 

dealing here with a metaphysical predestination, but rather with a 

transte~poral kernel of meaning, or st~le, which satisfies what 

appears to be our inherent need for understanding, coherence, and 

unit~. As with a novel, this identit~ need never be settled a~nd 

final, for the prenarrative out of which it arises need never have a 

definitive interpretation. S 
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This "idea" (or identit~) has the attraction of answering to 

the perennial question we ask of our own identit~, our own realit~, 

and its power over us results in the sedimenting of our identity into 

a relativel~ unchanging self-conception. However, what see~s truly 

unchanging is not so ~uch our identit~, for we often do not notice 

the significant changes ti~e effects, but rather the need for such an 

identity, which is perhaps also our desire to be. Psychologists have 

long attested to the fact that the ~ental health and sanity of the 

individual requires sOfflething more than ~ere being and the satisfying 

of prirnary bodily needs, for beyond these is required the sense of 

being as sorQeone that we rllentioned above. 

I have argued that behind the scenes we do not find so~e for~ 

of transcendental ego serving as stage director, but rather a certain 

forffl of activity whereby selves make their appearance as characters; 

this activity is language usage, particularly the emploYfflent of 

personal pronouns and narrative structures. The self is thus not a 

prelinguistic given to whoffl language is just a tool, but is an 

implicate of language. Again, language is not the instrument of an 

, inner se If" (to wh i ch we rrli ght grant autonomy, fre e -00 iII, and the 

like) but is one of the body"s acquired habitualities that becomes as 

spontaneous and ordered as, say, perceiving. However, language usage, 

unlike breathing or walking, is a hi ghly social phenomenon, 

undergirding as it does the whole cultural sphere. 

It is in this 'intersubjective" 

say with Merleau-Ponty 'intercorporeal" 

though perhaps one should 

social realm that language 

functions. Speech arises not out of a particular ego"s intention to 
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speak, but is called forth by a social situation, l'Ouch as l'Oany other 

of our social acts are. Speech is sil'Oilarly not prefigured in an 

interiority and then sent forth like the "winged words II of HOl'Oer, for 

even in interi or (flonologue it is not /1111 who speak (except in a 

retrospective and derivative sense). When we are in the heat of 

conversation it is particularly evident that what /1111 say is not at 

all prefigured in consciousness but is a spontaneous and bodily 

response to the speech si tuati on. As Mer I eau-Ponty wri tes: liNe i ther 

the word nor the l'Oeaning of the word is in fact constituted by 

consciousness. liE. Speech, which should not be seen 

essentially different frol'O other bodily acts, 

in this respect as 

should thus be 

understood in its overall gestalt; which l'Oay or l'Oay not include what 

we call "consc i ous intenti ansI! .7 

What obscures the above view is a persistent tendenc~ to 

derrtaterialize language,s to find in it a "spiritual essence" that 

roust be present at its inception. As was previously noted, one 

cOflllOonly insists on an "IH that speaks and on a rqeaning for which 

language is rrterely the vehicle. Such a position generates t'l\any of the 

problems that have plagued both philosophy of language and philosophy 

of rtlind for centuries. The pronoun "1/1, we have argued, sil'Oply does 

not have the independent referential 'object' often attributed to it, 

be thi s soul J ffrind, or se 1 f. "111, as Benveni ste has sai d, desi gna tes 

the speaker of the utterance containing "I"; it designates what we 

have called the site of narration, and in the last resort, the 

person. We defined person as the result of ascribing selfhood (in an 

act of predication) to the site of narration, the body. The per-son is 
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thus, though this is not an exhaustive definition, an e~bodied-self. 

The body fllUSt be seen as the enduring locus to whi ch a I i fe-hi story 

accrues, and hence to which the character of that history is 

indissoluably associated. 

The body thereb~ becomes what we call a 1 ived-body, not just 

an animate organism. This body is in a sense ~J is alive with me, 

both because it is the site of ascription for selfhood and because it 

is a serfliotic body that through its gestures enables and tTtaintains 

tll e soc i a 1 re a 1 fll with in wh i c h th e " I II ( an d "y ou ") fun c t i on • Ou r 

earlier investigations prOMpt us to claim that with a diminution in 

the semiotic potentiality of the body there will be a correlative 

diminution in what is called self-consciousness or self-presence. 9 

The "I", in other words, requires for its existence the very saying 

of "I" that is predeterMined by }3art.icipation in the socio-linguistic 

network, but this is not the blind saying of a machine, a tape 

recorder say, it is rather a say ing where in thi s .. I II becomes themati c 

in further narrative acts; becomes, as it were, an object to 

itself.lO Speech, as Her1eau-Ponty insists, Rbrings about that 

concordance between ffle and myse 1 f , and between rnysel f and 

others .... "ll The "I" appears to break with the body when the 

dependence of speech on the body (especially on the phonetic) is 

overlooked and the 11111 takes on independent referential status - seen 

especially in the form of III act. R This fo~ulation sets up, for 

example, the motivating subject that we have already criticized. Such 

a subj ec tis no l'fIore necessary than is a I. p I ant- sou 1 " requ i red in 

order that it turn towards the light. 
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The II I", the se If, is an effect of 1 anguage, and the status 

and meaning of the se I f wi II thus de})end on the parti cuI ar "I anguage 

garl)e" in which it is invoked and in which it comes into pla~. But 

tlli s does not rflake the se 1 f superf 1 uous, it only probl eroati zes it. 

Who or what the self (and ultimatel~ the person) can be is a result 

of the semiotic and discursive practices within which the speaking 

subject functions. The place of the subject just one centur~ ago 

differs considerably from that of man in the modern industrial and 

technological era. To take one exarople: In the field of artificial 

intelligence it is no longer just a matter of ~apping cOfflputational 

models onto thought and brain characteristics, what we are seeing is 

a situation in which the very language of computer modelling is 

gradually replacing the other ways of speaking about fflind. Orwell's 

insi ghts, in 1984, concerning 1 anguage and thought are not just 

possibilities, they have in effect been with us all along. 

Freedorfl and autonomy are, on thi s view, not elements of a 

pregiven "hufflan essence" (as they were, say, for Kant); they are 

instead ffleasures of the prevailing socia-linguistic systeM and its 

cuStoMS. Freedom relates to the possibilities for self-definition and 

expr"ession allowed the individual within the system. Similarly, 

creativity is not so ffluch the exercising of "freedOlfl" as it is the 

exercising of the possibilities inherent to signifying networks. 

Because signifiers function in differental relations and not solely 

by a systeffl of prefigured Meanings, it 

and often revealing significances 

is possible to generate new 

by trap ic transfOrMations 

(ffletaphor, metonymy, and so on). A repressive society is one where 
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tlli s expressi ve potenti al is consi stently restri cted or treated as 

renegade and anti-social. What lies behind social norrtls and values is 

very often an iroage of rtlan that appeal s to a fixed essence, one in 

light of which individuals can be classified as either degenerate or 

healthy, sane or insane, sinful or virtuous. Foucault's historical 

stud~ of rtladness,12 for exartlple, seeks to show 

sirtlply and not always a physical or rtledical 

changing category (or definition) operative 

how rtladness is not 

U di sorder", but is a 

within a certain 

socio-political systertl and which serves that syste~ by ~aking 

outsiders of those that threaten its II rational U order and power 

structure. 

* * * 

The present study has not sought exp 1 i c i il Y to exafrline and 

criticize the actual content of our self-definitions, though we have 

pointed to a few irtlplications. We have, instead, restricted ourselves 

to a prirtlarily descriptive exar(lination of the frarl}ework within which 

such de f ini ti ons ari se, that is, the 1 anguage of se I f-narrati on. 

FrOM what has been sOrtlething of a survey of conterr.porary, 

particularly European, thought regarding the scope and function of 

narrative language to the status of the hUfflan subject, we can draw a 

few broad conclusions. Of first ifrlportance is the situating of the 

subject within the play of language and social structures. This ~ove 

has the function of displacing the subject fr~ center stage, even to 

the point of err.phasizing certain discontinuities in the subject··s 

ideni,~i::y. While the subject is viewed frofl} the perspective of the 
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history in which it is itrlplicated~ working out the subject's histor'S 

is an interpre"t.ive enterprise that can no longer be seen as free frotrt 

ideological and psychological distortions. The hUMan subject is a 

self-interpreting aniMal that, via narration, is of neccessit9 prey 

to its otlJn II f i c t i on s 11 • 

ConteMporary trends also reveal a fflarked rejection of 

Metaphysical thinking. AutonoMY, freedOtrl, and identity, for exatrlple, 

are not pregiven but trlust be redefined within the context of the 

person's appearance within the socio-linguistic arena. We have not 

said Much about religious presuppositions concerning the essence of 

Man, but it shoul d be c I eal."' that, frOM a postrrtodern perspective, 

re 1 i gi on is d. setTIi ot i c systerrl that presufne s to arti cu 1 ate that wh i ch 

is beyond 

faith or 

language and even beyond the given; here one Must have 

a particular belief in the possibility of transcendental 

signifieds. There is a tendency in conteMporar9 thought, deriving 

frOM structuralisffl, to treat all such speculative, Metaphysical, and 

utopian thought reductively in terMS of the social Matrix out of 

which it arises; this acts as a deMystifying, if not deconstructive, 

enterprise. However, what balances this latter tendency is a 

pragtTIatic strain that, in effect, gives countenance to what works for 

furthering hurrtan corfltlluni ty and personal enri chl'flent. 

In taking away eMphasis frOM the self as the inner core or 

'substance' of personhood, one need not, therefore, conclude that the 

hUtTIan subject is just an epheMera of little significance. The 

constitution of persons through acts of predication reMains perhaps 

the trlost hUMan of acts, one that is central to our western thinking 
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and general worldview. The status of the subject is not necessarily 

demeaned because it is now seen as the product of a creative act 

rather than as a pregiven entity to be recognized and respected. 
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writer has said: "The capacity for language, for talking, acco~panies 
a capacity to care about whether anyone talks to you; autistic 
children don.rt care." (Vicki Hearn, Adarl'l's Task: Galling Anitllals B'J 
NalYle. New York: Alfred Knopf, 1986, p.251.) Such children seel'l'l to 
live in a world where reliance on others occurs only for their 
t'flaterial and bodi ly needs. Much of the tirrle auti5.tic chi ldren are 
qu i te hap}) i 1 Y absorbed in sensory phenOl'llena. Lac k of language 1 eave s 
t.hese children at what rrdght be called an '\anit'fJal' level, a level 
that lacks the social and cultural di~ensions of the language user. 
Whereas we ~a'Y atte~pt to integrate them into our world, there is 
little or no reciprocity on the part of autistic children. Even to 
think of an autistic person as ha'Jing a world sirrdlar to the language 
use r" sis be g gin g th e qu est i on • Langu age not on 1 ~ op era te s on th e 
perceptually given, imbuing it with a lfleaning it would otherwise 
lack, but also goes a long way to constituting what we mean b~ being 
a self, a })erson. As Hearn writes: ""Wh-g learn language?' is 
identical to the question "Why be hUl'fIan (what we mean by hUl'llan) at 
all?" In rrtost cases, our humanity is ip place before we can ask the 
question, because rrtost of us learn language so quickly and easily 
that we are already in and of t.he f.,roblel'l'l; aut.isrrl is not an problet'fl." 
(p.252).·The exaMple of autistic children is a good illustration of 
what Benveni st.e is eXf.1ressing in hi s di stincti on between the 
sensorY-l'fIotor and the representative functions. 

5. C f. Hu sse r 1: n Every 1.1'1 i 11 g has its n at1l e, 0 r i s n al'fle a b lei n th e 
broadest sense, i.e., linguistically expressible. 1f (In Jacques 
Derrida, Edlflund Husserl"s Origin of GeOl'l'letr'J: An Introduct.ion, trans, 
John Leavey. New York: Nicolas Hayes, Ltd., 1978, p.16Z.) 



6. E. Benveniste also adds: "We can 
separat~d frorfJ 1 anguage and we sha 11 never 
(Proble~s, p.224.) 

7. See Benveniste, Proble~s, ch.21. 
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never get back to ~an 
see hi~ inventing it." 

8~ S. Beckett, Tlte Unnafliable (In Three Novels By Sal'l1uel 
Beckett, New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1965.). 

9. C. Schrag, Cot'lit'liunicative Practi~e and the Space of 
Subjectiv~ (Bloo~ington: Indiana University Press, 1986.), p.1Z4. 

10. See Schrag, i bi d. , for a u?e ful interpretati on of tlli s 
quotation froM Benveniste~ pp.12Zff. 

11. H. Keller, The World I Live In (New York: The Century Co., 
1908), p.ll? 

12. Ibid., p.113. 

1 3. I bid., p. 1 60 . 

1 4. On e i li'tP I i cat i on 0 f ou r a c c oun t 0 f th e sub j e c tis 1.11 a t 
personhood is dependent on expressi on, l'flore parti cui ar 1'Y on the 
pre d i cat i on of th e i rr.:p 1 i e d su b j e c -t. of u t 1. e ran c est 0 th e sit e 0 f th e i r 
production (the t'liaterial body). The person is, as we have said, an 
eL'(lbodied subject. This position it'tl}:dies that Flre-verba.l children and 
certain individuals with serious language disorders, such as Helen 
Re 11 er, are not, stri ctl y speaking, persons. I think thi sis correct, 
e 5 pee i all y i f we con sid e I' th e soc i all" e sp on sib iIi t'Y th a t a c ru est 0 

F,ersons. However, this does not L'i'tean such individuals are therefore 
to be treated like aniMals and perhaps be disposed of as one rr.ight 
dispose of an anit'lial. Children are on their way to becoming persons, 
and thi s future must be respected. In the case of Ke 11 er' and lflany 
others like her, the possi bi 1 i ty for se 1 f-consc i ous ex})ressi on shaul d 
not be ruled out, even if this requires the learning of special sign 
1 anguages. At. the other extrerrle J pati ent.s that have lost -t.he i r t'fleans 
of expression (through brain da~age, seizure, etc.) t'liay indeed no 
] anger have an'9 se 1 f-awareness and very ] i ttl e possi bi 1 i ty of 
regaining it. In the latter case a certain retrosective respect for 
the person is understandabl e as we] 1 as recogni zing the }:Iossi bi 1 i ty 
of a reprieve of the disabilit'Y' 

15. In the case of arairrlal s, structure is generated through the 
exigencies of their lives; they ~ust behave in certain fixed and 
ordered }:Iatterns if the~ are to survive. In Reller"s case, one can 
imagine that such throughgoing purposes were lacking in her life. 

16. There 
Turing Test of 

are sortie interesting paral] e 1 s here to the faL'l'lous 
art if i c i al inte 11 i genee . See A.M. Turing II Cornpu ting 
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t1 a chi n e ryan d In tel 1 i g en c e ,II in H 0 f s tad t e r an d De nn e t t, Th e Min d " 5 I 
(New York: Bantaffl Books, 1982). 

17. J. Lacan, Ecrits, pp.86-87. 

18. War provides an interest.ing exarrlT-de of negation and 
alienation in their ethical ditllensions. As a Ctlorally responsible 
person one cannot ki 11 another subject, another person. The 'enerr,y'" 
l'tlU s t be 0 b j e c t i fie d, tllU S t not be a 11 owe d to sp e a k ; t11 e Y tllU S t be 
regarded under a category of thingness, or at least aE, "thel'flll. Only 
he who is il'lWloral, can annihilate without guilt what is clearly 
consti tuted as another person, as "you II. Th is latter si tuati on 
}H'OV i des a de f ini ti on of ev i I. Al i enati on is al ready on the tlJay to 
this condition. It is interesting to npte in this respect that the 
categol"'Y of the IIthird person" does not function I ike "I" and ·l.gouU, 
for it T-.asses outsi de the discourse to an 'obj ecti ve" re ference. As 
Benveni ste observes: II Certain 1 anguages shor,oJ that the 'thi I'd person" 
is indeed 1 i terally a 'non-person". /I (Frol'l'. "The Nature of Pronouns II 
in Probletlls of General Linguistics.) 

19. With regard to developfflents in artificial intelligence and 
androids: if you cannot tell the difference, then what difference is 
1.h ere? Ou I' a})}:.] i cat i on of tll e :p e rs on con c ep tis i n f act f a j I' 1 y 
fIe x i b 1 e , inc 1 u din g b a b i e s , to a 1 f 0 rr.l e din d i v i d u a 1 s , }) e op lew i t.h 
artificial li~bs, and such like. 

20. This process usually occurs with anitllals only if we first 
p.ersonl f~ their gestures, that is, see therrl as expre~,sive of a 
certain subjectivit~ and as analogous to our speech. 

21. W. Jat'fles, The Prine ip I es of PS'3cholog1.) (Cat1.br-i dge , 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1983), p.2a8. 

22. Ibid., T-1.323. Jaff,es fi'light also have said ilIacus" instead of 
"nucleusll. In love-fl'laking I see no reason why this locus t'Ilight not 
change. 

23. See Husserl, Logi cal Investi gati ons, Vol. one, 
Investigation I, trans. J.N. Findlay (New York: The HUt'fIanities Press, 
1970). 

24. The Bedeutung-Sinn di chotoo,'9 is more pronounced 
(New York: Collier Books, 1975), see §124. Bedeutung 
reserved f or I ingu i sti c or ideal ffleardng. 

25. E. HusserI, Logical Investigations, p.269. 

26. Ibid., p.269. 

in Ideas 
is there 

27. In Logical Investigations Husserl separates the 'content' 
or meaning, frot'll the 'object .. referred to. See p.290£. 
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28. See Husserl, Logical Investigations, p.327. 

29. J. Derrida, Margins of Philosophy, trans. Alan Bass 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), p.317. 

30. J. Derri da ~ S'peech and Ph en Ol'flen a , traIls. Dav i d All i son 
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1973), p.115. 

31. J. Derrida's "Signature, Event, Context" aims at these 
conclusions pril'tlari ly by considering the indeterfflinate nature of 
context, the si tuati on out of whi ch utterances are to be interpreted. 
This is not to deny l'ileaning itself, for linguistic or written signs 
rtJust be l'fIeaningful b~ de f ini ti on, onl'9 that an 'intended f1'Ieaning" 
cannot be univocally encoded in language. This is the basis of 
Derrida"s il'ftportant notion of "dissel'flination, II which he l'flaintains is 
different frol'O the l'Oore herl'fleneutic assul'ilption of polysel'Oia. The 
latter, according to Derrida, still has traces of an origin that a 
traditional herroeneutic investigation ail'fls to disclose or recover, 
while dissel'flination avoids such an origin. 

32. E. Husserl, Ideas, §124. See also Husserl"s liThe Origin of 
Geometry": "Thus l't'len as l'flen, fellow l't'len, world ... and, on the other 
hand, language, are inseparably intertooined ..•. " (In Derrida, Edl'flund 
Husser]-'s Origin of Geot'lletrq p.162.) 

33. E. HusserI, Ideas, §124. 

34. J. Derrida, Speech and Phenorflena, ]).85 footnote. 

35. E. Husserl, Logical Investigations, pp.Z79-80. 

36. See Derrida, Speech and Phenol'lJena, p.58. 

37. See HusserI, Logical Investigations, }L 275. 

38. See HusserI, Ideas, §124. 

39. This is very l'tluch like the way SOrfle of us 
ourselves. Because one thinks one rrrust know already, one 
actually attefflpt to express oneself fully to oneself; it 
superfluous. This is a wa~ of stating Husserl"s position. 

read to 
does not 

is deerrted 

40. See Derrida "Signature, Event, 
Philosophy), p.318. 

Context" (Margins of 

41. Al though I think there are nurrterous irrlportant phi] osophi cal 
ifflplications to this separation of ideality frOM ffleaning, it would 
take us too far awa-g frotYl our f.,rimar'9 tOJd e to pursue thel'fl here. 

42. This translation paradi~1 is one 
Gadal'fler" s not.i on of t.he 'fusi on of hori ZOTaS" , 

way of interpreting 
wh i eh a] wa.ys invol ves 
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the following irfIJ,ortant. clairfl: "one understands differently if one 
understands at all ll (Truth and Nethod. New York: Seabury Press, 
1975) ~ T-I. 264 . 

43. Cf. Merleau-Pont9: "The wonderful t.hing about language is 
th a tit }) rOfilO t e sit s own 0 b 1 i v i on: ffl'y eyes f 0 1 1 ow th eli n e s on th e 
l)aper, and frotTI the f{IDrl)ent. I arr. caught up in t.heir· rr.eaning, I lose 
sight of theflL ... Expr'ession fades out before what is eXliressed, and 
thi sis why its rrledi ating rol e fl la9 f.1ass unnoti ced ••.. 1\ (Phenoroenol o~ 
of Perception, t.rans. Colin Sfli1th. New Jer'sey: The HUl'I1anities Press, 
1978), 1).401. 

44. A. Lingis, IlSigns of 
XIII, No.1, 1984). Here Lingis 
Phenorrlena p. 76) . 

Consciousness ll 

is f91lowing 

45 • .J. Derri da, S})eech and PhenOt'Qena, p .19. 

(Substance 42, 
Derrida (Speech 

vo 1 
and 

46. CI. Derrida: IISpeech and the consciousness of speech - that 
is to say consciousness sil'l1ply as self-presence are the phenol'l1enon 
of an auto-af fecti on I ived as the suppressi on of "di f ferance". That. 
phenorqenon, that lived reduction of the Ol)acity of the signifier~ are 
the origin of what is called })r'esence. 1I (Of Grarrlfl'latolo~, trans. 
Gayatri Sp i vak. Bal titYlor'e: Johns Hopkins Uni 'lJersl ty Press, 1982 J 

P .166.) Presence is thus the overlooking or suppressi on of the 
flje d i at. i n g sign i fie r, or, ooh i chi s th e 5 arn e th i n g, th e e I' a sin g 0 f a 
PI' irrlord i al di f ferenc e or otherne ss. (Magri tte" s :pai nt.i ngs of ten poi nt. 
to this overlooking: Ceci n"est })as une })ipe, for exatYlple.) 'nlis 
se I f -:presence is thus fundarrlent.all y 0.1 i enat.ed, in rnuch the same way 
as a chi 1 d'- s i denti ty is gained in and through an other (e. g., the 
~other) o~ Narcissus discovers himself in a reflection. 

47. If ex})ression indeed creates being, then this desire is 
also the desire to be. 

48. One tid ght wi sh to add to t.he Cartesi an cogi t.o the fact that 
I not tYlerely afll but at'fl also "here'- and "now'-, thus giving an ini tial 
affirtrJation of being spat.io-tet'(lporally located. The further 
explanation of such relative locations, as Hegel stressed in the 
beginning of the PhenQtT.enol o~ J woul d sti 11 have to be de terrrri ned . 
The answer we have been pursuing lies in narrative e~plotroent. 

49. There are al so physi cal- bi 01 ogi cal answers, wh i ctl are not 
of direct interest here. 

50. See Merleau-Ponty, liThe Child"s Relations With Others", 
trans. Williartl Cobb (The Prirqac't) of Perce})t.ion, ed. Jartles Edie. 
Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1971), p.151. 

51. M. Merleau-Ponty, "The Child"s Relations with Others ll
, 

}).151. 
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52. See Lacan, Ecrits, "The Mirror Stage as ForMative of the 
Function of the 1.11 

53. The "real" is not what we tend to ~ean by 'reality', for 
this is priMarily a sy~bolic product. Lacan does allow the feMale 
subject a closer relationship to the real than the ~ale, with a 
res})ecti 1Je los:!:. of the syr(lbol ic. See Raja 5i }·vel .... r(lan, The Subject of 
Se~iotics (New York: Oxford University Press, 1883), p.186. 

54. J. Lacan, Ecrits, "The Function and Field of Speech and 
Language in Fsychoanalysisil, p.68. This position of Lacan~s was 
derived primBrily from Levi-Strauss' ideas on the pre-personal nature 
of symbolic social structures. 

55. This distinction is evidenced in the way Proust 
(re)captures himself in the textual identity of the character Harcel. 

56. See Laca.n, Ecrits., p.l. Also Merleau-Pont:g liThe (:hild~s 

Relations With Others", p.125. 

57. Ibid., p.Z. 

58. Ibid., }).3. 

59. I bid., I). 4. 

60. The s~ncretic stage is also continued, both in the 
experience of one's bodily unity and in certain fGr~s of s~mpathetic 
identification with others. 

61. I bid., }). 6. Th e i n flu e nee 0 f He gel on Lac an .. s d i ale c tic 0 f 
self and other cannot be overestimated here. 

62. M. Herleau-Ponty, "The Child"s Relations With Others", 
pp.118-119, written eleven years after Lacan"s address (to which he 
refer·s). 

63. A point we have especially learned from the later work of 
Heidegger. 

c!,4. P. Ricoeur', liThe Question of Pr'oof in Fr'eud"s 
Psychoanalytic Writings," (Hermeneutics and the Human Science:!:, 
ir·arts. ·.Jetlul ThorrJ}) son . NetIJ Yor·k: Car(lbr·j dge Urdversi t-y Pr'ess, 198:::), 
p.268. 

65. A. Schutz, The Phenomenology of the Social World, trans. G. 
Walsh and F. Lehnert (Bloomington, Indiana: Northwestern Universit~ 
Press, 1867). See especially Chapter 2. 
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66. A chronicle~ such as the Annals of Saint Gall (S@@ Hayd@n 
(,Jhite"s "The ~)alue of Narr·:ati\;it.~u iTI O:n N~'trr·at.ive.t @d. U.J.T. 
Mitchell. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981, p.7), tendE to 
list. a calenda.r· of event.s tha.t e:xhibit little: in the rAB.j of 
eril})}ot-mentj re})or-ts of the ~.'Jeather bejng ))laced OTt equal footing t,o.)it.h 
the death of a king. The chronicle, while selective, leaves one 
wondering about the historical iMport of the events recorded. 

67. The hermeneutic epistemological stance that we have 
OlJ.-U ined does. not, of cour'se, ))reclude our' r-eject-inE: interllr-eta.t-ion5. 
because of a straightforward ~isrepresentation of the ~facts·. 

In t e rl' r-eta t i on th 'd. t 2. j fflS 8. t t r·D. th rilu s t be §: i n f r mil d.n ad e qll d. t e §: r' a 5.}) 

of the spatial ~nd temvoral details of the course of events to be 
unde r's toDd ~ ffrlJ.ch d.~. t.ex tU.B.l i It i.e r-p r'E: ta t i on rrlUS t B.C C 01..1.:0 t f or' and be~:i n 
frOM what is actually given in the text. 

,"::,8. ·,Ju.lieo. Y.r15i:.12\,1a., liThe Sl)ea.king S'Jbject' (On Si£:n:=.~ edt 
Marshall BloDskS. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1985)~ p.Z17. 

t·S. Ibid., lLZ17. Cf. Heide€~~:er on anxiety in nl"Jhat. i£ 
Metaphysic5": "Anxiety robs us of speech. Because beings as a whole 
slip awa~, 50 that just the nothing crowds round, in the face of 
an:::.;1 e t. y cd 1 u. t t e :c' an c e (I f 1:.h e '. is" f cd 1 s s i 1 en t . II ( B a. £:.i c to.) r- i tin g s_ , e d • 
Da.\dd Kr-ell. Net'~ Yor}~: Har'per and F:m'J, 1977, }),lO~:) Anxiety~ for 
He :i de g g e r', s e"l.J e r s th e th rea d 5 0 f iIi t. e n t i on ~d i t Y th a. tal 1 mrJ U S C:l 

lived-thr'ough familiarit.y and COt"fll·lacency (/.Jit.h the (.\10rl0, in 50 dUlng 
it opens the possibility for resignifi~ation. However, Heidegge~3s 
inter'ests are ti'IOl"'e cd a:n ontolo€:ic'd.J. nat.u.re (concer-ning Dasein!:=· 
d.uthent.icit.y) than e::{})licitly })~:~choanalyt.ical. 

70. La.n€:uage used a.€:ainst t.r·adition is. c. t"flctjC(f' thet"iIE lIt 
Kristeva~s Revolution in Poetic Language, trans. Margaret Waller (New 
York: Columbia Universit.y Press, 1984). 

71. On the relation between displacement-condenEation and 
metonymy-metaphor~ see R. Coward and J. Ellis Langua~e afid 
Materialis~: Developments in SeffljoloS~ and the Theory of the Subject 
(Boston: Routledge and Y.eegan Paul, 1380), ch.6. 

72. See, for exa~ple, Freud~s "The Relation of the Poet to 
Da1j-Dr'eaming ll cd 1908, alE·o Christo})her' Ca.u.l d{.qe 1 1 Illusion B.nd 
Reality: A Study of the Sources of Poetry (New York: International 
Pu.blishers, 1977). Art. may have a spirit of playfulness 1hat is 
lacking in its psychological counterpart. 

73. J. Lacan, On Signs, uSign, Sy~bol, 

repr'essed, in thi~· case, i E· nothing ot.her t.han 
have called t.he prenarrative. 

I~aginary«, p.ZOS. The 
an example of what WE 
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74. J. Lacan J J'he Four Fundarrlen1:.al Conce})ts of PS'i~ho-Anal'isi s J 

trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1981), 
}). 20, 

75. See Freud, Introductor9 Lectures (Penguin Books, 1974), 
lecture 11. 

76. J. Lacan, g~r_it.s, :p.S8. 

77. A sifflilar process to that described here was seen, in an 
ear 1 i er cha})ter J to occur in re 1 ati on -t.o unex})ressed etTtoti on=-. 
Repression is the censoring of such etTtotions from conscious 
conceptual recogni ti on. 

78.~. Lacan, Ecrits, p.169. 

79. R. Schafer, Language and Insight (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1978), p.6. Cf. Lacan, Ecrits p.52: "What we teach 
the subject to recognize as his unconscious is his histor~ - that is 
to say, we help hiffl to perfect the present historization of the facts 
that have already deterrrdned a certain nurrlber of the historical 
'turning points' in his existence." Cf. Ricoeur (liThe Question of 
Proof in Freud's Psychoanalyti cal Wri tingsll , p. 273) : 
"Psychoanalytical reports are kinds of biographies and 
autobiographies whose literary history is a part of the long 
tradi tion emerging frOftl the epic tradi tion of the Greeks, the Cel ts 
and the GertTtans II. 

80. R. Schafer, Language and Insight, p.31. 

81. Ibid., y.,.31. 

82. O. Sac k s, Th e Man Wh 0 t1 i s to ok His Wi f e for a Hat: an d Otft e I' 
Clinical Tales (New York: Harper and Row, 1987). 

8'=' ..J, Ibid. }).111. 

84. Ibi d. p. 110. The parall e 1 wi th Schafer's posi ti on becomes 
evident fror ... the following quotation: "We have, each of us a 
I i fe-story, an inner narra-t.ive - whose continui ty $ whose sense, is 
our lives. It might be said that each of us constructs and lives, a 
'narrati ve ", and that thi s narrative is us, our i den-t.i ti es .... Each 
of us is a singul ar narrative, whi ch is construe ted, continual! y , 
unconsc i ousl '9 t by, through, and in us - through our })ercey.d.i ons, our 
feelings, our thoughts, our actions; and, not least, our discourse, 
our spoken narrations.... To be ourselves we rrlust hav~ ourselves
possess, if need be repossess, our life-stories" (Sacks, ibid., 
p}LI10-111) . 

85. Ibid. p.lli. 
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86. Cf. Ricoeur (liThe Question of Proof in Freud's 
Ps-ycho-anal-yti c lJri tingsll ~ J). 253): "But (AJhat is it to rerflerr,ber? It is 
not just to recall certain isolated events, but to beco~e capable of 
fortTting rrleaningful sequences and ordered connecti ons. In short, it is 
to be able to consti tute one··s own existence in the for~ of a story 
where a tTt€tTtory as such is only a fragtTtent of the story." 

87. I shall not consi der in any de tai I the })rec i se tvlode 1 sand 
rl)echanisrlls of fl)ind that Freud offer"ed in eXJ.danation of the })rocesses 
that we are considering in this section. Such fflodels and their 
terrrdnology have a sortlewhat inconsi stent hi story in Freud I s thought. 
The processes at our present level of discussion are not only well 
docufilented in fields other than psychoanal-ysis (especially other 
foI't'lls of })sychol ogi cal therapy and, literature), bu t are a 1 so 
a}) r-tl i cab 1 e to rttU c h 0 f ou revery d a:g 1 i v e s . 

88. See Donald Spence Narrative Truth and Historical Truth: 
~M~e~a~n~i~n~g~a=n~d~I~n~t~.e~r~~~J~r~e~t~a~t~i~o~n~i~n~~P~s~~~c~h~o~u~l=a~l~y;s~i~s (New York: W.W. Norton 
and Co., 1984), Chapter VI. 

89. The case hi story is not i tse I f one or 
stories, but rather })lots the developrilent of certain 
the analytic sessions. 

tTlore of these 
of therrr dur ing 

90. D. Spence, Narrative Truth and Historical Truth, p.288. 

91. I bid., p. 175. 

92. Ibi d., p. 31 . 

93. C.G. Jung~ Me~ories. Dreams, Reflections (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1965), trans. Richard and Clara Winston, p.3. 

94. Paul Ve~ne, Writing Histor~J trans. M. Moore-Rinvolucri 
(Middletown: Wesleyan Universit~ Press, 1984), pp.71-7Z. 

95. As B. Croce has said: "Where there is no narrative, there 
is no history." (Hayden White, liThe l;tuestion of Narrative in 
Contefrlporary Historical Theory II , Histor~ and Theory, #1, 1984, [.'.3.) 

96. H. White, liThe Question of NarrathJe ••• 1I p.2. As White says 
in Tropics of Discourse (Balti~ore: Johns Hopkins Universit~ Press, 
1985), p.92: "Historians ~ay not like to think of their works as 
transl ati ons of fact into f i cti ons; but thi sis one of the effects of 
the i 1" works. II 

97. Quoted by White, ibid., p.3, note 4. 

98. H. White, Tropics 
is interesting for it points 
level. If narrative style is 

of Discourse, ,.94. White's final claitvl 
to what I have called the prenarrative 
.. irlit'flanent in" the 1 anguage in t.lJhi cll T)Je 



describe events (prior to expicit historical 
efflplot~ent), and if we view language not si~p]y as 
disclosive of the world, then the world of hUtTlan 
in~ariabl~ appear in a narrative structure. 
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an a I '3 sis an d 
a tool but as 
actions will 

99. As Arthur Danto puts the ftlatteJ."': " ... since toJe })lainly have 
TIO access to the wor 1 d a})ar·t f rOtTI our (AJays 0 f th ink ing and i.a I king 
about it, we scarcely, even in restricting ourselves to thought and 
t.a]k~ can avoid sa;ling things about the toJor·ld." (Narration and 
Knowledge. New York: ColutTIbia University Press, 1985, p.xv) 

1 (10. R. Barth e s , II Th e Disc ou r s e 0 f H- i s to ry II in Th e Ru s i.l e 0 f 
Language, trans. R. Howard (New York: HIll and Wang, 1986), p.127. 

1 (I 1. R. Barthes, Irflage I Musi c \ Text, trans. Stephen Heath (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 1977), p}).123-24. See Hayden White's account of 
thi s passage, liThe Questi on of Narrative ... II }).14. 

102. P. Veyne, Writing Histor~, p.x. 

103. Cf. Veyne: "Then what are the fact.s worthy of rousing the 
interest of the historian? All depends on the })lot chosen; in itself, 
a fact is not interesting or uninteresting ... the fact is nothing 
without its plot." <Writing History, p.33.) 

104. Paul Ueyne does ~ake the claiffl that whereas literature, 
{.!Jhich is fictional, ftlUSt generat.e interest by developing exciting or 
aesthetically pleasing plots and characters, history need si~ply 

relate the 'truth·-, for in that an event actually happened (even 
though it ~a~ be boring) it carries an intrinsic interest value for 
the general reader. See Writing Histor~, p.l1. It ~ust be admitted 
that there is sOt'fte truth in t.hi s v i er,~, but that it wi 11 not stand 
wi thout certain prov i 50S. One caul d, as a hi stari cal exerc i 5e, see k 
to discover what Emerson generally had for lunch on weekends and the 
prec i se t't1anner of its prepar·ati on, or descri be in detai 1 what route 
he took on his t"fJorning walks. These would be historical 'facts", but 
they would hardly hold the average reader"s interest for long. Facts, 
as Veyne does go on to sa;l, are nothing wi thoUt the plot. wi thin whi ch 
they take on significance. Irrelevant details have therefore little 
interest even though the~ rllay be correct. A second }:.oint to be noted 
is that literature is not exactly devoid of t"fJirrletic character. Though 
fiction ~ight deal with j~aginary characters and plots, there is 
still a rrtirnetic relation operating that insists these fictional 
worlds be possible worlds, and as we know, the }:Iossible alwa~s stands 
in a di al ecti c wi tll the ac tua]. Fi c ti on is perhaps rr10re 'factual' 
than Ue'3ne is prepared to ad~it. 

105. Both GadaMer and Haber-Mas have rejected this clairrr of 
disinterestedness to be a profitable (and even possible) means of 
acquiring understanding and knowledge. 
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106. H, White, Tropics of Discourse, p.SS. 

107. F:. Desca.r·tes, Di scn'Jr'se on t1et.hod and Medi tat.i ons, t.ra.ns. 
L.J. Lafleur (New York: The Liberal Arts Press, 1860), p.5. FurUler 
references to this work will be added to the text. 

1 0 8 • R . Des c Cc. r- t f s· , i bid ., t1 e d i t Cc. t i on III, p,Sl. Further 
r~ferences to t.his work will be added to text. 

108. Also cotrl})ar-e HU.:::·=.er·l:"BetvJeen the ffleanin€:s of 
consciousness and reality yawns a veritable abyss." Ideas, §49. 

110. See E::..nt, Cr'1 tj que of Pur'e Reason, t.r-ans. Non'fjan Ket[:p 
St'tll th .:t~et.{; 'for'};: St.. t1ar·tin·' s· Press, 1965), }). 246. 

111. Husser] in fact sought to re~ain between, and therefore 
outsirfe~ the t(J.JO rr!etal)l".::Jsic2.1 ori"!:·ionE. c,f r-e~· cogit-a.ns B.nd ~ eyt.::::~s.3 
lY~ s t r' e s sin ~: ' i n ten t i on ~d i t Y", th ou gh not a 1 {4 a y s· tlJ i th s u c c e s s· • 
Phenomenologically speaking, perception, for example, is in essence 
nothing but a presentation to a subject, and there is no thing in 
itself except as a derived theoretical construct. 

112. I ha:.\1e al r'eady indi cated a.bove rri"~ :pr-obl efrlS (.0,11 th the 
conce})t IIrrdnd ll . 

113. M. Merleau-Pont~, Phenomenology of Perception, p.400. Cf. 
Dalia Judovitz: "Reading philosophy no longer suffices to become a 
})hilosopher: rather', one has to becoFie an episterilolo€:ist fi:C'st, for' 
the guarantee of certain knowledge takes precedence over historical 
}~nm/,iledE:e liself. t·1or·o1..J er·, this conception cd l)hilcrso]:rh"9 in }:ru.r·ely 
e})isterrlologica.l tert'rls excludes fr'ot"i! the dorflain of history that t'Jhich 
belong:s. to it~. m.l·Jn hi~.torlj as· B. ~:~S.tHil of thou.ght; it IH·ec}udes. the 
history of its own thought in order to found the evidence of its 
t ru. th . " ( II Au 1. 0 b i (I g r' a rl h i cal D i ~. c ou. r' s e d.n d C r' i tic alP r' ax i 5 i n 
Descartes II, p.1 00, in Phi losophy & Li terature, ',101 .5, 1981) . 
Montaigne, for example, works in the other direction; a reflection on 
historlj disclosing general and often contradictory characteristics of 
an a]wa~s situated subject. 

114. A~. Ben'Jeniste ha.s E.aid: IIEgo is he who sa~s ego. 1I 

115. M. Nerleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, p.40Z. 

116. Merleau-Ponty posits the existence of what he calls a 
IItacit cogitoll preceding the spoken one, but his for~ulation seeMS to 
undermine itself when he adMits that: liThe tacit cogito is a cogito 
onl'j {/Jhen it ha~. found e::q:rression for' itself. II (Phenorrlenolog'4 of 
Perception, p.404) This tacit cogito would appear to be parallel to 
what I have called subjectivity (one's sense of possible expression), 
which is perhaps synono~ous with our sense of 'existence'. 
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117. Many of the probl el'I1S surrounding t.hi s Sl)eaking subj ect I 
have a 1 ready invest. i gat.ed in ear] i e r sec tj ons. 

118. Cf. Piaget: "Language is certainly not the exclusive tneans 
of r'epresentati on [of acti on] . It is only one aSJ1eet of the very 
general function that Head has called the sytnbolic function. Il)refer 
to use t.he 1 ingui st.s" terrrl: the se-rrd Clti c functi on. . .. In addi ti on to 
language the semiotic function includes gestures, either 
idiosyncratic or, as is the case of the deaf and dumb language, 
systeMatized. It includes defered imitation .... It includes drawing, 
painting, ~odelling. It includes mental imagery .... Language is but 
one al'oong these l'oany aspects of the seroiotic function, even though it 
is in rrlost instances the rrlost irfl})ortant. 11 <,f,eneti c Epi sterflol ot'-l, 
trans. El eano!' Duckworth. New York: W.W: Norton, 1971, p. 45-46.) 

119. In The Raw and the Cooked (Trans. ....1. and D. We i ght-man. 
London: Cape, 1970) L~vi-Str·auss took the structures of the social 
worl d back, in J<anti an fashi on, to an archi teeture of the rrrind. Thi s 
forro of reduction leads to a transcendental isro which supports the 
synchronic or aterr"lporal analyses that L~vi-St.rauss prelerred, but 
this vier,IJ is })erhaps at odds with roany of his essential insights into 
th e syrrl b 01 i c an d its fun c t i on i n gin d iff e r en t i a Ire I at i on s . 

120. It no longer seetns correct to say that 'tnan' speaks, as 
though 1 anguage were a rrlere inst.rutrlent at. t.he trlercy of our wi 11 s, but 
it seerr"ls sil'llilarly incorrect to say siro})ly that 'language" speaks (a 
trlove instigated by Mal ]arrrl~ and the lat.er Heidegger), unless we can 
somehow feed roan back into '1 anguage·r

• These two al)proaches each have 
sorr"let.hing ifflportant to say about our errlbeddedness in 1 anguage. It can 
be seen that we have been supporting a roiddle view where I indeed 
speak~ but where I a~ onl~ insofar as I do. 

121. R. Barthes, "The Death of the Author II in It'flage, t1usic, 
Text, }). 145. Further re f erenees to th is work wi 11, in thi s secti on, 
be added to the text and be preceeded by the initials IMT. 

122. Which is not to say that e~otions (and affectivity 
generally) have no cognitive value, for they are intifflatly linked to 
our understanding. Moods, as Heidegger has shown, cast a certain 
l'lleaning over the world, disclose it in new ways. 

123. A }:Iarall e I can be trlade for acti on generally, in terrrls, 
say, of a 'si,te of production' and a 'site of res})onsibility'; this 
would ~ield an agent. 

124. R. Barthes, Roland Barthes, trans. Richard Howard (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 1984). 

125. N. Foucault, Language 
Donald Bouchard and Sherry Simon 
1881), p.137. 

Counter-Mel''tOr-q, Practi ce J trans. 
(Ithaca: Cornel University Press, 
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126. Ibid., }).138. 

127. R. Barthes} Roland Barthes, p.143. Barttes also offers an 
interesting quotation froN Diderot: II Evet"'Y thing has ha})})ened in us 
because we are ourselves s a]wa~s ourselves, and never one fflinute the 
sar()e If, P .144. 

1 28. I bid . ~ }:I. 6(' . 

129. I derived this rrlodel })r·irrlari llj fro['(1 Raja 5i l\)errl'tan's, Ihe 
Subject of Seffliotics, Chapter 5. 

130. Certain cotrlput.er r(!ai] ings coul d be exetTl})ted froffl the 
norrf"lal categor1j of aut.horship. 

131. See Hi coeur·' s use of i.hi s t.errel (re 1 inqui shr(lent) in Part. II 
of Her~eneutics and the HUfflan Sciences. 

132. Cf, {,JoJfgang Iser's essay liThe Reading Process'l 
(Reader·-Res})onse Criticisftl, edt Jane Tortlpkins. Baltir()ore: Johns 
Ho}:rkins Universit.lj Press, 1981, p.t..?): IIIn thinking the thoughts of 
another, his [the reader"s] own individuality ter()porarily recedes 
into the backgrounds since it is supplanted by these alien 
thoughts •... As rAle read, there occurs an artificial division of our 
personalit.YJ because we take as a t.he~e for ourselves something that 
we are not," 

133. Part of the ploy of ffluch contemporary literature 
.: e S1) e cia 1 1 Y wh at i s c a 11 e d se I f - c on sci ou s f i c t i on 0 r ffl eta f i c t. i on :> i s 
t.o bring to t.he fore this tflanipulatoI''Y ['(,o[r,ent b~ frustrating the 
re ad e r- .' s no l"'fIl ali den t i f i cat i on s. Th i s bI' e a k can be ffl a de, for ex affl}) 1 e , 
by explicitly T-,arading the text··s text.ual and writ.ten nature~ rrfuch as 
a filrn shot fIlay })an back to reveal the fill.'fl-crew and equilHflent. 

134. t1. Heidegger, Being and TitTle, trans . .John Macquarrie and 
Edward Robinson (New York: Harper and Ror/J, 1962). 

135. These characteristics of the efllbodied subject have both 
tefll})orary and roore perrflanent as})ects. That is, fflany of our states are 
fairly e})herrleral, whi Ie others ser'Je as one's underl~ing and 
relatively abiding habitus. 

136. Subjectivity (the possihilitlj of expression) is 
allied to proprioception (the sensory awareness of our body 
serves as a basis for act.ion) on the l)ureJy bodi ly level. 

also 
that 

137. See ~akobson, "Shifters, Verbal Categories, and the 
Russi an ~)erbn ~ Word and Language (The Hague: Mouton ~ 1971). 

138. R01j Schafer draws a si~ilar 

psychoana] yti c viewpoint: "Persona 1 devrd o})rr,en t. 
conclusion frOtn a 
may be characterized 
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as change in the questi ons it. j s ur·gent. or essenti al t.o answer. As a 
pro j e c tin }) e r son aId eve 1 O})fIl en t , }) e r son a 1 an a 1 ~ sis chan g e s th e 
leading quest.ions t.hat. one addresses to the tale of one's life and 
th eli" e s 0 f i fJ1}) 0 I' t an t 0 th e r' == . II (On N a r rat i v e, }). 31 . ) 

139. e. Taylor, HUl'flan Agency and Language, Philosophical Papers 
1, p .31. 
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ENDNOTES: Conclusion 

1. t1. FOllcau1 t, Tlu!' Order of Things: An Archeo1ogy of t.he HUfflan 
Sciences (New York: Vintage Books, 1973), p.342. 

Z. Bruce Wilshire has tt)l .... it.t.en: 1I0ne is one"s 'roles' but. not 
just one"s 'roles," for one is also an unobjecti fiable consciousness 
of 'roles" act.ual arid })ossible - e1)en roles as yet. uniroagined. 11 (Role 
Playing and Identity. Bloofflington: Indiana University Press, 1982, 
p.Z27,) In contrast to ~~ own exposition, Wilshire efflphasizes the 
irt'l})ortance of pretherrratic role l)layi~g (based in rrrir€'!etic social 
bella\) i o'\.u .... on the })art of a bod':3-se 1 f) for hi s view of se 1 f and does 
not, in twy c(lind, })lace enough erl'l})hasis on the linguistic and 
narrati ve as:pects underl~ ing t.he II consc i ousness of 'red es" , II 

3. Being~, which is fundar€'!ental to a herflleneutic ontology, 
al so has interesting c(lir1leti c connotati ons. We not onI y view ourse 1 ves 
as SDrrleone J bu t al so as 1 ike soroeone, For exal'tlp Ie, we v i et~ our 
life-st.ory as being tragic, perhaps like Harrrlet, or like Othello. We 
use such rrrodels (or archetypes) fflore or less consciously when we tell 
our own s t.or~~ . 

4. R. 
Grabowicz 
Chapter' i (I. 

Ingar-den, 
(Evanston: 

The Literar~ Work of 
Northwestern University 

Art, trans. George 
Press, 1973), see 

5. The 'ethical" argu~ent of existentialists such as Sartre 
that all role identifications of the hUl'fIan subject are forct'ls of 
lIinauthenticit\l", forrfls of denying one's freedol'fl, seel'fIS on our 
account to fly in the face of fact. At f€'!OSt one can say that certain 
representations of an individual are insufficient with respect t.o 
that individual"s dhJersity, })ossibilities, and history. 

6. ti. tier-leau-Pont.y, Phenorrtenology of Perception, p.402. 
t1erleau-Ponty continues, "the sljeaking subject })lunges into s})eech 
wi t.hout. irllagin ing the words he is about to utter, • ,. The word 
'sleet .. , when it is known to trle J is not an object which I recognize 
through any idE!ntj ficatory synthesis~ but a certain use l'flade of lily 
})hona tory equ ipcoen t, ace rtain l'Ilodul a ti on of trly body as a 
be i n g - i Tl - th e - W (I rId . II (}), 40 3 ) 

7. We have also argued (IISigns of Derrida n
), that there is a 

good case to be f(Iade for deve] op ing a theory of fflean ing and ideal i 1.':3 
th at t a k e s as its bas i s th e fl1a te I' i a 1 sign i fie I' an d its i te ra b iIi ty , 
and which eschews a})f.'eal to transcendental signi fieds or what has 
also been called In the history of philosophy lIintelligihle 
essences". Though rAe cannot here go further int.o working out the 
de t.a i 15, f,qha t fl)US t be addre ssed in such a posi t ion is the v ar i ous 
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ways in which ffleaning is generated in associative relations. Meaning 
is not only a rrlatter of a signifier"s difference frorrl other 
sign i f'Y ing un its , but is es})ec i all y a })roduc t of tertl}) ora 1 and 
tropical relat-lons and t.ransforrriations, e.g., cont.iguityand 
juxta})osition, sequenc~, identity and difference, roetonyl'tly and 
synecdoche, ~etaphor, and so on. One proble~ we ~istakenly introduce 
into the consideration of language (as wi th considering Jl r41an ll) is to 
see it. as sorrlehow d iff e rent f rorrl everyth i ng else, as ou tsi de 'n ature of 

and capable of reflecting it. 

8. I do not i~ply by the word IIde~aterializell any ~etaphysica] 
o})tion for what is called in })hiloso})hy (!lateriaIis('). 

9. Sleet) without drearrls is surely. a tel'ilporar~ extinguishing of 
the self. 

10. This shift can be easily l'iIapped on to our earlier 
di stincti on of the experi enc ing versus the narrating se If. Our 
rJosii-ion also :parallels that of G.H. Mead: III know of no other forrri 
of behaviour than the linguistic in which the individual is an object 
to hi~self, and, as far as I can see, the individual is not a self in 
the reflective sense unless he is an object to hi~selflll (Hind, Self, 
and Soc j ei-'1' Chi cago: Un i versi t."::t of Chi cago Press, 19t.2, f.1. 142.) 

11. M. Mer-Ieau-Ponty, Phenol'tlenolog~ of Perception, p.392. 

1 2 . M . F oue au 1 t , t1adn e s sand. C i v i 1 i z at j on : A H j s t 0 r~ 

Insanit~ in the Age of Rea~on (New York: Vintage Books) 1973). 
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